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ABSTRACT 
Two models of the freeze drying process were constructed and used 
to study various operational policies in order to determine the policy 
that would provide the shortest drying times. 
The sublimation model which accounts only for the removal of 
frozen water, is found to predict shorter times for the free water 
removal phase than the sorption-sublimation model which properly 
accounts for the removal of frozen and bound water. 
This study shows that the policy which produces the shortest 
free water removal phase, also produces the shortest overall drying 
time. This policy, predicted by both models, holds the chamber 
pressure at its lowest value, heats the upper surface by radiation and 
the lower surface by conduction, the heating plates operate at 
different temperatures such that ·the melting and scorch constraints 
are both encountered and held during free water removal phase, and 
uses a low condenser temperature. During the free water removal 
phase, at least 80% of the total amount of heat supplied to the 
sample, is transferred through the frozen layer. 
The sorption-sublimation model provides sorbed water as well 
as temperature profiles in the dried layer during the free water 
removal phase and during the terminal drying phase. This study, 
by developing bound water profiles, incorporates an important 
factor for operational policies for quality retention in freeze 
drying. The temperature and sorbed water data predicted by 
the sorption-sublimation model during drying, can be combined 
with kinetic data on product deterioration to determine operational 
policies which may minimize not only the drying time but also the 
deteriorative changes. 
The economics of the freeze drying process were also studied, 
and it it/~hown that the policy that produces the shortest drying 
time, will operate the dryer most economically for a given sample 
thickness. The economic analysis suggests that large sample sizes 
would increase dryer capacity, and models which account for the 
removal of frozen water only, predict erroneous economic results. 
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A sublimation model of the freeze drying process is presented, 
and is used to study the operation and design of freeze dryers whose 
plates may be heated by controlled means. The analysis is applied to 
dryers wherein heat can be transferred either through the dried layer 
or through both the frozen and dried layers of the material being 
dried. With the material chosen, it is shown that 85 to 95 percent of 
the heat used during drying, is· transported through the frozen layer. 
It was found that the shortest drying times are obtained when the 
condenser temperature and chamber pressure are kept at their lowest 
values, and the plate temperatures are controlled independently so 
that the scorch and melting constraints are both held throughout the 




The freeze drying process is used to dry certain pharmaceuticals, 
biological materials, and foodstuffs, which may not be heated even to 
. 1-3 moderate temperatures in ordinary dry1ng. The substance to be dried 
is frozen, and the water is removed as a vapor by sublimation from the 
frozen material in a vacumn chamber, Figure 1. After the moisture 
sublimes to a vapor, it is usually removed by an appropriate condenser, 
and sometimes by steam jet ejectors or mechanical vacuum pumps. 
Freeze drying requires a very high vacuum because the vapor 
pressure of ice is very small. If the water were in a pure state, 
freeze drying could be performed at or near 273 K at a pressure of 
4.58 mm Hg absolute. However, since the water usually exists in a 
solution or a combined state, the material must be cooled below 263 K 
to keep the water in the solid phase. Most freeze drying is usually 
done at 263 K or lower at chamber pressures of about 2.00 mm Hg 
absolute or less. l- 3 
The attractive features of the freeze drying process are that 
(i) the drying takes place at a relatively low temperature, so that 
degradative reactions are minimized or prevented, (ii) volatile 
materials other than water are largely retained, so that flavor and 
aroma qualities are unsurpassed,l-S (iii) the final product, once 
packaged, is not subject to bacterial degradation at ambient 
temperatures, (iv) structural rigidity is afforded by the frozen 
substance when sublimation occurs and this prevents collapse of the 
remaining porous structure after drying, and (v) the product is of low 
density and easily rehydrated, retaining much of its original 
structural form. 
4 
As a rule, freeze drying produces the highest quality food product 
obtainable by any drying method. However, freeze drying is an 
expensive form of dehydration of foods because of the slow drying rate 
and the use of vacuum. Thus, the major disadvantage of freeze drying 
relates to energy costs and the lengthy drying times encountered. 
Energy costs are high because the material to be dried must first 
be frozen, followed by freeze drying proper where heat must be supplied 
to sublime the ice and remove bound water. Thus, the latent heat of 
fusion must first be removed and then supplied. Energy must also be 
supplied during the freeze drying process to refrigerate a moisture 
condensing plate, which provides the driving force for water vapor 
mass transfer, Figure 1. While it may be possible to recover some of 
the heat (for example, by rejecting the condenser heat to the heating 
surfaces in order to provide the sublimation energy), it is obvious 
that the process will be inherently energy and capital intensive. 
Also, a si.gnificant amount of energy is used to power the vacuum pump. 
The lengthy drying times are caused by resistances to heat and 
mass transfer and other factors, which have been investigated 
1-3 6-23 extensively. ' A reduction in the drying time can result in 
reduced energy and labor costs, since throughput may be increased 
1 2 proportionately. ' Many different designs and operating procedures 
d 
1-3,6,13,15,17,18,20-22,24-28 
of freeze dryers have been propose , not 
all of which are optimal. 3 ' 14 , 17 , 18 It should be noted that the total 
drying time must be long enough so that the final moisture content is 
below about 5 weight percent to prevent degradation of the final 
material during storage. 
The work in this paper presents a sublimation mathematical model 
for the freeze drying process, and this model is used to study the 
operation and design of freeze dryers (Figure 1) whose plates may be 
heated by controlled means, such that heat can be transferred through 
both the frozen and dry layers of the material being freeze dried, 
Figure 2. Batch freeze dryers are only considered, but the results 
may have general qualitative applicability to other designs currently 
in use or contemplated. 
THE FREEZE DRYING PROCESS 
In the freeze drying system shown in Figure 1, material either 
frozen or to be frozen in situ by passing refrigerant through the 
plates, is loaded onto the trays. The chamber is evacuated, ice 
starts to sublime, and the vapor flows through the chamber to the 
condenser plate. Heat is supplied through the plates to provide the 
heat of sublimation and desorption. 
The initial drying rates are fast because there is little 
resistance either to heat transport from the plate to the material, 
or to mass flux from the material to the condenser. However, as 
drying proceeds, a porous dried, highly resistive layer builds up 
around the material. This dried layer is highly insulating to heat 
flux, 1- 3 but is usually less resistive at low pressures to mass 
transfer. Since heat and mass transfer resistances are functions of 
pressure, it is possible to raise the pressure from the minimum value 
so that heat transfer is enhanced at the expense of an increased 
resistance to mass transport. However, the net effect may increase 
the drying rate, since the water vapor driving force will also 
increase. It is therefore clear that the chamber pressure is a major 
5 
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control variable of the freeze drying process. The temperature of .the 
plates is another important variable, because it affects the rate of 
heat transmission to the surfaces of the material being dried, and also 
the energy reaching the interface between the dried and frozen layers. 
The condenser temperature is also a control variable because it affects 
the water vapor pressure driving force for mass transfer. 
The maximum temperatures reached in the dried layer and reached 
in the frozen layer must be low enough to keep degradation to a 
minimum. Therefore the control variables must always be at settings 
that maintain the characteristic high product quality. The conditions 
for quality control are not to have a surface temperature higher than 
the scorch temperature of the dried layer, To>Ts, or an interface 
temperature which exceeds the melting temperature of the interface, 
Tx>Tm. 
The most widely used freeze drying process is based upon the heat 
of sublimation being supplied from the surrounding gases to the sample 
surface, Figure 3. Then the heat is transferred by conduction through 
13,15,17,18,27 
the dried material to the ice surface. Previous work 
with symmetrical solid freeze drying, Figure 3, has shown that 
considerable reductions in drying time can be obtained by choosing a 
slightly elevated pressure (e.g. 2-5 mm Hg) and simultaneously 
maintaining the dried surface temperature at its constraint. The 
optimum pressure, in fact, also maintains the ice interface at its 
constraint so that the driving force for mass transfer is maximized. 
In the present work, various cases are studied in which heat is 
transferred to the interface separating the frozen and dried layers, by 
conduction through the dried material and/or through the frozen 
layer, Figure 2. A typical case of freeze drying by conduction 
7 
of heat through both the frozen and dried layers is shown in Figure 4, 
in which a frozen liquid in a phial is being freeze dried.28 The 
system in Figure 4 is extensively used in the production of drugs by 
the pharmaceutical industry, while the arrangements presented in 
Figures 2 and 3 are representative of those used in the food industry. 
For one dimensional heat and mass transfer, and when the phial offers 
insignificant resistance to the transfer of heat, the systems in 
Figures 2 and 4 may be described by the same mathematical model. 
Previous work 1-3 has shown that most freeze drying systems may be 
represented accurately by one dimensional heat and mass transfer 
models, and the phial introduces, usually, a negligiblel,2 resistance 
to heat transfer. In the present study, the systems in Figures 2 and 4 
are taken to be equivalent with respect to the mathematical model 
representation, and three possibilities will be examined: the first 
is where extremely poor thermal contact is made between the plate and 
the frozen layer at x=L, so that heating is by radiation only; the 
second includes film contact between the frozen material and the lower 
plate at x=L, and radiation from the upper plate; and the third is 
where perfect thermal contact between the frozen material and the plate 
at x=L is made, so that the plate temperature is equal to the ice 
temperature at x=L. These three possibilities were investigated by 
varying the chamber pressure, condenser temperature, and sample 




The one dimensional system considered in this section is shown in 
Figure 2. A heat source (e. g. the upper heating plate in Figure 4) is 
positioned above a slab of material of thickness L, and provides the 
heat flux q
1
• The slab has a dried, porous but resistive layer, and a 
nonporous but conductive ice layer. The base of the slab (x=L) may 
either receive heat by radiation only, or be in perfect thermal 
contact, or have a thin film layer between its surface and the heat 
source that provides the heat flux q11 (e.g. the lower heating plate 
in Figure 4). The boundary between the dried region and the frozen 
region is termed the sublimation interface. Sublimation occurs as a 
result of heat being conducted to this interface through the dried 
and the ice layers. The resulting vapor flows through the dried layer, 
diffuses through the chamber and finally collects upon the condenser 
plate. The following assumptions are made in the development of the 
mathematical model: 
(1) Only one dimensional heat and mass flows, normal to the 
interface and the surfaces, are considered. 
(2) Sublimation occurs at an interface parallel to, and at a 
distance X from, the sample surface. 
( 3) The thi.ckness of the interface is . taken to be 
infinitesimal. 1 ' 2 ' 29 
(4) A binary mixture of water vapor and inert gas flows through 
the dried layer. 
(5) At the ice interface, the concentration of water vapor is in 
equilibrium with the ice. 
9 
(6) In the porous medium, the solid matrix and the enclosed gas 
are in thermal equilibrium. 
(7) The frozen region is homogeneous, of uniform physical 
properties, and contains an insignificant proportion of 
dissolved gases. 
(8) For the system shown in Figure 4, the thickness of the phial 
is considered to be infinitesimal when it is compared to 
1 2 28 the thickness of the sample, ' ' and the phial offers 
1 2 28 
insignificant resistance to the transfer of heat. ' ' 
Energy and material balances can be made in the dried (I) and 
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In the dried layer, effective parameters are considered which 
include the physical properties of both the gas and solid, which have 
been considered to be independent of space. The initial and boundary 
conditions are: 
T1 = T11 = T
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at x = X, t > 0 
qi = crF(T4UP - T4 ) at x = 0, t > 0. 
I,O 
The boundary condition at x=L depends upon the circumstances 
chosen. For radiation only, 
= crF(T4 T4 ) qii LP - II L • , 
For perfect thermal contact, 
For a thin film between the frozen material and the lower plate, 
The value of the film thermal conductivity, kf, was estimated 
30 








The mass flux of water vapor through the dried layer, neglecting 
the mass transfer resistance of the chamber, is given by a simplified 
version of the dusty gas model: 6 , 13 
N = 
w (PwX - pwO) (c
2




C n° . K M 
2 w,1n w w (10) 
where Pwx=f(TX) is a function of the interface temperature only. An 
arithmetic average temperature of the surface and interface 
temperatures may be used with good accuracy 31 to evaluate the Knudsen 
coefficient, K , and the diffusivity, n° in equation (10). 
w w,in' 
The velocity of the interface is given by, 
dX N w 
11 
v = dt = ( 11) 
with the initial condition: 
x = x0 at t = o. (12) 
Equations 1-12 represent the sublimation model which has been 
shown 32 to predict accurately the first 75-95% of water removal; 
however, this model accounts only for the removal of the free water. 
Two other models developed by Litchfield and Liapis 14 and by Liapis 
and Marchello3 , 19 which account for the desorption of bound water, and 
the effect of pore size and tortuosity distributions, predict the 
experimental data of the freeze drying process more accurately than 
the sublimation model, but they require many more data from various 
independent experiments in order to estimate their parameters. These 
data are not usually available for the foodstuffs and biological 
materials of interest, and are rather difficult to obtain 
experimentally. The sublimation.model requires fewer data, it is 
easily solved numerically, and when coupled with actual freeze drying 
data (either pilot or production), can offer the user a means of 
performing quick "magnitude" studies in control, design, and operation 
of freeze dryers. 13,l7 , 18 , 33 Recent work28 , 34 indicates that the 
sublimation and sorption-sublimation models 3 , 14 , 19 provide rather 
similar general guidelines for the design and operation of a freeze 
dryer in which a frozen liquid in a phial is being freeze dried. 
External transport resistances can be easily incorporated into 
the sUblimation model by including the transport equations presented in 
12 
Reference 13. In a well designed freeze dryer, the external mass 
and heat transfer resistances are made to be insignificant,1-3,6 
therefore, they are not considered in the model presented above. 
The time constant of equation (2) has been estimated from the 
data of Meo,B and found to be over an order of magnitude smaller than 
that of equation (1). Thus, the time derivative of equation (2) may 
be set equal to zero, and equation (4b) becomes: 
T - TX 
k ( II ,L ) . 
II L - X 
( 13) 
The sublimation model involves a moving boundary, the position 
of the interface, X(t). This boundary is immobilized by the following 
transformation: 
X 
t;, = X(t) 0 < X < X (14) 
1 which leads to the following relationships: 
aT I 1 aT I 
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ax X at;, 
(16) 
aT aT t;, dX aT 
I I I 
(~)X = (~)t;, (~)t• X dt 
( 17) 
Substitution into equations ( 1)' (4a), and (Sb) yields: 
aT I ale a
2
T 1 dX N C aT I 
--- (--I) +- (t;, t ES ) (-) 0 _::.t;, < 1 (18) 
at x2 at;,2 X dt Piecpie at;, 
kie aT I 
(19) qi = --- (-) at t;, = 0 X at;, 
and 
13 
T - T 
( II,L X) kii 
L-X 
+ N C T = -llHN at l; = 1, t 2:_ 0. 
t pg X t 
(20) 
The differential equation (18) is now of fixed extent since the 
boundary is always at t;,=l, and the numerical method of orthogonal 
collocation23 can be applied in a straightforward way to effect a 
solution. Jacobi polynomials of sixth order were chosen, and the 
resulting ordinary differential equations were solved using Gear's23 
integration method for stiff differential equations. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Instant non-fat milk is chosen as a model material, and the 
values of the parameters used in the sublimation model are given in 
Table I. The heat transfer mechanisms and the plate conditions of 
the four cases that were studied, are presented in Table II. In 
case A, the limit of 30°C is a frequently employed industrial 
constraint. 1 ' 2 In Table III, the drying times of the four cases are 
shown for various chamber pressures, condenser temperatures, and the 
value·s of the sample thickness L. 
For case A, the drying times are longer than the corresponding 
times for cases B, C, and D. In the purely radiative case, A, for 
all sample sizes examined, a decrease in condenser temperature 
brought about a reduction in drying time from 11 minutes, for a 2 mm 
thick sample, up to 50 minutes, for a 15 mm sample when the chamber 
pressure is kept constant. The largest reduction in drying time due 
to a reduction in condenser temperature amounted to approximately 8%. 
It is shown that, for the two lower condenser temperatures, a decrease 
in chamber pressure leads to a decrease in drying time. However, 
for the highest condenser temperature studied, 233.5 K, the drying 
time is shortened by operating at an elevated chamber pressure when 
sample thicknesses equal to or greater than 12 mm are used; this 
indicates that for fairly thick samples, a higher chamber pressure 
should be used in order to substantially increase the heat flux 
through the dried layer so that the interface temperature is raised, 
and the driving force for water vapor mass transfer is increased. 
This policy is necessary in order to overcome the reduction in mass 
transfer imposed by the thicker dried layer (equation (10)) and 
the elevated condenser temperature. 
The drying times for case A are lengthy, due to the relatively 
small driving forces, and the plates are at 30°c for the entire 
14 
drying period. Neither the melting or scorching point is encountered 
during the drying period, so the driving forces for heat and mass 
transfer are never at their maximum values. Increasing the 
temperature of the heating plates will reduce the drying times by 
increasing both heat and mass transfer in the dried layer. The heat 
transfer will increase because the difference between the surface and 
interface temperature rises and increases the water vapor pressure at 
the interface of the dried and frozen regions. It should be noted at 
this point that numerous simulations 35 have shown that for case A, the 
shortest drying times are obtained at the combination of minimum 
condenser temperature and chamber pressure. 
In case B, the plates are jointly controlled to be at the same 
temperature and their supply of heat is such that TI,~Ts and TII,~< 
T • The simulations with this kind of control action, show35 that the 
m 
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melting constraint was always encountered before the scorch point 
was reached. This indicates that in case B the process is first mass 
transfer limited, and then progresses to a heat transfer limited 
operation which causes a decrease in the drying rate since the 
overall heat transfer into the sample is decreased. It is also 
found35 that the scorch constraint is reached rather quickly for the 
smaller sample thicknesses. 
As in case A, a reduction in the condenser temperature always 
produces a reduction in the drying time for cases B, C, and D. 
However, these reductions are smaller than those encountered in case 
A. It should be noted that the drying times are up to 15 times 
shorter for case B than for case A under similar operating conditions. 
The ratio of the drying time for case A to the drying time for case 
B decreases as the sample thickness increases due to the reduction 
of heat transfer through the frozen region. While the melting 
constraint is held at x=L, the heat transfer is reduced due to a 
decrease in the temperature gradient with thicker samples. 
An advantage is noticed when the plates are independently 
controlled, case C. Feedback controllers can independently set the 
plate temperatures so that the scorch and melting constraints are 
both held throughout the drying period. The advantage of case C over 
case B occurs because the control policy of case C allows larger heat 
fluxes through the frozen and dried layers of the sample. The 
magnitude of the advantage is higher when large or small samples are 
considered, and is not so appreciable at intermediate sample 
thicknesses. For small samples, the advantage is due to an increased 
heat flux in the frozen region, while for large samples, it is due 
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to an increase in the heat flux through the dried layer. It is also 
seen in Table III that case C always provides lower drying times than 
the other cases. 
The drying times for case D are from 5 to 15 percent longer than 
those calculated for case C, indicating that approximately 85 to 
95 percent of the heat used in drying is transported through the 
frozen layer. The difference between cases C and D is that case C 
has the maximum allowable heat being transferred from the upper plate, 
while case D allows no heat transfer from above. The trends noticed 
in case D show that the dominant heat transfer is through the frozen 
region, and since no heat is transferred from above, the effects of 
chamber pressure and condenser temperature act predominantly on the 
mass transfer mechanisms of the freeze drying process. This indicates 
that when the melting constraint is maintained throughout the drying 
period, the process is then mainly limited by the rate at which the 
water vapor can be transported through the porous dried layer. 
The results for the situation where perfect thermal contact 
between the lower plate and the surface of the frozen layer could 
be attained, are the same as those obtained in cases C and D, the 
only difference being that the lower plate temperature is equal to the 
melting temperature, and the energy requirements are less since there 
is no film heat transfer resistance. However, the cost of designing 
the dryer so that perfect thermal contact is possible, may be 
1 2 
prohibitive. ' 
In Figure 5, the drying time versus sample thickness data are 
presented, for a chamber pressure of 0.1 mm Hg and a condenser 
temperature of 225 K. Whereas the drying time increases linearly 
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with sample thickness in case A, a non-linear relationship is observed 
for cases B, C, and D. The increase in sample thickness has a much 
larger effect on the drying times of case A since the heat flux 
through the frozen region, for cases B, C, and D, is maximized by 
maintaining TII,L at Tm. The effect of sample thickness is observed 
to be smaller for case C. 
The time variation of the water vapor flux for all four cases, 
and for a particular set of operating conditions, is shown in 
Figure 6. It is shown that the initial mass flux of case A is more 
than one order of magnitude less than those calculated for cases B, 
C, and D. The flux for case A decreases linearly with time, while 
the fluxes of the other cases exhibit a non-linear relationship with 
time. From the data of Figure 6, the speed of the moving interface 
can be estimated (equation (11)). 
CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 
The results of this work show that 85 to 95 percent of the heat 
used in the drying phase of the freeze drying process, is transported 
through the frozen layer. They also show that the shortest drying 
times are obtained when the condenser temperature and the chamber 
pressure are kept at their lowest values, and the plate temperatures 
are controlled independently so that the scorch and melting 
constraints are both held throughout the drying period. 
The purely radiative heat transfer, case A, required the longest 
drying times and appears to be inferior by comparison to cases B, C, 
and D. Its use may be practical for materials and freeze drying 
systems for which cases B, C, and D are not applicable. For purely 
radiative transfer, it was also found that for a relatively high 
condenser temperature, the drying time is shortened by operating 
at an elevated chamber pressure when samples of large thicknesses 
are used. 
Finally, the effect of sample thickness on the drying time is 
significant for all modes of heat application and transmission, and 
would be of importance in economic studies dealing with the task of 



















constant dependent only upon structure of porous medium 
and giving the ratio of bulk diffusivity within the 
porous medium to the free gas bulk diffusivity, 
dimensionless 
free gas mutual diffusivity in a binary mixture of water 
vapor and inert gas 
D • p 
w,1.n 
Hottel view factor 
water vapor pressure-temperature functional form 
(Table I) 
thermal conductivity 
film thermal conductivity 
Knudsen diffusivity (Table I) 
sample thickness 
molecular weight 
water vapor flux 
inert gas flux 
total pressure in dried layer 
drying chamber pressure at surface of dried layer 
partial pressure of water vapor 
energy flux 




TLP lower plate temperature 
TUP upper plate temperature 
v velocity of interface 
X position of interface 
Greek S~mbols 
a. thermal diffusivity 
~H enthalpy of sublimation 
p density 
F; defined in equation (14) 
C1 Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
SuEerscr;iEts 
0 initial value at time equal zero 
SubscriEts 
e effective value 
g gas 
in inert 
L value at X = L 
m melting 
s scorch 
w water vapor 
X value at interface 
0 value at surface 
I dried region 
II frozen region 
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cP g (kJ /kg K) 
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Heat Transfer Mechanisms and Plate Conditions 
Heat Transfer 
Mechanisms 
Radiation only to both 
upp~r and bottom surfaces 
Radiation to upper dried 
surface; conduction 
through a film layer at 
X= L 
same as in B 
No radiation to upper 
dried surface. 
Otherwise, as B 
Plate 
Conditions 
Upper and lower plates at the 
same temperature and 
constrained to 30°c 
Upper and lower plates at the 
same temperature, but 
temperature limited by 
material constraints T and T s m 
Upper and lower plates operate 
at different temperatures 
limited by material constraints 
T and T s m 
Lower plate temperature 




Drying Times (minutes) 
Chamber Condenser 
Case Pressure Temperature Sample Thickness 
(mm Hg) (K) 2mm 3mm 4mm 5mm 6mm 9mm 12mm 15mm 
A 0.1 167.0 128.66 203.89 283.38 367.29 454.83 737.96 1051.97 1383.72 
225.0 134.08 211.51 292.62 378.09 466.88 758.97 1070.87 1405.43 
233.5 139.93 219.41 302.67 390.19 480.94 778.18 1094.78 1434.22 
1.0 167.0 131.65 207.95 288.24 372.38 461.53 751.70 1060.08 1390.15 
225.0 135.36 212.76 295.14 380.70 470.09 763.47 1073.72 1407.03 
233.5 140.02 219.63 304.13 391.05 481.83 778.43 1093.97 1429.72 
B 0.1 167.0 9.85 18.73 29.54 42.20 56.87 121.65 218.76 344.24 
225.0 9.93 18.87 29.78 42.60 57.54 124.47 223.79 352.25 
233.5 10.04 19.09 30.15 43.24 58.67 128.97 231.83 364.74 
0.25 167.0 9.62 18.33 29.00 41.67 56.89 . 127.87 229.94 361.84 
225.0 9.69 18.46 29.24 42.12 57.76 130.80 235.16 370.13 
233.5 9.79 18.66 29.62 42.86 59.31 135.48 243.51 383.11 
0.5 167.0 9.27 17.73 28.31 41.69 60.21 138.39 248.74 391.35 
225.0 9.33 17.86 28.58 42.42 61.58 141.49 254.28 400.07 
233.5 9.42 18.06 29.04 43.77 63.79 146.47 263.15 413.93 
0.75 167.0 8.96 17.24 28.23 44.56 64.93 149.03 267.70 421.35 
225.0 9.01 17.37 28.73 45.57 66.39 152.32 273.57 430.38 
233.5 9.09 17.59 29.70 47.19 68.73 157.60 282.97 445.26 
0.9 167.0 8. 79 17.02 29.28 46.52 67.74 155.36 278.94 439.25 
225.0 8.84 17.18 29.95 47.57 69.25 158.76 285.50 448.28 
233.5 8.92 17.46 31.02 49.24 71.67 164.21 294.71 463.97 N w 
Table III (cont) 
Chamber Condenser 
Case Pressure Temperature Sample Thickness 
(mm Hg) (K) 2mm 3mm 4mm 5mm 6mm 9mm 12mm 15mm 
B 1.0 167.0 8.68 16.94 30.16 47.89 69.69 159.76 286.75 451.18 
225.0 8.73 17.15 30.84 48.96 71.25 163.23 293.28 460.73 
233.5 8.81 17.56 31.94 50.67 73.72 168.81 303.21 476.44 
c 0.1 167.0 5.82 13.13 23.40 36.57 52.68 118.58 210.82 329.32 
225.0 5.93 13.42 23.87 37.30 53.75 120.98 215.10 336.03 
233.5 6.13 13.83 24.63 38.50 55.47 124.85 221.97 346.75 
0.25 167.0 6.07 13.70 24.38 38.13 54.92 123.62 219.82 343.33 
225.0 6.20 13.97 24.87 38.88 56.03 126.10 224.20 350.33 
233.5 6.38 14.42 25.67 40.12 57.80 130.07 231.25 361.23 
0.5 167.0 6.48 14.62 26.03 40.70 58.60 131.93 234.52 366.37 
225.0 6.62 14.92 26.53 41.50 59.77 134.50 239.15 373.57 
233.5 6.82 15.37 27.35 42.77 61.62 138.65 246.50 385.07 
0.75 167.0 6.88 15.53 27.65 43.22 62.23 140.10 249.05 389.02 
225.0 7.02 15.83 28.18 44.05 63.43 142.80 253.87 396.53 
233.5 7.23 16.32 29.03 45.38 65.37 147.13 261.55 408.53 
0.9 167.0 7.12 16.07 28.60 44.72 64.40 144.95 257.67 402.47 
225.0 7.27 16.38 . 29.13 45.55 65.63 147.70 262.58 410.17 
233.5 7.48 16.87 30.02 46.95 67.60 152.13 270.45 422.47 
1.0 167.0 7.28 16.43 29.22 45.70 65.83 148.17 263.38 411.37 
225.0 7.42 16.73 29.78 46.58 67.80 150.98 268.28 419.20 
233o5 7.65 17.23 30.70 47.95 69.07 155.47 276.38 431.70 
N 
.J:'-
Table III (cont) 
Chamber Condenser 
Case Pressure Temperature Sample Thickness 
(mm Hg) (K) 2mm 3mm 4mm 5mm 6mm 9mm 12mm 15mm 
D 0.1 167.0 6.40 14.48 25.82 40.38 58.20 131.12 233.22 364.42 
225.0 6.55 14.80 26.40 41.30 59.52 134.08 238.52 372.72 
233.5 6.77 15.33 27.32 42.75 61.62 138.83 246.97 385.95 
0.25 167.0 . 6. 75 15.27 27.18 42.53 61.30 138.10 245.62 383.80 
225.0 6.90 15.60 27.78 43.48 62.67 141.17 251.10 392.38 
233.5 7.13 16.13 28.75 44.98 64.83 146.08 259.87 406.10 
0.5 167.0 7.32 16.53 29.47 46.08 66.42 149.60 266.07 415.72 
225.0 7.47 16.88 30.10' 47.08 67.87 152.85 271.87 424.82 
233.5 7.72 17.47 31.12 48.68 70.17 158.07 281.17 439.35 
0.75 167.0 7.87 17.80 31.72 49o60 71.47 160.95 286.28 447o27 
225.0 8.03 18.17 32.38 50.65 72.98 164.40 292.42 456.87 
233.5 8.30 18.78 33.47 52.33 75.43 169.92 302.22 472.23 
0.9 167.0 8.20 18.55 33.03 51.68 74.47 167.73 298.32 466.07 
225.0 8.38 18.93 33.75 52.78 76.05 171.30 304.67 475.97 
233.5 8.65 19.57 34.85 54.53 78.57 176.98 314.80 491.83 
1.0 167.0 8.43 19.05 33.93 53.08 76.48 172.23 306.32 478.53 
225.0 8.60 19.45 34.65 54.18 78.08 175.87 312.77 488.65 
233.5 8.88 20.08 35.78 55.97 80.67 181.67 323.67 504.85 
Figure 1: Schematic of a Freeze Dryer Whose Plates may be Heated by Controlled Means 
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Figure 1 
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Figure 2: Schematic of Sample During Freeze Drying 
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Figure 3: Diagram Showing the Dried and Frozen Layers of a Solid Sample During Freeze Drying, and 
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Figure 4: Freeze Drying of a Liquid Frozen in a Phial 
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Figure 4 
Figure 5: The Effect of Sample Thickness on Drying Time 
(chamber pressure= 0.1 mm Hg; condenser 
temperature = 225 K) 
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Figure 6: Time Variation of Mass Fluxes (chamber pressure = 0.1 mm Hg; sample thickness = 6mm; 
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The freeze drying process is studied under various operational 
policies through the use of a sorption-sublimation model which 
provides not only temperature profiles, but also bound water profiles 
in the dried layer of the product. Skim milk was used as a model 
material. 
The operational policy that provides the shortest drying times, 
keeps the pressure at its lowest value, and the upper and lower 
heating plates are independently controlled so that the material 
constraints are encountered and held throughout the free water 
removal phase. At least 80% of the heat used during the free water 
removal phase, is transferred through the frozen region of the sample. 
The sorbed water profiles are strongly influenced by the drying 
policy, and sorption occurs while sublimation of free water takes 
place. Under certain conditions and for the case of samples of small 
thickness, the sorbed water profiles may have segments whose bound 
water concentrations are higher .than those at the start of the free 
water removal phase. 
It is found that the criterion used in terminating the freeze 
drying process is of extreme importance, since it may lead to an 
undesirable sorbed water profile which may deteriorate the quality 
of the dried product. 
SCOPE 
Certain biological materials, pharmaceuticals, and foodstuffs, 
which may not be heated even to moderate temperatures in ordinary 
drying, are freeze dried. In freeze drying, the water or another 
solvent is removed as a vapor by desorption and sublimation from 
the frozen material in a vacuum chamber. 
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As a rule, freeze drying produces the highest quality product 
obtainable by any drying method (Goldblith et al., 1975; Hellor, 
1978). Prominent factors are the structural rigidity of the product 
which facilitates rapid and almost complete rehydration at a later 
time, little loss of flavor and aroma, and minimization of 
degradative reactions which normally occur in ordinary drying 
processes, such as non-enzymatic browning, protein denaturation, 
and enzymatic reactions. 
However, freeze drying is an expensive form of drying because 
of the slow drying rates and the use of vacuum. Many investigators 
have suggested operational policies (Mellor, 1978; Liapis and 
rmrchello, 1983a) which would reduce the drying times by improving 
the drying rates. 
The interactions in the variables of the freeze drying process 
are complex and an experimental approach of examining the various 
operational policies is tedious, expensive, and time consuming 
(Mellor, 1978), although the experiment will finally confirm or 
disprove the validity of operational policies suggested by 
theoretical work, and which are supposed to improve or minimize 
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the drying times. Therefore, if a mathematical model is constructed 
which can predict known freeze drying experimental results 
accurately, then this model can be used in the analysis of the freeze 
drying process and in the examination of various operational policies 
suggested from the analysis and/or the experimental evidence about 
the interactions of the mechanisms of heat and mass transfer in the 
freeze drying process, and may also lead to operational policies 
which maximize the drying rates. The computational experiments are 
less tedious, expensive, and time consuming than those conducted in 
pilot plants (King, 1971; Meo, 1972; Goldblith et al., 1975; Mellor, 
1978; Liapis and Marchello, 1983a; Liapis, 1984). 
For freeze drying, many examples of temperature profiles are 
available from the literature. Contrary to this is the limited 
number of sorbed water profiles available (Goldblith et al., 1975; 
Mellor, 1978; Flink and Modelina, 1982; Sagara and Hosokawa, 1982). 
Since destruction rates of various important nutrients (Aguilera and 
Flink, 1974; Mellor, 1978) as well as activation energies are a 
function of temperature and sorbed water content, knowledge of 
temperature and bound water profiles in the sample during freeze 
drying is extremely important for predicting the extent of quality 
deterioration for particular process conditions. 
The purpose of the work described here is to present and use 
a sorption-sublimation model in examining operational policies 
which may significantly reduce the drying times, as well as to 
study the effect of these policies and the effect of the criteria 
employed to end the terminal drying phase, on the bound water 
profiles in the dried layer of the product. Skim milk was used 
as a model material. 
The development of bound water profiles, incorporates an 
important factor for optimization policies for quality retention 
in freeze drying. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND SIGNIFICANCE 
A sorption-sublimation model is presented and used to simulate 
the freeze drying process under various operational policies. It 
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is found that the operational strategy which produces the shortest 
free water removal phase, is also the policy that provides the 
shortest overall drying time. This policy keeps the chamber pressure 
at its lowest value, heat is supplied to the upper sample surface 
by radiation and to the lower surface by conduction, and the heating 
plates are Qperating at different temperatures such that the scorch 
and melting constraints are encountered and both held throughout 
the free water removal phase. The results show that at least 80% 
of the heat used during the free water removal phase, is transferred 
through the frozen region of the sample. 
It is found that during the free water removal phase a certain 
amount of the initial sorbed water is desorbed. The amounts of 
desorbed water in this drying phase are larger when thick samples 
are freeze dried and significantly smaller for thin samples. In 
fact, under certain operating conditions and when small sample 
thicknesses are considered, the profiles of bound water at the 
beginning of the terminal drying phase may have segments in which 
the concentration of sorbed water is higher than the concentration 
of bound water at the beginning of the free water removal phase. 
The operational policy leading to such profiles of bound water is 
shown to produce much higher overall drying times than any of the 
other policies studied. 
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It is also shown that the type of criterion used in terminating 
the freeze drying process is of extreme importance, especially 
for samples of large thicknesses, since it may lead to an undesirable 
sorbed water profile which may deteriorate the quality of the dried 
product. 
This study, by developing bound water profiles, incorporates 
an important factor for operational policies for quality retention 
in freeze drying. The temperature and sorbed water data predicted 
by the sorption-sublimation model during drying, can be combined 
with kinetic data on product deterioration (Aguilera and Flink, 1974; 
Mellor, 1978) 'to determine operational policies which may minimize 
not only the drying time but also the deteriorative changes. 
INTRODUCTION 
Freeze drying plays an important part in the manufacture of 
many substances which would otherwise suffer bacterial degradation 
in the presence of relatively small amounts of moisture. Some 
common manufacturing examples are the freeze drying of blood plasma, 
bones, cartilage, and vaccines; the production of antibiotics, 
hormones, alkaloids and other biologicals; and the processing of 
vegetables, meats, and liquids such as coffee, soup, and milk. 
Although freeze drying at present finds its largest application 
in food and drug dehydration, other interesting applications have 
been suggested and explored, including dehydration of radioactive 
wastes (Cerre and Mestre, 1964), stabilization of free radicals, 
and sublimation of non-aqueous solvents to allow operation in 
different-media at different temperatures (Rey, 1964; King, 1971; 
Mellor, 1978), and preparation of porous catalysts (Rey, 1964). 
The particular desirable qualities conferred by the freeze 
drying process are that (i) the drying takes place at a relatively 
low temperature, so that thermal degradation is prevented, 
(ii) volatile materials other than water are largely retained, so 
that flavor qualities are unsurpassed (Flink and Karel, 1972; Chirife 
and Karel, 1973; Goldblith et al., 1975; Omatete and King, 1978; 
Etzal and King, 1980), (iii) the final product, once packaged, is 
not subject to bacterial degradation at ambient temperature, 
(iv) structural rigidity is afforded by the frozen substance when 
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sublimation occurs and this prevents collapse of the remaining 
porous structure after drying~ and (v) the product is of low 
density and is easily rehydrated~ retaining much of its original 
structural form. 
As a rule~ freeze drying produces the highest quality dried 
product obtainable by any drying method (Mellor~ 1978). However~ 
freeze drying is an expensive form of dehydration because of the 
slow drying rate~ low condenser temperature~ and the use of vacuum. 
Thus the major disadvantage of freeze drying relates to energy 
costs and the lengthy drying times encountered. 
Energy usage constitutes a major cost factor and is composed 
of energy of sublimation~ desorption~ and energy to support the 
vacuum and refrigerate a condensing plate. The lengthy drying 
times are caused by resistances to heat and mass transfer and 
other factors~ which have been investigated extensively~ both 
experimentally and theoretically (Saravacos and Stinchfield~ 1965; 
Bralsford~ 1967; Sandall et al., 1967; King et al., 1968; Hatcher 
et al., 1971; King, 1971; Cox and Dyer, 1972; Gentzler and Schmidt~ 
1972; Meo, 1972; Flink and Aguilera, 1974; Greenfield, 1974; 
Goldblith et al.·, 1975; Ma and Peltre, 1975a~ 1975b; Mackenzie~ 
1976a, 1976b; Kerkhof and Thijssen, 1977; Sheng and Peck~ 1977; 
To and Flink, 1978; Liapis and Litchfield~ 1979; Litchfield and 
Liapis ~ 1979, 1982; Liapis ~ 1980a~ 1980b; Litchfield et al., 1981a~ 
1981b; Liapis and Marchello, 1982, 1983a, 1983b). A reduction in the 
drying time can result in reduced energy and labor costs, and for 
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this purpose many different designs and operating procedures of 
freeze dryers have been proposed (Meo, 1972; Carn and King, 1977; 
·Jones and King, 1977; Mellor, 1978; Liapis and Marchello, 1983a, 
1983b), not all of which are optimal (Litchfield et al., 1981a, 1981b; 
Litchfield and Liapis, 1982; Liapis and Marchello, 1983a). 
The work in this paper presents a sorption-sublimation 
mathematical model for the freeze drying process, which accounts 
for the removal of free and bound water. This model can provide 
the profiles of sorbed or bound water during the freeze drying 
process, and this information is of paramount importance in deciding 
when the drying operation should t·erminate. The criterion for 
terminating the drying process should be (Mellor, 1978) that the 
water concentration at any point in the dried product, does not 
exceed a critical concentration, since values above the critical 
value may initiate degradative reactions. The sorption-sublimation 
model is used to investigate the performance of a freeze dryer whose 
heat supplying plates may be heated by controlled means. Heat can 
be supplied through the frozen and dried regions of the product 
undergoing freeze drying, and although only batch freeze dryers are 
examined, the results should have general qualitative applicability 
to other designs currently in use or contemplated. 
CONTROL VARIABLES AND PROCESS CONSTRAINTS 
In Figure 1, a common freeze drying system is shown (Keey, 
1972), in which material either frozen or to be frozen in situ 
by passing refrigerant through the plates, is loaded onto the trays. 
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The chamber is evacuated, ice starts to sublime, and the vapor 
flows through the chamber to the condenser plate. Heat is supplied 
through the plates to provide the heat of sublimation and desorption. 
Initially, drying rates are very fast because there is little 
resistance either to heat transport from the plates to the material, 
or to mass flux from the material to the condenser. However, as the 
drying proceeds, a dried, highly resistive layer builds up as the 
interface separating the dried and frozen regions of the material 
moves towards the lower surface of the sample, Figure 2. This dried 
layer is highly insulating to heat flux (thermal conductivity values 
as low as 0.02 W/m K have been reported by Mellor (1978), which are 
similar to those of mineral wool, etc.), but is usually less 
resistive at low pressures to mass transfer. Both resistances, 
however, are functions of pressure and it is possible to raise 
the chamber pressure so that heat transfer is enhanced, but at the 
expense of an increased resistance to mass transport; however, the 
net effect may increase the drying rate, since a higher interface 
temperature provides a larger water vapor pressure at the interface 
and this may increase the water vapor driving force in the dried 
region. Thus, in the freeze dryer, pressure is a major control 
variable. 
Another important variable is the plate temperature, which 
affects the rate of heat transmission to the surfaces, and the 
energy reaching the interface between the dried and frozen layers. 
The condenser temperature is normally kept as low as possible 
(Mellor, 1978; Millman et al., 1984a; Millman, 1984b) to promote 
rapid drying, and therefore it is not usually considered for the 
purpose of drying time control. 
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The control variables must always be at settings that maintain 
the characteristic high product quality. The conditions for quality 
control are not to have a s~rface temperature higher than the scorch 
temperature of the dried layer (T0 >Ts) or an interface temperature 
which exceeds the melting temperature of the interface (Tx>Tm). 
Previous work (Liapis and Litchfield, 1979; I~itchfield and Liapis, 
1982; Liapis and Marchello, 1983a) with a sublimation model that 
accounts only for the removal of free water and for the heat being 
supplied through the dried layer only, has shown that considerable 
reductions in drying time can be obtained by choosing a slightly 
elevated pressure and simultaneously maintaining the dried surface 
temperature at its constraint. The optimum pressure, in fact, also 
maintains the ice interface at its constraint, so that the driving 
force for mass transfer is maximized. Litchfield et al. (1981a, 
1981b) and Liapis and Marchello (1983a) with the use of a sublimation 
model have shown that cycling the chamber pressure as proposed by 
Greenfield (1974) and Mellor (1978), would provide no advantage when 
compared to near optimal constant pressure operation. On both 
economic and effectiveness grounds, the cyclical pressure freeze 
drying process would be less attractive than the simpler constant 
pressure process. 
In the present study, the chamber pressure is kept constant 
during a drying run, and the effects of the heat transfer mechanisms 
and plate conditions of Table 1 on the drying time, are examined. 
In all cases, the water vapor enters the drying chamber through 
the upper surface of the sample. The plate conditions of case A 
are usually encountered in the freeze drying of phamaceutical and 
biological products {Mellor, 1978). 
Freeze dehydration by microwave energy is not considered 
here; a comprehensive research program at Nestle {Bouldoires and 
LeViet, 1980) has shown that the problems encountered when microwave 
energy is used, substantially outweigh the advantages of microwave 
freeze drying. Microwave freeze drying is at present only a 
potential development {Liapis, 1984). 
THE SORPTION-SUBLIMATION MODEL 
A number of freeze drying models have been published {Lusk 
et al., 1964; Clark and King, 1971; King, 1971; Cox and Dyer, 1972; 
Massey and Sunderland, 1972; Meo, 1972; Greenfield, 1974; Mellor, 
1978; Liapis and Litchfield, 1979a) and used to describe the drying 
rates and times during the removal of the free water. The free 
water may account for 70-90% of the moisture, and the remaining 
water is due to mechanisms of {i) physical adsorption, {ii) chemical 
absorption, and {iii) water of crystallization. In addition, 
moisture may be physically trapped within pockets in the material, 
from which it can leave only via small channels offering a high 
resistance to mass transfer. 
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In most systems (Goldblith et al., 1975; Mellor, 1978), the 
remaining 10-30% of the water in the sample is physically adsorbed, 
and is termed sorbed or bound water. Although the bound water 
constitutes a rather small proportion of the total, its effect is 
significant as it frequently takes as long to remove as the free 
water (Meo, 1972; Mellor, 1978; Litchfield and. Liapis, 1979). It 
has been found by comparison with experimental data (Liapis and 
Litchfield, 1979b; Liapis, 1980b) that the "sublimation" model of 
Liapis and Litchfield (1979a) describes the removal of the free 
water more accurately than the conunonly used "uniformly retreating 
ice front" model (King, 1971). 
Sheng and Peck (1977) have proposed a model which takes bound 
water into account. However, this model is significantly limited 
by the assumptions (i) of constant surface and interface 
temperatures, (ii) of a heat transfer controlled process, and 
(iii) that bound water leaves only after all of the ice has sublimed. 
In the following paragraphs, a "sorption-sublimation" model 
(Litchfield and Liapis, 1979; Liapis and Marchello, 1983a) is 
presented which does not have the limitations of the model of 
Sheng and Peck, and allows for heat to be supplied through the 
frozen and dried regions of the sample undergoing freeze drying. 
The one-dimensional system considered in the sorption-
sublimation model, is shown in Figure 2. A heat source such as a 
heating plate or an infrared heat lamp, is positioned above a slab 
of material of thickness L and provides the heat flux qi. The base 
of the slab (x-L) may receive heat by radiation only, or through a 
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thin film layer between its surface and the heat source (i.e. a 
heating plate) that provides the heat flux q
11
• The slab has a 
frozen and a porous dried region. The boundary between the dried 
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and frozen regions is termed the sublimation interface. Sublimation 
occurs as a result of heat being conducted to this interface through 
the dried and frozen layers. The resulting water vapor flows through 
the porous dried layer, diffuses through the vacuum chamber and 
finally collects upon the condenser plate. The following assumptions 
are made in the development of the mathematical model: 
(1) Only one dimensional heat and mass flows, normal to the 
interface and surfaces, are considered. 
(2) Sublimation occurs at an interface parallel to, and at 
a distance X from, the surface of the sample. 
(3) The thickness of the interface is taken to be 
infinitesimal (Harper and El Sahrigi, 1964; Goldblith 
et al., 1975; Mellor, 1978). 
(4) A binary mixture of water vapor and inert gas flows 
through the dried layer. 
(5) At the interface, the concentration of water vapor is 
in equilibrium with the ice. 
(6) As the interface recedes, it leaves behind a partially 
dried layer having a moisture content substantially 
greater than the adsorption equilibrium value at that 
pressure and temperature. In the porous region, the 
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solid matrix and the enclosed gas are in thermal 
equilibrium. However, due to flow, the partial pressure 
of water vapor is not necessarily in equilibrium with the 
solid phase con~entration. 
(7) The frozen region is considered to be homogeneous, of 
uniform thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat, 
and to contain an insignificant proportion of dissolved 
gases. 
(8) For the situation of freeze drying material in a phial, 
which is typical of the process used in the production of 
drugs (Cise, 1982), the thickness of the phial is 
considered to be infinitesimal when it is compared to the 
thickness of the sample, and the phial offers insignificant 
resistance to the transfer of heat (Goldblith et al., 
1975; Mellor, 1978; Liapis and Marchello, 1983b). 
Energy and material balances can now be made in the dried (I) 
and frozen (II) layers: 
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In the dried layer, effective parameters are considered which include 
the physical properties of both the gas and solid, which have been 
considered to be independent of space. The initial and boundary 
conditions are: 
T0 (x) at t = 0, 0 < x < L 
aT 
q = -k ___ I at X 
I Ie ox 0, t > 0 
and, 
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qi = crF(T UP - T I,O) 
for radiation heat transfer to the upper dried surface, 
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For radiation only, 
4 4 
qii = crF(T LP - T II,L). 
For a thin film between the frozen material and the lower plate, 
The value of the film thermal conductivity, kf, can be 
estimated from Carslaw and Jaeger (1976), and suitably adjusted 
to account for the lowered pressure in the freeze drying process. 
The continuity equations for the dried layer are: 
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C* is the weight fraction of sorbed water in the solid which would 
be in local equilibrium with the partial pressure of water vapor. 
The study presented in this work uses skim milk as the model material, 
and the functional form of C* used in the calculations is given 
in the studies of Gentzler and Schmidt (1972) and Aguilera and 
Flink (1974). Depending upon the temperature and water vapor 
pressure in the dried layer, the equilibrium concentration, C*, 
may be such that the driving force (C*-C) in equation (13) has a 
positive value at a given point in the drying layer. Then 
adsorption of water vapor may occur, and the concentration of bound 
water at that point may increase with time. Otherwise, if 
(C*-C) has a negative value, desorption of bound water occurs. 
The dusty gas model equations (Greenfield, 1974; Liapis and 
Litchfield, 1979a; Mason and Malinauskas, 1983) are used to develop 
the following expressions for the fluxes Nw and Nin: 
N. 
1n 
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The contribution of thermal mass diffusion to the mass fluxes, is 




transfer mechanisms (Gunn, 1967; Mellor, 1978) included in equations 
(14) and (15). This has led us to exclude the mechanism of thermal 
mass diffusion from the expressions of the sorption-sublimation 
model. 
Equations (14) and (15) can be substituted into the continuity 
equations (11) and (12), and the resulting expressions are integrated 
using the following boundary and initial conditions: 
p = p wO' P. w 1n = Po - p w at X = 0 
p pO 
w' P. = 




0 X, 0 p = = at X = < t < tX=L w ax 
c = co at t < 0, 0 < X < X. 
The variable PwO is the chamber water vapor pressure, usually 
determined by the condenser design and assumed constant within the 
chamber. The mathematical model is completely specified by a 













sublimation model which involves a moving boundary (the position of 
the sublimation interface). External transport resistances can 
easily be incorporated into this model by including the expressions 
developed by Liapis and Litchfield (1979a). However, in a well 
designed freeze dryer, the external mass and heat transfer 
resistances are not significant (King, 1971; Mellor, 1978). The 
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sorption-sublimation model has been shown by comparison with 
experimental data (Litchfield and Liapis, 1979; Liapis and Marchello, 
1982, 1983a) to predict the drying rates and times quite accurately, 
for the removal of both free and bound water. 
The sorption-sublimation model equations were solved for 
different sets of operating conditions using the numerical method 
developed by Liapis and Litchfield (1979b). This method immobilizes 
the moving boundary by the following transformation of the 
independent variables: 
0 < X < X (21) 
and 
e = x - X(t) 
L - X(t) 
X < X < L. (22) 
Equations (21) and (22) may now transform the moving boundary problem 
of the freeze drying process into a problem of fixed extent since 
the position of the moving boundary is always at ~=1 which 
corresponds to 8=0. The method of orthogonal collocation (Villadsen 
and Michelsen, 1977; Holland and Liapis, 1983; Millman, 1984b) is 
then applied to the partial differential equations with respect to 
the space variable x, and the resulting non-linear stiff ordinary 
differential equations are integrated using Gear's method (Holland 
and Liapis, 1983; Mlllman, 1984b). Millman (1984b) presents in a 
comprehensive manner the numerical approach employed in solving the 
equations of the sorption-sublimation model, and also gives examples 
of the computer programs used to obtain the numerical solutions. 
Certain simplifications can be made in the expressions given 
in equations (2), (14), and (15), and are discussed by Gunn (1967), 
King (1971), Meo (1972), Liapis and Litchfield (1979a), Litchfield 
and Liapis (1979), and Mlllman (1984b). The contribution of viscous 
flow during the freeze drying of many foodstuffs and pharmaceuticals 
is usually small when compared to the diffusional contribution 
resulting from a concentration gradient, and the slip-flow 
contribution (King, 1971; Goldblith et al., 1975; Mellor, 1978). 
Therefore, the contribution of this term in the expressions of 
Nw and Nin may usually be neglected without introducing significant 
error in the predictions of the model. Also, it has been shown 
(Gunn, 1967) that the partial pressure of the inert gas varies by 
only a small fraction, so that the inerts pressure in the bulk 
diffusivity term k 1 may be considered constant. Finally, estimates 
of the time constant of equation (2) have been made by using the 
data of Sandall (1966), Gunn (1967), and Meo (1972). The time 
constant is found to be over an order of magnitude smaller than 
that of equation (1). Thus, the accumulation term of equation (2) 
may be set equal to zero. These model simplifications can 
significantly decrease the computational times (Millman, 1984b). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Skim milk was chosen as a model material in this study, and 
the values of the parameters used in the sorption-sublimation model 
are given in Table 2. Four cases of operating strategies are 
examined, and their heat transfer mechanisms and plate conditions 
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are shown in Table 1. In Table 3, the drying times predicted by the 
sublimation model (Liapis and Litchfield, 1979a) and the sorption-
sublimation model are presented for various chamber pressures and 
sample thicknesses. The sublimation model does not account for 
bound water, and therefore, the drying times predicted by this model 
are only for the removal of free water. The free water removal 
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phase starts at t=O and terminates at a time such that X=L. Then, 
the terminal drying phase for the removal of sorbed water only 
starts, and ends when a certain desired water weight fraction 
criterion in the dried product, determined by product quality 
considerations (Aguilera and Flink, 1974; Mellor, 1978), is 
satisfied. In Table 3, the drying times for two different water 
weight fraction criteria are given. One criterion requires that the 
average water weight fraction in the dried product, is 0.05 kg water/ 
kg solid. The second criterion requires that the water weight 
fraction at any point in the dried product, does not exceed 
0.05 kg water/kg solid. The drying times for both criteria shown 
in Table 3, represent the sum of the times of the free water removal 
and terminal drying phases. It should be noted that in the terminal 
drying phase, the only active material constraint is the requirement 
that the temperature at any point in the dried layer does not 
exceed the scorch temperature. Therefore, at the beginning of the 
terminal drying phase for cases B, C, and D, the heat input at the 
sample surfaces is increased until the scorch temperature constraint 
is met, if that constraint has not been encountered during the 
free water removal phase. 
The results in Table 3 show clearly that case C provides the 
best strategy of operation since its drying times are shorter than 
those of any other case of Table 1. During the removal of free 
water in case C, the plates are operating at different temperatures 
such that the surface and melting constraints are encountered and 
both held throughout the free water removal phase. The benefits 
of this operational policy have also been suggested from optimal 
control theory in the studies by Liapis and Litchfield (1979a) and 
Litchfield and Liapis (1982), in which the sublimation model was 
used and heat was supplied through the top surface of the sample 
only (qi~O, qii=O). It is also of importance that for case C the 
times for the free water removal phase obtained from the sorption-
sublimation model, are larger than the times from the sublimation 
model by less than 1%. This is not the case for the other three 
operational policies where the times obtained from the sorption-
sublimation model can be, as in case A, up to 7% larger than those 
obtained from the sublimation model. These results indicate that 
for case C both models would provide almost identical average speeds 
for the moving sublimation interface during the free water removal 
phase. But, the temperatures in the dried layer predicted by the 
sorption-sublimation model are lower than those obtained by the 
sublimation model, since a certain amount of the energy accumulated 
in the dried region is used to desorb bound water. In cases A, B, 
and D, and especially for samples of small thickness, the longer 
times predicted by the sorption-sublimation model for the free water 
removal phase, are due to desorption of bound water and to lower 
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heat fluxes through the dried and frozen regions of the sample. The 
heat fluxes are lower for case A, because the plate temperatures 
and the thermal conductivity of the dried layer have low values and 
thus, none of the material constraints are encountered. For case B, 
the heat fluxes are lower than those of case C because the plate 
temperatures are not independently set, but they are substantially 
higher than those of case A since the thermal conductivity of the 
ice layer is over two orders of magnitude higher than that of the 
dried layer. In case B, the scorch temperature constraint was 
encountered for sample thicknesses of 6 mm or less. Otherwise, only 
the melting constraint is met during the free water removal phase. 
In case D, heat is supplied only through the lower surface of the 
sample and the scorch temperature constraint is never encountered 
while the melting constraint is held throughout the free water 
removal phase. 
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The policies of case C during the free water removal phase always 
give the largest time-averaged heat and mass fluxes through the 
layers of the sample, and this occurs when both material constraints 
are active for most of the time of this drying phase. 
It is also evident that purely radiative heat transfer, case A, 
requires the longest drying times. The duration of its terminal 
drying phase is about 1-16% larger than the duration of its free 
water removal phase when large sample thicknesses are considered, 
and approximately 93-108% larger for samples of 3 mm. For cases B, 
C, and D, the trend with respect to sample size is similar to that 
of case A, for large samples the times of the terminal drying phase 
are about 5-68% larger than those of the free water removal phase, 
and about 11-18 times longer for samples of 3 mm. For the small 
sample thicknesses of cases B, C, and D, the speed of the moving 
sublimation interface is much higher than that of the larger samples 
whose thick dried layers provide higher heat and mass transfer 
resistances during the free water removal phase. This allows for 
more bound water to desorb in the large samples than in the small 
samples and then the terminal drying phase of the small samples 
requires substantially longer times than those of their free water 
removal phase. The data in Table 3 strongly indicate that in 
general, the best policy of operation is the one that produces the 
shortest free water removal drying times since the free water 
accounts for 70-90% of the total amount of water at the beginning 
of the freeze drying process; also, a certain amount of bound water 
will be desorbed during the free water removal phase as it is shown 
in Figures 4-7 as well as by the difference in the times predicted 
by the sublimation and the sorption-sublimation models for the 
removal of free water. In Figure 3, the drying times for the 
removal of free water, and the times for free water removal plus 
terminal drying phase times are plotted versus sample thickness for 
cases B, C, and D, at a chamber pressure of 0.1 mm Hg. It is 
clearly observed that for small thicknesses, 3-6 mm, the difference 
between the total drying times obtained by the two criteria on the 
final required water weight fraction is not significantly large, 
but it becomes substantial when thick samples are considered. 
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Large samples give smaller differences between the drying time for 
the free water removal and the total drying time for the system 
required to satisfy the first criterion about the final water weight 
fraction, than the time differences obtained by smaller samples. 
Also, the differences in drying times obtained by the policies of 
cases B, C, and D become larger as the sample thickness increases. 
It is of interest to note that the difference in times, for cases 
B, C, and D, between the free water removal phase and the total 
drying time for the system required to satisfy the second criterion 
about the final water weight fraction, is constant at about 
230 minutes. This is due to the isotherm used to calculate the 
equilibrium bound water concentration C* and to the fact that the 
scorch point is held at x=L throughout the terminal drying phase. 
The results in Table 3 show that for cases C and D higher 
chamber pressures substantially increase the drying times of the 
free water removal phase. This implies that while the increased 
pressure improves the thermal conductivity in the dried layer, the 
water vapor flux is decreased significantly and this outweighs any 
benefit due to the improved heat transfer in the dried layer. The 
same phenomenon is observed for case B, except for the smallest 
sample thickness at a chamber pressure of 1.0 mm Hg. For the 
smallest sample thickness, the scorch constraint is reached very 
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are reduced. The reduction in 
q
11 
is more significant since most of the heat reaching the interface 
is conducted through the frozen region. Thus, an increase in 
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chamber pressure improves the thermal conductivity in the dried 
layer significantly enough to outweigh any reduction to mass transfer 
and delay the time before the scorch constraint is encountered, and 





, with a corresponding higher sublimation rate that reduces 
the drying time of the free water removal phase. In case A, an 
increase in chamber pressure may reduce, slightly, the drying times 
of the free water removal phase for large sample thicknesses where 
the resistance to heat transfer may be significant because of the 
thick dried layers as well as of the fact that the plates are kept 
at a low temperature. The increase in pressure, for case A, improves 
the thermal conductivity of the dried layer without significantly 
reducing the water vapor flux in this porous region. 
A comparison of the drying times for the free water removal 
phase of cases C and D, shows that at least 80% of the heat used 
in this drying phase is transferred through the frozen region. 
This results from the fact that the thermal conductivity of the 
ice region is over two orders of magnitude higher than that of the 
dried layer. This finding suggests that case A may be of use only 
for materials and freeze drying systems for which cases B, C, and 
D are not applicable. Also, case D provides shorter drying times 
than case B for small sample thicknesses, 3-6 mm (Figure 3, Table 3). 
This occurs because the heat input q in case D is larger than 
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that of case B. For large samples, case B is preferable since the 
scorch constraint is not encountered and q1 is not reduced, while 
its qii is comparable to the qii of case D. Results similar to 
those presented in Table 3 but for different condenser temperatures 
are found in the work of Millman ( 1984b). 
In Figures 4-7, the profiles of sorbed water at the end of the 
free water removal phase are shown, for cases A, B, C, and D, and for 
a chamber pressure of 0.1 rom Hg. The sorbed water profile at t=O 
is flat and the value of C at any point in the sample is equal 
to c0=0.22828 (Millman, 1984b). Since, neither adsorption nor 
desorption are considered to.take place in the frozen region, the 
concentration of sorbed water at the moving sublimation interface 
is taken to be equal to cO. This condition is clearly illustrated 
in Figures 4-7 where at the end of the free water removal phase 
X=L, all the profiles at x=L start with the bound water concentration 
co. 
The sorbed water profiles for case A, Figure 4, exhibit a very 
interesting behavior for the samples of small thickness, 3-4 mrn. 
In case A, heat is supplied to the sample with the mode of radiation 
heat transfer from heating plates which are constrained to a 
maximum temperature of 30°C. Therefore, the heat flux into the 
material is initially small, about 0·. 3 kW/m2 , while the rate of 
sublimation of the ice at the interface is relatively high. Due to 
the large heat of sublimation, 2791.2 kJ/kg ice, the temperature of 
the moving sublimation interface drops drastically by as much as 
20 K from its initial value of 241.8 K. This drop in temperature 
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has been experimentally observed by Sandall (1966) ~ Meo (1972) ~ 
and Greenfield (1973); a detailed explanation of this phenomenon 
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as well as theoretical results on the interface temperature variation 
with time are given by Millman (1984b). As the drying proceeds~ 
the temperatures in the dried layer close to the moving interface 
can be below the initial temperature~ TO~ for a certain time~ and 
some of the water vapor produced by the sublimation of ice is 
adsorbed onto the solid matrix instead of diffusing through the 
porous dried layer and out through the upper surface into the 
drying chamber. Of course~ the temperature drop at x=X results 
in a higher temperature driving force that in turn provides higher 
heat fluxes through the dried layer with corresponding temperature 
elevations at various points in the dried layer~ and certain 
desorption of bound water. It is of interest that the segments 
of the profiles of sorbed water having concentrations above c0 ~ 
attain a maximum value. This is due to the fact that while the 
points very close to the moving interface may be cooler than the 
points higher up in the dried layer~ these points have been at 
temperatures lower than T 0 for longer times than the points next 
to the sublimation front~ and have adsorbed larger amounts of water 
vapor. As the temperature at these points of the dried layer 
increases toward T0 less water vapor is adsorbed~ and when their 
temperature values exceed T0 desorption occurs as it is clearly 
shown for the points closer to the upper sample surface. For the 
larger samples~ the interface temperature also drops below T0 
at the beginning of the free water removal phase, but their thick 
dried layers provide higher resistances to heat and mass transfer 
than the dried layers of the smaller samples and thus, the speeds 
of their sublimation fronts are lower (longer drying times) and 
have higher temperatures in their dried layers. These higher 
temperatures are responsible for the desorption of any water vapor 
adsorbed at the beginning of the free water removal phase as well 
as for the desorption of a certain amount of the bound water that 
was in the solid matrix at t=O. This effect of the thickness of 
the dried layer is responsible for the fact that the 4 mm sample 
has a smaller segment with C>C0 than the 3 mm sample, as well as a 
larger segment with C<C 0 ; in this latter segment of the profile, 
the bound water concentration of the 4 mm sample is significantly 
lower than that of the 3 mm sample. 
The profiles of sorbed water for cases B, C, and D (Figures 
5-7) have values of C always lower than cO. For these systems, 
the interface temperature can initially experience an insignificant 
in magnitude drop below To, and very quickly adjusts itself above 
To. Since the heat fluxes for these cases are higher than those 
in case A, any amount of water vapor that may have been initially 
adsorbed, is all desorbed as well as a certain amount of the bound 
water that was in the solid matrix at t=O. Cases B and C desorb 
more of the bound water during the free water removal phase than 
that desorbed by case D during the same phase. This difference 
occurs because the temperatures in the dried region for cases B 
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and C, are higher than those in case D where heat is 
through the lower surface only. These differences are more 
noticeable at larger sample thicknesses and near the upper 
x=O. In case D, the value of C is higher at x=O than the values 
of C at points very close to the upper surface, and this is due 
to the fact that these points are at higher than 
the surface. The points close to X=L are at 
than the points toward the surface but these 
'been desorbing bound water for longer periods of time. 
ratures 
have 
The results in Figures 4-7 show that at the end of the free 
water removal phase, the average sorbed water concentration 
' 
of the larger samples are significantly higher than those of the 
smaller samples, and substantially larger amounts of the bound water 
at t=O, have been desorbed. An explanation for the 
by Bralsford (1967), Brajnikov et al., (1969), and Mellor ( 
of a soft broadening zone between the ice zone and the dried 
is obtainable from Figures 4-7 since various levels of moisture 
build up continuously against the sublimation front. The sorbed 
water profiles at the end of the free water removal 
important implications on the chamber pressure and heat 
may have 
policies during the terminal drying phase. It would be desirable 
that these policies would maximize the rate of bound 
water as well as the heat and mass transfer rates in the porous 
dried rates depend on the ini 
sorbed water of terminal drying phase, that was 
the free water removal 
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In Figure 8, the sorbed water profiles for sample thicknesses 
of 3 mm and 15 mm at the end of the terminal drying phase, are 
shown for cases A, B, C, and D. The results satisfy the criterion 
that requires that the average water weight fraction in the dried 
product, is 0.05 kg water/kg solid. It is apparent that the drying 
history has a significant influence on the final sorbed water 
profiles, especially on the profiles for the 15 mm sample. It is 
clear that case D provides a more uniform sorbed water profile 
than cases B and C, while case A gives the least uniform profile. 
These results indicate that for this criterion of process 
termination, case D may provide a final product for large samples 
that may be less susceptible to degradative reactions and quality 
changes during storage. Of course, if the second criterion in 
Table 3 is used, and if the maximum concentration of water at any 
point in the dried layer, allowed at the end of the terminal 
drying phase, is below a certain value above which degradative 
reactions start, then the operational policy that provides the 
shortest overall drying time would also provide a sorbed water 
profile that would not be susceptible to drastic quality changes. 
Therefore, it is suggested that the second criterion of process 
termination is more useful since it provides a better quality product 
and through that a more proper comparison of the overall drying 
times obtained from different operation policies, can be made. The 
profiles for .the 3 mm sample thickness are similar to one another and 
fairly uniform. The profiles for the other sample thicknesses not 
Shown in Figure 8, fall between those shown (Millman, 1984b). 
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For freeze drying, many examples of temperature profiles are 
available from the literature. Contrary to this is the limited 
number of sorbed water profiles available (Goldblith et al., 1975; 
Mellor, 1978; Flink and Modelina, 1982; Sagara and Hosokawa, 1982). 
Since destruction rates of various important nutrients (Aguilera 
and Flink, 1974; Mellor, 1978) as well as activation energies are 
a function of temperature and sorbed water content, knowledge of 
temperature and bound water profiles in the sample during freeze 
drying is extremely important for predicting the extent of quality 
deterioration for particular process conditions. 
The present work, by developing bound water profiles, 
incorporates an important factor for optimization policies for 
quality retention in freeze drying. The temperature and sorbed 
water data predicted by the sorption-sublimation model during 
drying, can be combined with kinetic data on product deterioration 
to determine operational policies which may minimize not only 
the drying time but also the deteriorative changes. More results 
like those shown in Figures 4-8 and for different chamber pressures 










weight fraction of bound water in dried r 
heat capacity 
constant dependent only upon structure of porous 
medium and giving relative D'Arcy flow permeability 
constant dependent only upon structure of porous 
medium and giving relative Knudsen flow 
permeability 
constant dependent only upon structure of porous 
medium and giving the ratio of bulk diffusivity 
within the porous medium to the free gas bulk 
diffusivity, dimensionless 
free gas mutual diffusivity in a binary mixture of 
water vapor and inert gas 
D p 
w,in 
water vapor pressure-temperature functional form = 
133.32 exp(23.9936-2.19~H/TX), N/m2 
thermal conductivity 
bulk diffusivity constant = 
c
2
uO . K /(c2nO . + K P) . w,1n w w,1n mx 
self diffusivity constant = 
K Ki /(C2DO . + K P) + (COl/~mx) w n w,1.n mx 
bulk diffusivity constant 
c2n° i K. /(C2D
0 i + K P) w, n 1n w, n mx 






















Knudsen diffusivity, ,J( = C (RT/M ) 0. 5 .. v 1 w 
Knudsen diffusivity, Kin = c
1
(RT/Min) 0 • 5 





total flux (N = N + N. ) 
t w ln 
water vapor flux 
inert gas flux 
total pressure in dried layer 
total pressure in drying chamber 
drying chamber pressure at surface of dried layer 
partial pressure of water vapor 
partial pressure of inert gas 
energy flux 
universal gas constant 
sample temperature at t = 0 
temperature 
time 
velocity of interface 
position of frozen interface 
mole fraction of water vapor 
























enthalpy of sublimation of frozen water 
enthalpy of vaporization of sorbed water 
viscosity 
function defined in equation (22) 
density 
defined in equation (21) 
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Heat Transfer Mechanisms and Plate Conditions 
Heat Transfer 
Mechanisms 
Radiation only to both 
upper and bottom surfaces 
Radiation to upper dried 
surface; conduction through 
a film layer at x = L 
same as in B 
No radiation to upper 
dried surface. 
Otherwise, as B 
Plate 
Conditions 
Upper and lower plates at the 
same temperature and 
constrained to 30°C 
Upper and lower plates at 
the same temperature, but 
temperature limited by 
material constraints 
Tm and Ts 
Upper and lower plates 
operate at different 
temperatures limited by 
material constraints 
T and T 
m s 
Lower plate temperature 
limited by material 




cpg (kJ/kg K) 
cpi (kJ/kg K) 
cpii (kJ /kg K) 
C* (kg water/kg solid) 
3 
now,in (kg m/s ) 
2 
kf (kW/m K) 
2 










Pwo (Nt/m ) 
2 









l\H (kJ/kg) v 
3 Pr (kg/m ) 





1. 6 74 7 
2.595 
1. 96 78 
exp(2.3{1.36-0.036(T-T0 )))/100 

























Operating Policies of Case A are Used 
with a Condenser Temperature of 225 Kelvin 
Sublimation 
Model Sorption-Sublimation Model 
Total Drying Time 
Criterion 1 Criterion 2 
Final 
Maximum 
Final Water Height 
Average Fraction at 
Free Free Water Weight Any Point in 
Water Water Fraction the Material 
Chamber Sample Removal Removal kg water kg water 
Pressure Size Phase Phase 0 • 05 (kg solid) 0 •05 (kg solid) 
(mm Hg) (mm) (min) (min) (min) 
0.1 3.0 211.51 221.92 447.68 462.59 
4.0 292.62 307.41 508.14 542.96 
5.0 378.09 399.23 5 76.23 632.37 
6.0 466.88 494.48 649.94 727.36 
9.0 758.97 802.57 901.62 1035.45 
12.0 1070.87 1139. 10 1198.57 1372.03 
15.0 1405.43 1498.4 7 1528.65 1731.46 
1.0 3.0 212.76 225.08 444.40 458.42 
4.0 295.14 309.97 503.45 542.96 
5.0 380. 70 401. 76 570.89 634.67 
6.0 470.09 495.40 641.23 729.25 
9.0 763.47 800.32 888.47 1033.11 
12.0 1073.72 1133.21 1179. 35 1366.05 
15.0 1407.03 1489.34 1503.69 1722.21 
2.0 3.0 223.83 226.34 438.48 469.68 
4.0 309.04 311.18 49 7. 21 544.22 
5.0 397.01 401.78 562.91 634. 70 
6.0 490.09 496.36 634. 16 729.21 
9.0 790.54 800.99 880.33 1033.77 
12.0 1118.66 1133.01 1169.08 1365.99 
15.0 1470.37 1488.46 1489.61 1721.26 
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Table 3 (continued) 
Drying Times 
Operating Policies of Case B Used 







Average Fraction at 
Free Free Water Weight Any Point in 
Water Water Fraction the Material 
Chamber Sample Removal Removal 0.05 (kg water) Pressure Size Phase Phase kg solid 0.05 
(mm Hg) (mm) (min) (min) 
0.1 3.0 18.87 19.37 240.53 251.20 
4.0 29.78 30.40 246.38 262.23 
5.0 42.60 43.26 252.03 275 .. 09 
6.0 57.54 58.13 259.56 289.96 
9.0 124.47 125.90 297.06 357.73 
12.0 223. 79 226.27 358.63 10 
15.0 352.25 355.94 448.58 587.77 
1.0 3.0 17.15 17.55 2 39. 71 . 38 
4.0 30.84 31.54 246. 26 3. 36 
5.0 48.96 49.81 255.62 281.64 
6.0 71.25 72.40 267.33 304.23 
9.0 163,23 165.30 319.95 39 7. 12 
12.0 29 3. 28 296.55 405.63 528.37 
15.0 460.73 466.07 532.59 7.89 
2.0 3.0 21.92 22.36 242.07 254 .. 18 
4.0 39.68 40.28 250.85 2 72. 10 
5.0 62.68 63.52 262. 70 295. 34 
6.0 90.93 92.03 277.88 323. 
9.0 207.51 209.59 347.62 441.41 
12.0 371.27 375.20 463.11 607.02 
15.0 582.33 588.77 634.69 820. 
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Table 3 {continued) 
Drying Times 
Operating Policies of Case C are Used 
with a Condenser Temperature of 225 Kelvin 
Sublimation 
Model Model 
Criterion 1 2 
Final 
Maximum 
Final Water Weight 
Average Fraction at 
Free Free Water Weight Any Point in 
Water Water Fraction the Material 
Chamber Sample Removal Removal 0 05 (kg water) Pressure Size Phase Phase • kg solid 
0.05 
(mm Hg) (mm) (min) (min) (min) 
0.1 3.0 13.42 13.47 238.01 245.29 
4.0 23.87 24.30 243.15 256.12 
5.0 37.30 37.90 249.6 7 269.72 
6.0 53.75 54.07 257.51 286.89 
9.0 120.98 121.62 292.25 353.44 
12.0 215.10 216.88 34 7. 07 448.70 
15.0 336.03 338.38 425.26 5 70.20 
1.0 3.0 16.73 16.96 2 39. 32 248.78 
4.0 29.78 30.05 245.06 261.87 
5.0 46.58 46.87 252.72 278.69 
6.0 67.08 67.43 262.39 299.25 
9.0 150.98 151.84 305. 39 383.66 
12.0 268.28 270.23 374.26 502.05 
15.0 419.20 422.57 4 78.46 654.39 
2.0 3.0 20.28 20.50 240.47 252.32 
4.0 36.05 36.34 247.32 267.16 
5.0 56.37 56.69 256.38 288.51 
6.0 81.20 81.62 267.89 313.44 
9.0 182.68 183.85 319.88 415.67 
12.0 324. 75 327.24 405.65 559.06 
15.0 507.37 511.59 535.29 742.41 
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Table 3 (continued) 
Drying ·Times 
Operating Policies of Case D are Used 
with a Condenser Temperature of 225 Kelvin 
Sublimation 
Model Sorption-Sublimation Model 
Total Drying Time 
Criterion 1 2 
Final 
Maximum 
Final Water Weight 
Average Fraction at 
Free Free Water Weight Any Point in 
Water Water Fraction the Material 
Chamber Sample Removal Removal kg water ks water 
Pressure Size Phase Phase 0 • 05 (kg solid) 0.05(kg solid) 
(nun Hg) (mm) (min) (min) (min) 
0.1 3.0 14.80 15.16 241.17 246.98 
4.0 26.40 27.08 248.96 258.90 
5.0 41.30 41.85 257.77 2 73.6 7 
6.0 59.52 60.15 269.33 291.97 
9.0 134.08 134.96 319. 73 366. 78 
12.0 238.52 241.59 398.00 473.41 
15.0 372.72 377.37 516. 37 605.80 
1.0 3.0 19.45 19.98 243.43 251.80 
4.0 34.65 35.26 252.28 26 7. 08 
5.0 54.18 56.09 265.73 287.91 
6.0 78.08 80.27 280.46 312.09 
9.0 175. 87 178.9 7 345. 19 410.79 
12.0 312.65 317.37 447.11 549.19 
15.0 488.65 495.42 592.48 727.24 
2.0 3.0 24.45 25.13 245.91 256.95 
4.0 43.52 44.26 256.61 276.08 
5.0 68.07 68.97 270.97 300. 79 
6.0 98.07 99.12 289. 11 330.94 
9.0 220.83 222.99 371.12 .81 
12.0 392. 73 396.58 502.72 628.40 
15.0 613.78 619.65 691. 73 851.4 7 
FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1: Schematic of a Freeze Dryer Whose Plates May Be Heated 
by Controlled Means 
Figure 2: Schematic of a Sample During Freeze Drying 
Figure 3: Effect of Sample Size on Drying Time (chamber pressure 
of 0.1 mm Hg; condenser temperature of 225 K) 
Drying Time for Free. Water Removal Phase; curves a, 
b, and c 
a: operating conditions of case C 
b: operating conditions of case B 
c: operating conditions of case D 
Total Drying Time for Criterion 1; curves d, e, and f 
d: operating conditions of case C 
e: operating conditions of case B 
f: operating conditions of case D 
Total Drying Time for Criterion 2; curves g, h, and i 
g: operating conditions of case C 
h: operating conditions of case B 
i: operating conditions of case D 
Figure 4: Sorbed Water Profiles at the End of the Free Water 
Removal Phase (operating conditions of case A; chamber 
pressure of 0.1 mm Hg; condenser temperature of 225 K) 
Figure 5: Sorbed Water Profiles at the End of the Free Water 
Removal Phase (operating conditions of case B; chamber 
pressure of 0.1 mm Hg; condenser temperature of 225 K) 
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Figure 6: Sorbed Water Profiles at the End of the Free Water 
Removal Phase (operating conditions of case C; chamber 
pressure of 0.1 mm Hg; condenser temperature of 225 
Figure 7: Sorbed Water Profiles at the End of the Free l.Vater 
Removal Phase (operating conditions of case D; chamber 
pressure of 0.1 mm Hg; condenser temperature of 225 
Figure 8: Sorbed Water Profiles at the End of the Terminal 
Phase When Criterion 1 is Used (chamber pressure of 
0.1 mm Hg; condenser temperature of 225 K) 
a: L=15 mm, case A e: L=3 mm, case A 
b: L=15 mm, case B f: L=3 mm, case B 
c: L=15 mm, case c g: L=3 mm, case c 
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An economic analysis of various operational policies associated 
with a batch freeze dryer is presented. Skim milk is used as a 
model material. 
It is shown that the lowest cost of production 
to the highest production rate. This occurs when s 
thicknesses are used, the chamber pressure is at its lowest value, 
and the upper and lower heating plates are independently controlled 
such that the melting and scorch constraints are both encountered 
and held during the free water removal phase. Therefore, the 
operational policy that provides the shortest drying times 
the free water removal phase (Millman et al., 1984a) will also 
provide the smallest production costs and highest 
INTRODUCTION 
Freeze drying is being applied to an increasing number of 
biological, pharmaceutical, and food products (Goldblith et al., 
1975; Mellor, 1978; Liapis, 1984; ~tillman et al., 1984a). 
Dehydration and/or solvent removal by freeze drying results in 
dried products of quality unsurpassed by any other drying process 
(Mellor, 1978). 
The dried products of the freeze drying operation have high 
structural rigidity, low density, high resistance to bacterial 
degradation, are easily rehydrated, and retain more of the 
aroma and taste than the products of conventional drying methods. 
The major disadvantage of freeze drying is that the drying rates 
are low since the drying is done at relatively low temperatures 
and very low pressures, less than 2.0 mm Hg. This makes freeze 
drying a time consuming and energy intensive process. 
Various studies have been conducted (King, 1971; Greenfield, 
1974; Mellor, 1978; Liapis and Litchfield, 1979a; Litchfield and 
Liapis, 1982) in order to determine operating policies which would 
reduce or minimize the time required for freeze drying a sample of 
certain thickness. In these studies, mathematical models have 
been used which account for the removal of frozen water only, and 
it is assumed that the operational policy that minimizes the 
drying time would also provide the optimum cost of operation. 
However, Sandall (1966), Sandall et al., (1967), Meo (1972), and 
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Mellor (1978) have shown experimentally that the removal of sorbed 
or bound water may require as much or more drying time than that 
necessary for the removal of frozen water. This has also been 
shown theoretically through the use of the sorption-sublimation 
model (Litchfield and Liapis~ 1979; Liapis and Marchello~ 1983a, 
1983b; Millman et al.~ 1984a; Millman, 1984b) which properly 
accounts for the removal of frozen and bound water. 
Millman et al. (1984a) used the sorption-sublimation model 
and various operational policies, whose heat transfer mechanisms 
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and plate conditions are given in Table I~ in order to analyze the 
freeze drying process and establish the strategy that would provide 
the shortest drying times. They used skim milk as model material 
and found that the best operational policy kept the chamber pressure 
at its lowest value and the upper and lower heating plates were 
independently controlled such that the melting and scorch constraints 
are both encountered and kept during the free water removal 
while during the terminal drying phase, the scorch constraint is 
kept. This strategy uses the heat transfer mechanisms and 
conditions of case c, Table I. Millman et al. (1984a) define the 
free water removal phase as the drying time required for the 
sublimation interface to reach the lower surface of the sample 
being freeze dried. The terminal drying phase starts at the end 
of the free water removal phase and ends when a certain criterion 
with respect to the amount of sorbed water in the dried 
is satisfied. 
Frozen water and some sorbed water is removed during the free 
water removal phase while only bound water is removed 
terminal drying phase. 
the 
In this work, the sorption-sublimation model of the freeze 
drying process (Litchfield and Liapis, 1979; Liapis and Marchello, 
1983a, 1983b; Mlllman et al., 1984a; Millman, 1984b) is used to 
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study the effects of the operational policies of Table I and of the 
sample thickness on the daily capacity and drying cost of batch 
freeze dryers. Skim milk is used as a model material 
and Flink, 1974; Mlllman et al., 1984a). 
ECONOMIC PARAMETERS AND FUNCTIONS 
The economic study in this work considers only the costs 
directly related to the drying stage of freeze drying. The 
pre-drying stage where the material is either made or obtained and 
frozen, and the post-drying stage of packaging, , sales, 
and distribution are not considered. The costs with 
the drying stage are (i) capital equipment costs, (ii) labor and 
energy costs of preparing the drying chamber for use, and 
labor and energy costs associated with the actual water removal. 
The following assumptions are used in the of the 
cost ftmctions and in the economic calculations of this s 
(1) Only dryer preparation, drying, and costs 
are considered. 
(2) The capital cost of the dryer is independent of the 
operating policies. 
(3) The variation in the free volume of the dryer 
associated with the different sample thicknesses 
used, is negligible. 
(4) Outgassing effects on the chamber pressure are not 
considered. 
(5) The heating and condenser plates are considered to be 
100% efficient. 
(6) The time required to prepare the dryer for the 
stage, is dependent on the number of trays and on the 
operating chamber pressure. 
(7) The defrosting of the condenser plates is considered 
to be rapid, requiring less time than the loading and 
unloading of the trays. 
Jelen (1970) cites various depreciation techniques for tax 
purposes, and notes that straight-line depreciation is the 
easiest and preferred method for internal cost analyses. Since 
the capital cost is assumed to be independent of the 
policies, the use of straight-line depreciation allows the 
capital cost to be considered as a fixed daily operating cost. 
Accordingly, three capital costs were used to examine if a 
variation in the capital cost would have any effect on the choice 
of the best operational policy as determined from non-economic 
criteria in the work of Millman et al. (1984a). 
The time required to prepare the dryer for the next active 
drying period is termed the preparation time. During this 
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the dried product of the previous drying stage is unloaded, new 
material to be dried is loaded, the condenser plate is defrosted, 
and the chamber must be evacuated to the desired operating pressure 
for the next drying period. The condenser plate is defrosted by 
melting the ice from its surface with heat supplied from condensing 
steam. Relatively low pressure steam (2311 mm Hg) is used, and 
it is assumed that the condenser can be defrosted while the 
loading and unloading of the dryer is being done. Two unskilled 
laborers are required to load and unload a dryer of ten trays 
in twenty minutes. 
The time required to evacuate the drying chamber is a function 
of the desired operating pressure. Since outgassing effects are 
not considered, the following expression from Mellor (1978) is 
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The time t is added to the twenty minutes required for the 
p 
unloading and loading of the dryer, to give the total preparation 
time. 
(1) 
The cost during the preparation time is given by the following 
expression: 
(2) 
The amount of steam required to defrost the condenser will vary 
as the thickness of the material to be dried is varied. For a 
condenser temperature of 225 K, 436. 1 k.Joules/kg ice of heat are 
required to raise the ice temperature to 273 K and melt the ice 
at 273 K. 
The freeze dryer is taken to be an automated piece of 
equipment (Mellor, 1978; Stevanovic, 1982) which requires little 
monitoring. Therefore, it is assumed that one operator can 
monitor up to ten dryers simultaneously during the drying period, 
from a centralized location such as a control room. The energy 
requirement during the drying phase is a combination of the 
energy required to keep the vacuum in the drying chamber, the 
energy required to heat the plates that provide the heat for 
sublimation and desorption, and the refrigeration energy which 
keeps the condenser at a temperature such that the water vapor 
condenses in the form of frost or ice on the condenser plate. 
The energy used to keep the vacuum is taken to be directly 
proportional to the actual time the vacuum is held, and the 
refrigeration energy required is considered to be directly 
proportional to the amount of water removed from the dried 
material. The energy required to heat the plates must be summed 
over the entire drying period, and is dependent on the operational 
policy used. 
The cost of the entire drying period is estimated by the 
following expression: 
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Cdp = Nop8 optd + MiceCref + NtrECelec + tdCHP. 
(3) 
The overall cost function is then the sum of the daily 
operating costs. However, it was decided to report our economic 
results as a cost per kilogram of dried product. In his economic 
analysis, Mellor (1978) based his comparison on the cost of 
removing the water. 
For our analysis, the total daily cost is divided by the daily 
capacity of the dryer at the corresponding operational policies 
in order to obtain the unit cost of production. The values of the 
economic parameters and those of the other variables in Equations 1-3 
which were used in this study, are shown in Table II. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Skim milk is used as a model material in this study, and the 
values of its physical parameters, as well as the drying times 
resulting from the operational policies of cases A, B, C, and D, 
predicted by the sublimation model (Liapis and Litchfield, 1979a, 
1979b; Liapis, 1980; Liapis and Marchello, 1983a) and the sorption-
sublimation model, are given in Millman et al., (1984a). The 
sublimation model accounts only for removal of frozen water 
while the sorption-sublimation model accounts for the removal 
of frozen and bound water. In the calculations of this study, 
the condenser temperature is kept at its lowest value of 225 K, 
since Mellor (1978) and Millman et al. (1984c) have shown that 
for desirable operational policies, the lower the condenser 
temperature, the higher the mass flux of water vapor becomes, and 
through that a shorter drying time is obtained. 
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In Figure 1, the effect of sample thickness on the daily 
capacity of a freeze dryer is shown. The daily capacity of the 
dryer is based on the drying times predicted by the sublimation 
and the sorption-sublimation models. For the results of the 
sorption-sublimation model, two different criteria were used to 
end the terminal drying phase. Criterion 1 requires that the 
final average water weight fraction in the dried product is 
0.05 kg water/kg solid. Criterion 2 requires that the final 
maximum water weight fraction at any point in the dried material 
is 0.05 kg water/kg solid. ~llman et al. (1984a) have shown 
that criterion 2 would provide a better quality product since the 
moisture profiles in the dried material are such that degradative 
reactions may be significantly reduced (Aguilera and Flink, 1974; 
Mellor, 1978; M1llman et al., 1984a). 
It is clearly shown in Figure 1 that the sublimation model 
significantly overestimates the daily capacity of the dryer and 
also predicts that maxima in the daily capacity occur at rather 
small sample thicknesses, 3.0-5.5 mm, depending on the operational 
policy. Also, criterion 1 leads the sorption-sublimation model 
to predict a daily capacity of as much as 50% higher than that 
predicted when criterion 2 is used. 
The results of Figure 1 show that significant errors may be 
introduced in any economic analysis that would employ models 
which can only account for the removal of frozen water. It is 
also shown that the sorption-sublimation model predicts higher 
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daily capacities with increasing sample thickness, and it is 
suggested that criterion 2 should be used in the economic 
since a better quality dried product is obtained. Finally, the 
results in Figure 1 show clearly that case C provides a 
daily capacity. for a given sample thickness than any of the other 
operational policies. 
In Table III, the daily capacities predicted by the sorption-
sublimation model with criterion 2 for different chamber pressures 
and sample thicknesses are shown. The highest capacity is 
obtained with case C and when the chamber pressure is at its 
lowest value. This operational policy is also the one that 
provides the shortest drying times (Millman et al., 1984a). 
In Table IV, the costs per kilogram of dried product for 
the four operational strategies and for various sample thicknesses, 
chamber pressures, and capital costs are shown. Due to the lower 
heat input for case A, the cost of production is s fi 
higher than the costs obtained for the other cases under similar 
process conditions. Millman et al. (1984a) have shown that the 
operating policies associated with case A, are inferior to those 
of cases B, c, and D. However, there may be systems in the 
production of pharmaceutical and biological products (Mellor, 
1978; Liapis, 1984) that require the operating policies of 
case A. If this is the case, operating at an chamber 
pressure would decrease the production costs of the s 
The higher pressure will prolong the free water removal 
but will shorten the terminal drying phase (Millman et al., 19 
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and the preparation period by decreasing the pump-down time; the 
time increase in the free water removal phase is smaller than the 
sum of the reductions in time occuring in the terminal drying phase 
and in the preparation phase. For case A, the maximum capacity 
is obtained when the largest sample size is used and the chamber 
is at 2.00 mm Hg (Table III); at these conditions the lowest 
production cost is also obtained. 
The production costs for cases B, C, and D are significantly 
lower than those of case A for all capital costs and conditions 
studied; case C provides the lowest costs. From Table III, it 
is seen that these three cases have similar capacities at similar 
pressures and sample sizes, and are two to three times larger 
than the capacity of case A under similar conditions. This is 
directly related to the decrease in cycle time as shown by 
Millman et al. (1984a). 
Figure 2 illustrates the predicted costs for the various 
operating cases when the chamber pressure is 0.1 mm Hg and the 
capital cost of the dryer is $50,000. It is observed that the 
unit cost is approaching a limiting value which depends upon 
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the operational policy that is used. Since the unit cost approaches 
a limiting value, it seems proper to operate the dryer in a 
manner that maximizes capacity. 
From the data of Tables III and IV, it is clear that case C 
with low chamber pressures and large sample sizes, produc<'s 
higher capacities and lower costs of production. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 
This study on the economics of batch freeze dryers has shown 
that the operational policy which provides the shortest drying 
times during the free water removal phase (Millman et al., 1984a) 
will also give the smallest production costs and highest capacities. 
This policy uses large sample sizes, the chamber pressure is kept 
at its lowest value, and the upper and lower heating plates are 
independently controlled such that the melting and scorch 
constraints are both encountered and held during the free water 
removal phase. 
It is also shown that the capital cost does not al.ter the 
choice of operational policy. The capital cost will increase 
the unit cost by an amount equal to the total capital cost 
divided by the capacity of the dryer. 
For case A in Table I, it was found that an elevated chamber 
pressure should be used since it decreases the unit cost by 
shortening the overall drying time. 
Finally, it was shown that simple models that account only 
for the removal of frozen water and neglect the bound or sorbed 































cost of entire drying period 
electricity cost 
operating cost of holding pump 
operating cost of pump 
cost of preparation period 
refrigeration cost at 225 K 
steam cost of 2311 mm Hg absolute 
total energy added to material du~ing drying per tray 
mass of ice deposited on condenser 
mass of steam needed to remove ice from condenser 
number of laborers 
number of operators per dryer 
number of trays in dryer 
operating day (1440 minutes) 
atmospheric pressure 
operating pressure in chamber 
salary of general laborer 
salary of operator 
vacuum pump capacity 
time required for drying period 








Heat Transfer Mechanisms and Plate Conditions 
Heat Transfer 
Mechanisms 
Radiation only to both 
upper and bottom surface 
Radiation to upper dried 
surface; conduction through 
a film layer at x = L 
same as in B 
No radiation to upper 
dried surface. 
Otherwise:. as B 
Plate 
Conditions 
Upper and lower plates at 
the same temperat~re and 
constrained to 3QOc 
Upper and lower plates at 
the same temperature, but 
temperature limited by 
material constraints 
T and T s m 
Upper and lower plates operate 
at different temperatures 
limited by material 
constraints Ts and Tm 
Lower plate temperature 
limited by material 
























Values of the Economic Parameters 
and Variables in Equations 1-3 








760 rom Hg 
$6.00/hour 
$6.00/hour 






Daily Capacity Predicted by the 
Sorption-Sublimation Model with Criterion 2 
Capacity (kilog.rams per day per dryer) 
Sample Chamber Case 
Size Pressure 
(mm) (mm Hg) CASE: A B D 
3 0.1 12.59 22.06 22.45 22.43 
1.0 12.78 22.39 22.44 22.24 
2.0 12.75 22.11 22.26 21.90 
4 0.1 14.42 28.30 28.91 28.69 
1.0 14.48 28.42 28.56 28.13 
2.0 14.47 27.74 28.11 27.38 
5 0.1 15.56 33.88 34.49 34.14 
1.0 15.58 33.52 33. 74 32.87 
2.0 15.60 32.21 32.91 31.68 
6 0.1 16.35 38.88 39.26 38.66 
1.0 16.38 37.47 38.05 36.68 
2.0 16.38 35.55 36.57 34.85 
9 0.1 17.43 48.21 48.62 47.15 
1.0 17.51 44.07 45.53 42.73 
2.0 17.51 39.99 42.33 38.86 
12 0.1 17.66 51.09 52.10 49.58 
1.0 17.76 44.80 47.04 43.21 
2.0 17.78 39.29 42.53 38.00 
15 0.1 17.55 50.37 51.85 48.71 
1.0 17.67 42.84 45.59 41.20 
2.0 17.70 36.67 40.37 35. 
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Table IV 
Production Cost per Kilogram of Dried Product 
Condenser Temperature of 225 Kelvin 
Capital Cost of Dryer: $25,000 
Sample Chamber Unit Cost (dollars) 
Size Pressure 
(mm) (mm Hg) CASE: A B c 
3 0.1 6.02 4.17 4.17 4.10 
1.0 5.86 4.04 4.09 4.03 
2.0 5. 84 4.03 4.00 4.04 
4 0.1 5.16 3.31 3.29 3.26 
1.0 5.07 3.24 3.25 3.2 3 
2.0 5.05 3.24 3. 21 3.26 
5 0.1 4.69 2. 80 2.78 2.77 
1.0 4.63 2.77 2.77 2. 79 
2.0 4.61 2. 80 2. 76 2. 82 
6 0.1 4.40 2.47 2.46 2.46 
1. 0 4. 35 2.48 2.46 2.50 
2.0 4.33 2.53 2.49 2.56 
9 0.1 3.99 1.99 1. 98 2.00 
1.0 3.95 2.07 2.03 2.10 
2.0 3.93 2.17 2.10 2.21 
12 0.1 3.85 1. 82 1. 80 1. 84 
1.0 3.81 1.95 1. 89 1. 99 
2.0 3. 80 2.11 2.00 2.15 
15 0.1 3.81 1.77 1.74 1.80 
1.0 3.77 1.95 1.87 1. 99 
2.0 3. 76 2. 15 1. 97 2.20 
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Table IV (continued) 
Production Cost per Kilogram of Dried Product 
Condenser Temperature of 225 Kelvin 
Capital Cost of Dryer: $50,000 
Sample Chamber Unit Cost (dollars) 
Size Pressure 
(rom) (rom Hg) CASE: A B c D 
3 0.1 8.00 5. 30 5.28 5. 21 
1.0 7.82 5. 15 5.20 5.15 
2.0 7. 80 5.16 5.12 5.18 
4 0.1 6.89 4.19 4.15 4.14 
1.0 6.79 4.12 4.12 4.12 
2.0 6.78 4. 14 4.10 4.17 
5 0.1 6. 30 3.54 3.51 3.50 
1.0 6.24 3.52 3.51 3.55 
2.0 6.21 3.58 3.52 3. 61 
6 0.1 5.93 3.11 3.10 3.11 
1.0 5.87 3.15 3.12 3.18 
2.0 5. 86 3.23 3.17 3. 27 
9 0.1 5.43 2.51 2.49 2.53 
1.0 5.37 2.63 2.58 2.68 
2.0 5. 36 2. 80 2.69 2.85 
12 0.1 5.27 2.31 2.28 2.35 
1.0 5.22 2.51 2.42 2.56 
2.0 5.20 2. 74 2.59 2.81 
15 0.1 5.23 2.27 2. 23 2. 32 
1.0 5.18 2.53 2.42 2.60 
2.0 5.17 2.83 2.59 2. 91 
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Table IV (continued) 
Production Cost per Kilogram of Dried Product 
Condenser Temperature of 225 Kelvin 
Capital Cost of Dryer: $100,000 
Sample Chamber Unit Cost (dollars) 
Size Pressure 
(nun) (mm Hg) CASE: A B c D 
3 0.1 11.98 7.57 7.51 7.44 
1.0 11.74 7. 39 7.43 7.40 
2.0 11.72 7.42 7.37 7.47 
4 0.1 10.36 5.96 5.88 5.88 
1.0 10.25 5.88 5.87 5. 89 
2.0 10.23 5.95 5.88 6.00 
5 0.1 9.51 5.01 4.96 4.97 
1.0 9.45 5.01 4.99 5.07 
2.0 9.41 5.13 5.04 5.19 
6 0.1 8.99 4.40 4.37 4.40 
1.0 8.93 4.49 4.43 4.54 
2.0 8.91 4.64 4.54 4.71 
9 0.1 8.30 3.54 3.52 3.59 
1.0 8.23 3.77 3.67 3.85 
2.0 8.22 4.05 3.87 4.14 
12 0.1 8.10 3.29 3.24 3.36 
1.0 8.03 3.62 3.49 3. 72 
2.0 8.02 4.01 3.77 4. 12 
15 0.1 8.08 3.26 3.19 3.34 
1.0 8.01 3. 70 3.52 3.81 
2.0 7.99 4.19 3.83 4.32 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1: Effect of Sample Thickness on Dryer Capacity (chamber 
pressure of 0.1 mm Hg; condenser temperature of 225 
Sublimation Model; curves a, b, c, and j 
a: operating conditions of case c 
b: operating conditions of case B 
c: operating conditions of case D 
j : operating conditions of case A 
Sorption-Sublimation Model with Criterion 1 Used to Terminate 
Drying; curves d, e, f, and k 
d: operating conditions of case c 
e: operating conditions of case B 
f: operating conditions of case D 
k: operating conditions of case A 
Sorption-Sublimation Model with Criterion 2 Used to Terminate 
Drying; curves g, h, i, and 1 
g: operating conditions of case c 
h: operating conditions of case B 
i: operating conditions of case D 
1: operating conditions of case A 
Figure 2: Production Cost per Kilogram of Dried Product (chamber 
pressure of 0.1 mm Hg; condenser temperature of 225 K; 
capital cost of dryer: $50,000) 
a: operating conditions of case A 
b: operating conditions of case B 
c: operating conditions of case D 
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APPENDIX A 
NUMERICAL METHODS FOR SOLVING THE SUBLIMATION AND 
SORPTION-SUBLIMATION MODEL EQUATIONS 
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A. Introduction 
The publications "Guidelines for the Desirable Design and 
and Operation of Freeze Dryers" (hereafter referred to as Paper I) 
and "An Analysis of the Freeze Drying Process Using a Sorption-
Sublimation Model and Various Operational Policies" (hereafter 
referred to as Paper II) describe the mathematical models used to 
simulate the freeze drying process. These model equations involve 
coupled non-linear partial differential equations. Since no 
analytical solutions exist for these equations~ numerical methods 
must be employed to obtain solutions to the model equations. 
The method of orthogonal collocation was applied to the model 
equations~ transforming the partial differential equations into 
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sets of stiff coupled non-linear ordinary differential equations. 
Orthogonal collocation was chosen over finite difference methods due 
to better numerical stability and shorter computation times for 
problems of similar complexity as it has been shown by Holland and 
Liapis 1 and Villadsen and Hichelsen. 2 The ordinary differential 
equations which result after the application of orthogonal 
collocation~ are integrated using a Gear's method~ 1 which is suitable 
for stiff ordinary differential equations. 
In the following section, it is shown how the method of 
orthogonal collocation is applied to the equations of the sorption-
sublimation model~ and Villadsen and Hichelsen2 as well as Holland 
and Liapis 1 provide good descriptions of the theory and application 
techniques of the orthogonal collocation method. 
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B. Application of Orthogonal Collocation to the 
Sorption-Sublimation Model Equations 
In this section, the method of applying orthogonal collocation is 
explained with respect to the equations describing the sorption-
sublimation model of freeze drying, presented in Paper II. This 
model is more rigorous than the sublimation model described in 
Paper I, and in fact, the model equations of the sublimation model 
are a subset of the sorption-sublimation equations. However, the 
method of applying orthogonal collocation to the model equations is 
essentially the same for both models. 
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parameter kl is defined in Paper 
boundary and initial conditions 
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0 = -k - at x = 
Ie at: 
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p = p 
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c = co t = o. 
at x = L, t > tX=L 
0 
t < tX=L 
= 0 
X, t < t 
X=L 
The above energy and material balance equations, and their 
boundary and initial conditions are discussed in more detail in 
Paper II. 
As explained in Paper II, the moving boundary, X, must be 













following transformation of variables accomplishes this and bounds 
the dimensionless space variable between 0 and 1: 
X 
f; = x{ t) • 
(A-18) 
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Substituting these relationships into the model equation 
for (A-3): 
~ = K (C* - C) + .s_ dX ~ (A-22) 
at g x dt a~· 
Similarly, after substitution of equation (A-5) for N in w 
equation (A-2), the following equation is developed: 
piRTI aC ~ dX aPw 
-+----. 
x dt a~ 
(A-23) 
For the energy balance equation of the dried layer, equation 
(A-1) becomes: 
dx N c aT ~Hp ac 
w pg )--I + ------
dt PieCpie a~ PI C I at e p e 
In terms of dimensionless variable, ~, the boundary 
conditions take the following forms: 
k aT 
qi = - ~ __ I at ~ = 0 
x a~ 
T - T dX 
k ( L X) 
II L- X 
-- + -(P C - piCpi)TX 
X a~ dt II pii 
+ N C T = -~HN 
w pg X w 












w = 0 at t;, = 1, t > t . 
3t;, X=L 
(A-28) 
The water vapor in the dried layer is given by the expression: 
k1Mw 3P 
N w (A-29) -----. w RT1 X 3t;, 
The model equations are now in a form amenable to the application 
of orthogonal collocation on the space dimension, t;,. Let N be the 
number of internal collocation points on t;,; then the application of 




= K (C*(k) - C(k)) + t;,ik) ~~ .~ Ac(k,j) C(j) 
g ]=1 
k = 1, 2, ••• N. 
(A-30) 
Since the sorbed water equation, (A-30), is first order, there 
is only one boundary condition associated with it, equation (A-14). 
Due to this, the value of C at t;,=O is solved for by the method of 
Lagrangian interpolation, and is not used in the approximation of 
the partial derivative. Therefore, the sorbed water equation has a 
total of N+1 orthogonal collocation points at which the values of C 
are known. The matrix, Ac, is the first order discretization matrix 
for N internal and one external collocation points, where the 
2 
external point is at t;,=l, as discussed in Villadsen and Michelsen. 
Application of orthogonal collocation to the material and 
energy balance ~equations yields the following forms: 
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dP (i) k N+2 N+2 
_w __ = _1_ I: B(i,j) P (j) + ~(i) dX I: A(i,j) P {j) 




i 2, 3, • • • N+ 1 
k = i-1 
and 
dT (i) a N+2 t.H~/ dC(k) 
I- _ Ie I: B(i,j) TI {j) + 
. I 
dt - x2 j=1 p c dt 
Ie pie 
1 
dX N (i) c N+2 
+ -(~ -· - w EB) I: A(i,j) T (j) 
X dt p c j=1 I 
Ie pie 
(A-32) 
i 2, 3, ••• N+ 1 
k i-1 
dX N (N+2) 






k 1Mw N+2 I: 
RTI ( i) X\ j=1 
A(i,j) P (j) 
w 
(A-34) 
i = 1 , 2 , • • • N+ 2 • 
The above equations along with the boundary conditions, use the 
points ~=0 and ~=1 as external collocation points so that the total 
number of collocation points is N+2. The first and second order 
discretization matrices, A and B, were derived accordingly. 
The boundary conditions, after the application of orthogonal 
collocation, become as follows: 
and 
kie N+2. 
qi = -- l: A(i,j) T1 {j) at t;, 0 X j=t 
at t;, = 1, t < tX=L 
kie N+2 
qii = --- l: A(N+2,j) T
1
(j) at t;, = 1, t > t 
P (N+2) w 








Equations (A-30) - (A-32) provide a set of 3N+l stiff non-
linear ordinary differential equations, which must be integrated. 
For the simpler sublimation model, only N+l ordinary differential 
equations have to be solved. 
C. Solution for the Sublimation Model 





ordinary differential equations were integrated using the variable 
order Gear's method. 3 Computation times on an Amdahl 470/V8 machine 
ranged from 2 to 20 minutes. An initial interface position of 
6.0 x 10-5 meters had to be used to properly start the process 
of integration. 
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D. Solution for the Sorption Sublimation Model Equation After 
the Application of Orthogonal Collocation 
The 3N+l non-linear ordinary differential equations of the 
Sorption-Sublimation Model, Paper II, were integrated using the 
3 -5 Gear's method. An initial interface position of 6 x 10 meters 
was used in order to properly start the process of integration. 
The model equations are solved for three stages: 1) the removal 
of the free water, 2) further drying until an overall water weight 
fraction of 5 percent is reached, and 3) more drying until the 
maximum sorbed water concentration is less than 5 weight percent 
at any point in the dried product. 
After the first stage is completed, the value of C at x=L 
must be found by the integration of equation (A-9). This equation 
replaces the interface position, equation (A-4), so that the total 
number of equations remains 3N+l. 

A. Introduction 
This appendix describes the computer programs used to solve 
the model equations of this work. The programs are written in 
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FORTRAN IV and were run on an AMDAHL 470/VS 
code for each program as well as s 
The FORTRAN IV 
and 
for particular runs are listed. These program lis 
data sets 
correspond 
to the two papers presented earlier in this dissertation. 
The first program presented, and which is presented in Section 
B, was used to solve the sublimation model of freeze 
such, the times obtained are for the free water removal 
As 
of 
drying only. The program presented in Section C calculates the 
corresponding times using the model of freeze 
drying. The excess drying time required to attain 
moisture content is found using the program in Section D. 
The subroutines listed in Section E are common to the programs and 
are required for the evaluation of the discretization matrices 
for the orthogonal collocation. 
B. Computer Program for the Sublimation Model of Freeze 
The program described in this section solves the mathematical 
model presented in r I. sublimation effects are accounted 
for, so that the time is the time red to remove the 
free water The differential which result 
from the of collocation to the model are 
solved s method routine. 3 The used for a 
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method is driven by the subroutine DRIVE, and is a 1974 edition 
obtained from the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. The subroutines 
JCOBI and DISCRT evaluate the discretization matrices used by the 
collocation method and are documented in Section E. The subroutine 
DIFFUN evaluates the time derivative functions for the ordinary 
differential equations to be integrated and the subroutine PEDERV is 
a dummy subroutine, since a numerical approximation to the Jacobian 
matrix was employed due to the complexity of cross terms. The 
subroutine OUT outputs the values of the temperatures, the interface 
position, the plate temperatures, the time, and the mass flux within 
the dryer initially, at specified intervals, and at the completion 
of the free water removal. 
The program is set up to integrate the equations over small 
time steps, ~t, until a desired output or stopping point is reached. 
The output can be restricted to only initial and final values or it 
can be set to output values at predetermined intervals. The 
sublimation model considers the freeze drying process to be complete 
when the sublimation interface reaches the botto~ of the sample. Due 
to computer software limitations, this is considered to happen when 
the interface has moved to within 0.1 percent of the total sample 
thickness. 
The indexing system used for the vector in which the 
temperatures of the dried material and the interface position are 
stored, WV(I), is such that the temperature at each of the internal 
collocation points is stored in locations 1 through N and the 
interface position is stored in location N+1. The boundary values 
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consist of the temperatures at the surface, interface, and bottom 
of the material being dried along with the mass flux at the interface 
and the heating plate temperatures. These boundary values are 
different for each set of operating conditions and are solved for in 
subroutines BOUNDA, BOUNDB, BOUNDC, and BOUNDD. 
At small times, the system of equations to be integrated is 
very stiff so that small time steps, 6 hundredths of a second or 
less, must be used to ensure stability. However, as the integration 
proceeds, the equations become less stiff so that after a relatively 
short time the size of the time step may be increased. The maximum 
time step allowed by the program is restrained to 3 seconds to 
ensure proper convergence throughout the integration process. 
An annotated program listing, as well as sample input and 
output datasets follow this section. 
c ······················································••************** C SM FORTRAN: 
C PROGRAM TO SOLVE FREEZE DRYING MODEl USING ORTHOGCNAl 
C COLLOCATION AND GEAR'S STIFF INTEGRATION ROUTINE 
C ONLY SUBLIMATION EFFECTS ACCOUNTED FOR. 
C REF: "GUIDELINES FOR. THE DESIRABLE DESIGN AND CPERATION OF 
C FREEZE DRYERS", MillMAN, M.J., LIAPISt A.I., AND 
C MARCHEllCt J.M., CHEMICAl ENGINEERING COMMUNICATIONS, 1984 
C SUBROUTINES NEEDED FOR SOLUTION: 
C JCOBI AND OISCRT FOR ORTHOGONAL COLLOCATICN 
c DRIVE fOR INTEGRATION 
C REF: "THE MODEL NG AND CONTROl Of FREEZE DRYERS", ,..ILLMAN, M.J., 
C PHD OISSERTATION, UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ROLLA, 1984 _ 
c ********************************************************************** 
c 




REAL*8 KlE,K2 1 LEN,KW,NFlUX,NT,KG DIMENSION WV(50l 
~g~::a~ :~~llf ~i~ ~81;~1 ~~~~~8l6?~ol~~~~c1~l>J~~Jr~oi?~r' so, 
~8~=s~ ~~l~~~ 8~~~~~~1:R~b~~~~a~l~A~~~~~~~£!t~~~~lE?b~;~~8!FAc~co 
E8==s~ ~~~~~ ~"~ft;~~~~~~Ie~!k:~~t~~s~~?t~~r~~~f~~~g~;~~:~Pt 
COMMON /INTl/ N,NO,NN,NOM,NNN,M,tO,IOCASE,IPRINT,IflAG,MITE~ 
IDCASE IS THE OPERATING CONDITIONS IDENTIFIER 
1 => CASE A 
2 => CASE B 
3 => CASE C 
4 => CASE 0 
READ (5,*1 IOCASE 
OUTPUT PROGRA' IDENTIFICATION DATA 
~~fJEcl~e!~~~l, WRITE(6,121lt 
If( IDCASE.EQ.2J WRITE(6,1212J 
IFIIOCASE.EQ.3J WRITE(6,1213) 
IFCIOCASE.EQ.4J WRITE(6,1214) 
IF(IOCASE.NE.~J WRITE (6,1201) 
IF(IOCASE.EQ.4) WRITE f6,1202J 
IFfiOCASE.EQ.l) WRITE (6,1203) 
c 
Iff IOCASE.EQ.l) WRITE (6,1204, 
IF(IOCASE.GT.ll WRITE (6,12051 
I F ( I DC AS E. E Q. 2 ) W R IT E ( 6, 12 06 ) 
IFfiOCASE.EQ.3) WRITE (6,1207t 
1200 FORHAT('l SUBLIMATION MODEL OF FREEZE ORYER 1 ) 
1201 FORMAT (1 RAOIAT IVE HEAT TRANSFER. AT X=O 1 ) 
1202 FORMAT( 1 NO HEAT TRANSFER AT X=0 1 ) 
1203 FORMAT(' RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER AT X=L'J 
1204 FORMAT(' PLjTES CONSTRAINED TO 30 C MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE') 
1205 FORMAT(' CONDUCTION THROUGH RESISTIVE FILM AT X=l 1 ) 
1206 FORMAT(' PlATES CONTROLLED TO BE AT SAME TE~PERATURE'J 
1207 FORMATf• PlJTES INDEPENDENTLY CONTROLLED 'l 
1211 FORMAT( 1 0 OPERATING CONDITIONS CASE A'l 
1212 FORMAT( 1 0 OPERATING CONDITIONS CASE 8', 
1213 FORMATt'O OPERATING CONDITIONS CASE C') 
1214 FORMAT( 1 0 OPERATING CONDITIONS CASE 01 ) 
C READ IN THE NUMBER OF INTERNAL COLLOCATION PO INTS,N, 
C AND THE NUMBER OF DATA SETS TO BE RUN, NCASE. . c 
c c c 
READ C5,•) N,NCASE 
NN IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF COlLOCATICN POINTS: N+2 
NN=N+2 
.. =N+l c 
C NEQ IS THE TOTAl NUMBER OF EQUATIONS TO BE INTEGRATED c 
c 
NEQ=N+l 
C NOM IS A DIMENSIONING VARIABLE 




WRITE (6,1001J N 
1001 FORMAT( 1 THE NUMBER Of INTERNAl COLLGCAT ION POINTS IS', ~X, !2) 
1002 FORMAT('O CHAMBER PRESSURE= 1 ~2X,F8.3,• NT/M/M 1 ,/, 
~· MElTING TEJIPERATURE= 1 ,2X,f8.3,/, 
~· SCORCH TEMPERATURE=' ,zx,F8.3) 
C CALl SUBROUTINES JCOBl AND IJISCRT TO MAKE UP THE ,.,ATRICES NFfDEO 




c c c c 
c 
c 
c c c 
c c c 









Nl INDICATE THAT BOTH X=O ANO X=l Will B 
ONS. Al AND BE INDICATE THAT P(O.,O. t P I 
VECTOR OF COllOCATION POINT LCCATIONS 
FIRST OROER DERIVATIVE DISCRETIZATION MATRIX 
SECOND ORDER DERIVATIVE DISCRETIZATION MATRIX 
THIRD ORDER DERIVATIVE OISCRETIZATICN MATRIX 
FOU~TH ORDER DERIVATIVE DISCRETIZATION MATRIX 
ll OF PHYSICAl CONSTANTS 
I OAGE FRACTION 
E 706 
I JL GAS CONSTANT IN JOUlES/ ( K-MOl *KElVIN J 
R= 14. 
WAT MOLECUL$R WEIGHT IN KGRAM/KGRAM-MOLE 
WMWT= 18. 
A ECULAR WEIGHT 
AMWl= 28.82 




SPECIFIC HEATS IN KJOUlES/KGR.AM-KEl VI N 
RY 
c c c 
c c c 
c 
c c c 
c c 
c 
c c c 








CP l=Z. 595 
CP2:1.9678 
HEAT OF SUBli~ATION IN KJOULES/KGRAM 
DH=2791.2 
THERMAl CONDUCTIVITY Of ICE REGION IN KW/M-K 
K2=0.0021 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF fll~ FOR HEAT TRANSFER TO THE 
FROZEN REGION AT X=LEN. FROM CARSLAW AND JAEGER 
HTR=O. 03 
MASS TRANSFER COEFFIC lENT IN INVERSE SECONDS 
KG= 11.080-5 
LOOP AROUND NCASE DATA SETS 
00 9346 MCASE=l,NCASE 
READ IN THE INITIAL INTEGRATION STEPSIZE, fHOl, THE TIME STEPSIZE, 
IOTJ1THE CHAMBER PRESSURE,CPC), THE WATER \/APOUR PRES~URE AT THF 
CONDtNSER SURFACE, (PWOl 1 THE LIMtTATtON TEMPERATURES,(TMELT AND TSCORJ, THE I~ITtAL TEMPERATURE, (TINITl, ANO THE SAMPLE 
SAMPLE THICKNESS, (LENt. 
HO AND OT ARE IN SECCNOS 
PC AND PWO ARE IN PASCALS 
TMELT, TSCORf AND TINIT ARE IN KElVIN 
LEN IS IN MEERS 
READ (5,*) HO,OT,PC,PWO,TMELT,TSCOR,TINIT,LEN 
FOR STABILITY, DEFINE STOPPING POINT AT 99.9~ OF THE ICE BEING 
REMCVEO 
ElEN=LEN*O. 999 
INERTS PRESSURE IS CHAMBER PRESSURE MINUS WATER VAPOR PRESSIJRF 
AT X=O 
c 







c c c 
PO=PC-PWO 
SET UP THE INITIAL TEMPERATURE 




DEFINE CCNOENSER TEMPERATURE FROM WATER VAPOR PRESSURE AT X=O 
PWO = 0.0 CORRESPONDS TO CONDENSER TEMPERATURE OF 167 KFLVIN 
PWO = 5.2668 CORRESPONDS TO CONDENSER TE~PERATURE OF 225 KELVIN 




OUTPUT CHAMBE~ PRESSURE, MELTING AND SCORCH CONSTRAINTS, 
INERTS PRESSURE, CONDENSER TEMPERATURE, AND SAMPLE THICKNESS 
WRITE (6,10021 PC,TMELT,TSCOR 
WR t lE ( 6,1012) PO 
1012 FORMAT(' INERTS PRESSURE IS 1 ,2X,F12.6, 1 NT/M/M 1 ) 
WRITE (6,1312) TCOND 
1312 FORMAT(' CONDENSER TEMPERATURE= •,F6.t,• KELVIN') 
WRITE (6,7471 LEN 
747 FORMAT(' SAMPLE THICKNESS =• ,F6.4,' METERS') c 
C CALCULATE THE WATER VAPOR PRESSURE AT THE INTERFACE, THEN 
C CALCULATE THE EFFECTIVE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY Cf THF DRIED REGION 
c 
c c c 
PWX=l33.32*0EXP(23.9936-DH*2.19/Tl(NNI) 
K 1 E = 1 2 • 9 80- 8 *I P 0+ P W X J + 3 CJ. 8 0 60- 6 
KlE=KlE*0.68 
INITIALIZE INITIAL TIME AND FINAL TIME IN SECCNDS 
TIME=O. 
TIMET=TIHE+OT c 
C SET INITIAl VALUES OF TEMPER~TURE AT SURFACE, INTERFACE AND ~GTTOM 
c 
C SURFACE TEMPERATURE = TSUR 






c c c 
c 
c c c 
c c c 
c c 
c 
TSUR=T I NIT 
TINT=TINIT 
TBOT= Tl NIT 
t~l sueet~~R VE~~~~iN~vtH~5f~M~~~Af~~~~R~J1 Wte INTERNAl COltDCATION 
POINTS AND THE INTERFACE POSITION. 
00 707 l<=l,N 
WV(K)=Tl(K+ll 
707 CONTINUE 
rNtTIAl INTERFACE POSITION IN METERS 
X=6.0-5 
WVCNEQI=X 






VAlUES NEEDED FOR HEAT FLUXES AT THE SURFACES 
THE BCLTZMAN CONSTANT 
SIG=5.67D-ll 
C VIEW FACTOR Of THE PlATEN WITH THE SAMPLE c 
FAC=l. 
c 
C INITIAllY SET THE UPPER AND LOWER PlATE TEMPERATURES AT TSC0R 
c 
TPl=303.15 
c c c c 





c c c 
TPU=303 .15 
CAll THE INTEGRATION ROUTINE 
INDEX INDICATES FIRST CAll TO ROUTINE 
TOl IS THE TOLERANCE FOR ACCEPTING STEP 
METH INSTRUCTS USE OF GEAR'S VARIABLE ORDER RCUTINE 
MITER INSTRUCTS USE Of NUMF.RICAL JACOBIAN 
MF IS THE WAY METH AND ~ITEP ARE PASSED TO ROUTINE 
T IM=T IME 






HFLUX IS A VARIABLE FOR SUMMING HEAT REQUIREMENT FOR DRYING 
Q IS A VARIABLE USEO FOR SUPPRESSING OUTPUT 
HFLUX=O. 
Q=TIHE 
OUTPUT THE INITIAl VAlUES 
WR I TE ( 6 , 3 3 3 2 J 
3332 FORMATf'O ***•********* INITIAL VALUES**************') c 










SUBROUTINE DRIVE CONTROLS THE G~AR'S METHOD 
CAll DRIVE(NEQ,TIM,HO,WV,TIMT,TOL,MF,INDEX) 
IF INDEX IS NEGATIVE, TROUBlE GC TO END 
IFfiNDEX.LT.OJ GO TO 1221 
GO TO 2121 
1221 WRITE ( 6t4212J INDEX 
4212 fORMAT('u TROUBlE IN GEAR"S ROUTlNE, INDEX = 
GO TO 5000 
c 
C INCREMENT TIME COUNTER, TIM. c 
21 21 T I M=T I MT c 






INOEX=O Will CONTINUE INTEGRATION AS BEFO~E 
INOEX=2 Will FORCE INTEGRATION TO REACH TI~T EXACTt Y 
IF INTERFACE HAS MOVED FAR ENOUGH, INCREASE STEP SIZE 
I NDEX=O 
X=WVfNEQl 
IF I ( X ll EN ) • GE • 0. 7 '3 t I NO EX= 2 
IF ( fX/l EN J .GE .0 .3 J OT=O .6 
IF ( CX/LENJ.GE.0.5) DT=l.O 
JFCCX/lENJ.GE.0.7.ANO.LEN.GE.0.006) DT=3.0 
OUTPUT VALUES FROM INTEGRATION ROUTINE 
CAll OUT(WV,TIM,NEQt 
RETURN TO INTEGRATION ROUTINE UNLESS X ()OR=J ElEN 
OX IS T~E VELOCITY OF THE INTERFACE 
DX=-NTtNN)/(R~02-RHOl J*QT 
1111 lf((X+OXJ.GE.ELEN) GO TO 4500 
GO TO 4600 
c 





IF(fX+OXJ.GE.ElENJ GO TO 50CO 
C INCREMENT FIN ~l TIME, (T IMT), AND RETURN TO INTEGRA T ICN ROUTINE 
c 
4600 TIMl=TIM+DT 
GO TO 9999 
c 




















SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE FUNCTIONAL VALUES OF THE O.O.E.'S 
IMPLICIT REAl•8CA-H,O-ZJ 
REAL*8 KlE,K2NLEN,KW 1.NFLUX,NT,KG 
g5~~~~9~A~y~ 'i~l5bt~a?!sPl5o,~o, ,Ctf50,50) oofso,~oJ 
COMMON /VECl/ Tl(SOJ1 F(50J,FOLD(50J!WVSC(50J,RP(5Q),NT(5Q) COMMON /VEC4/ OIP1(5u),OIP2f50),01P3150),0IP4(50t,DIP5(50) 
COMMON /VARl/ DEFPW1 K2,RH02fRH011HFLUX,CPl,CP2,KlE,OH,SIG,FAC,CO COMMON /VAR2/ Q,Q2tcPG,EP,T NIT,ERR,P01 PWO,OT,PWX,NFLUX,HTR,KG COMMON /VAR3/ TMEL ,TSCOR,lEN,R,WMWT,T~UR,TINT,OXT,TBOT,TPU,TPl 
COMMON /INTl/ N,NO,NN,NOM,NNN,M,JO,IOCASE,IPRINT,IFLAG,MITfR 
SET UP FIRST ~NO SECOND ORDER DERIVATIVE TERMS IN TEMPERATURE, 
PRESSURE AND SORBED WATER 
PARTIALS ARE EVALUATED AS SU~MATIONS AS FCllO~ING 
FIRST DERIVATIVE Of Tl = AP(t,J)*Tl(JJ 
STORED IN VECTOR F (I) 
SECOND OERlVATIVE OF Tl = BPfi,J)*Tl(J) 
STOREO IN VECTOR FClO(l) 
00 11 I=ltN 
~~lbif~!~tlt~l:Ij~~s~k!~tlf~~!~~~~INT 




C SET UP FUNCTICNAL VALUES OF THE TIME DERIVATIVES PUT 'NY c 
C INTERFACE VELCCITY FIRST, THEN ENERGY 9ALANCE EQUATIONS 
c c 
c c c c 
c 










DUMMY SUBROUTINE TO SATISFY REQUIREMENTS FOR DRIVE 
THIS SUBROUTINE MAY BE REPLACED BY AN ANALYTIC JACOBIAN POJTINE 
IMPLICIT REAL*8fA-H,O-Zl 




SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS UNDER OPERATING 
CONDITIONS Of CASE A 
IMPLICIT REAL*8fA-H,O-Zt 
REAL*& KlE,K2,LEN 9 KW,NFlUX,ttT,KG 
DIMENSION WVCNEQI 
~g=~~ ~~~tl~ tr~~gl;~l§B):~Bt5?~b1;~~~c~~bs?~~?~o)?~rr5o, 
COMMON /VEC4/ OIPlf501 9 DIP2(50tlDIP3150),01P4(50t,OIP5(501 
COMMON /V ARl/ DEFPW, K2, RH02,RHO , HF LUX,C P l,C? 2, Kl E, DH, S I G ,F ac ,co 
COMMON /VAR2/ Q ,Q2fCPG, EP, TIN IT, ERR, PO, PWO, DT, PWX ,N FLUX, HTR, KG 
COMMON /VAR 3/ TMEL , TSC OR ,LEN ,R, WMWT, TSUR, T TNT, OXT, TBOT, T PU, TPL 
COMMON /INTl/ N,NO,NN,NOM,NNN,M,IO,IOCASE,IPRINT,IFLAG,MITER 
C2=0.428 
SET UP PARTIAl SUMMATIONS FOR DETERMINATION OF TSUR, TINT ~NO TBOT 
DT1 NT=O. 
OTSUR=O. 
DO 71 J=2,M 
OTINT=AP(NN,J)*WV(J-1 )+OT INT 
OTSUR=AP(l,J)*WV(J-l)+OTSUR 
71 CONTINUE 


















SUBROUTINE TO EVAlUATE THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS UNDER OPERATING 




EB~~~ f~~lff ~rl ~8Ji~l~8)~~8l6?!a~;~~gl{gbJ~~~(~oi 01~nsol ~g~~~ ~~l~1~ g~~~~~~~:R~t~~~~~bl~~f[~~~lP~!t;~~~lE?o~;~~g,FAc,co 
~s==s~ ~~:~~~ ~M~tt~f~t~~:Ie~!k:~~f~~~~~~f~~f~~~f~~h~~:~~5:~~l 
COMMON /INTl/ N,NO,NN,NOM,NNN,M,IO,IOCASE,IPRINT,IFLAG,MITER 
C2=0.428 
C FOR CASE 8, TBOT=TMElT UNLESS TSUR IS LARGER THAN TSCOR c 
c IFfTSUR.LT.TSCOR) T80T=TMELT 
C SET UP PARTIAl SUMMATIONS FCR OETERMINATtnN OF TSUR ANO TINT c 
OTINT=O. 
OTSUR=O. 




X •WVI NEQ) c 
C INITIALIZE PLATE TEMPERATURE c 
Tl=TPL 
c 






lffTTOT .LE.O. J GO TO 345 
DOWIN=8.7290-7*(TTOT)**2.334 










t K2/(lEN-X)*T80TJ/OENCM c 
C CALCULATE LOW A UPPER PLATE TEMPERATURES AND T AT SMAI LER 
C VALUE c 
c 
Tl=IK2/(lEN-XI*ITMElT-TINTJ+HTR*TMElTJ/HTR 
TU=fSIG*FAC*TSCOR**4-KlE/X*(OTSUR+AP(l,l,*TSCOR+AP(l,NN)*TINTJl/ t SIG/FAC 
If ( TU .L f. 0. J 1 U=- TU 
TU=TU**0.25 
lfCTU.GE.Tl) TO 223 
Tl=TU 
223 CONTINUE 
C SOLVE FOR TSUR USING ENERGY BALANCE AT SURFACE 
C SOLVE FOR TBOT USING ENERGY BAlANCE AT 80TTC~ c 
TSUR=-(SlG*FAC*(TL**4-TSUR**4)+KlE/X*fDTSUR+AP(l,NN)* 
~T lb~! '~~J~l~~~~1~t\~} !~TR *Tl J /t K2/( LEN- XJ +H TR) 





















SUBROUTINE TO EVAlUATE THE BOUNDARY CONOlTIONS UNDER OPERATtNG 
CONDITIONS OF CASE C 
IMPliCIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
REAL*8 KlE,K2 9 lEN,KW9 NFLUX,NT 1 KG DIMENSION WVtNEQ) 
E8~~~ :~~l\: tri~8J5 ~l58~!~8l5?~ofc~~~l1~6J~R~~o1°1 ~T,so, COMMON /VEC4/ DIP1(50t,OIP2(50),01P3(50),0IP4(50),0 P5(50l 
COMMON /VARl/ OEFPW 9 K2 9 RHC2fRHOl,HFlUX,CPl,CP2~KlE~OH,SIGTFAC,CO 
E8~:&~ :~~~~~ ~M~ft;t~c~k:le~!~:~~~t~~sG~?t~Jt,~~t!~kg~:~p~:~gl 
COMMON /INTl/ N,NO,NN,NOM,NNN,M,IO,IuCASE,IPRINT, IFLAG,MITER 
FOR CASE C, TSUR=TSCOR AND TBOT:MELT FOR All TIME 
TSUR=TSCOR 
TBOT=TMEL T 
SET UP PARTIAl SUMMATIONS FCR DETERMINATION OF TINT, TPU AND TPL 
20 OT INT=O. 
DTSUR=O. 






00 10 1==1,100 
TX=TINT 
SOLVE FOR TINT USING ENERGY BALANCE AT INTERFACE 
OENOM=-K2/CLEN-X,-KlE/X*AP(NN 1 NNl+NFLUX* 
~ (-(RH02*CP2-RHOl*CPl)/(RH02-KH0l)+CPG) 
E c c 
c c c 




' K 2/( l EN-WVfNEQ)) *TBOT J IOENCM 
IF INTERFACE TEMPERATURE < 200 KELVIN, USE PREVIOUS VALUES 
OF PWX, OOWIN AND KW 
I F ( T I NT .l T • 2 0 0 • ) GO T 0 4 3 
PWX=l33.32*DEXP(23.9936-2.19*0H/TINT) 
TTOT= T SUR +T IN T 







lf(OABS(TINT-lXt.LT.t.0-4) GO TO 11 
10 CONTINUE 
11 CONTINUE 






SUBROUTINE BOUNOO ( WV, NEQ) 
SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE THE BOUNDARY CCNDITIONS UNDER OPERATING 




COMMON /MAll/ APC50,50),8PC50,50),CCC50,50) 1 0D(S0,50l COMMON /VECl/ TlC50t,F(50),F0lDf50t ,WVSC(50J,RP(50J,NT(50) 
E8=~~ ~~i~t~ g~~~~~~~~RAt~,r~~6I~A~r~~?~P~!t#~;~tE~b~;~i2!FAC,CO 
COMMON /VAR2/ Q,Q?,cPG,EP,T NIT,tPR,PO,PWO,OT,PWX,NFLUX,HTR,KG 
COMMON /VAR3/ TMELT,TSCOR,LEN,R,WMWT,TSUR,TINT,OXT,TBOT,TPU,TPL 
COMMON /INTl/ N,NO,NN,NO~,N~N,M,IO,IOCASE,IPRINT,IFlhG,MITER 
FOR CASE O, TeaT~ TMEL T ALWAYS 
c 
c TBOT=TMELT 
C SET UP PARTIAl SUMMATIONS FOR DETERMINATION OF TSUR AND TINT c 
c c 
~ 
c c c 
c 
c 
20 OTI NT=O. 
OTSUR=O. 






DO 10 1=1,100 
TX=TI NT 
TO=TSUR 
SOLVE FOR TINT US lNG ENERGY BAl ~NCE AT INTERFACE 





IF INTERFACE TEMPERATURE < 200 KELVIN, USE PREVIOUS V~LUES 
OF PWX, DOWIN AND KW 
IF(TINT.LT.ZOO.t GO TO 43 
PWX=l33.32*DEXP(23.9q36-2.19*DH/TINT) 
TTOT=TSUR+TINT 






























COMMON /MAll/ APf50J50),BP(50,50J,CC(50 9 50),0DC50,50) 
COMMON /VECl/ Tl(50 ,F(50ltFOL0(50J 1WVSC(50J,RP(50J,NT{50) COMMON /VEC4/ DIPlf50t,DIPlf50I,OIP3150),0IP4(50J,OIP5f50J 
COM N /VARl/ OEFPW 1K2, RH02jR HO 1, Hfl UX, CP l, CP 2, K lE, OH, S 1 G ,F .ac 1C 0 COM N /YAR2/ Q,Q2,LPG,EP,T NIT,ERR,PO,PWO,OT,PWX,NFlUX,HTR,Ku 
COMMON /VAR3/ TMELT1.TSCOR,LEN 9R,WMWT,TSUR,TINT,OXT,TBCT,TPU,TPL COMMON /INTl/ NtNO,NN,NOM,NNN,M,IO,IOCASE,IPRtNT,IFLAG,~ITER 
CAll SUBROUTINE BOUND<IOCASE> TO EVALUATE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
If C IDCASE.EQ.ll CAll BOUNOA (WV, NEQ) 
IFfiDCASE.EQ.2J CALL 80UNOBCWV,NEQJ 
IFIIDCASE.EQ.!) CAll BOUNOCfWV,NEOt 
1FfiOCASE.EQ.4J CAll BOUNOOIWV,NEQJ 
X=WV( NEQJ 
IF(IDCASE.EQ.lJ HEAT=SIG*FAC*(fTPL**4-TBOT**4)+(TPl**4-TSUR**4)) 
IF ( IDCAS E. EQ.2 l HEAT= S IG*FAC*(TPl **4-TSUR **4 J +HTR *( TPl- TBOT) 
IF(IOCASE.EQ.3) HEAT=SIG*FAC*fTPU**4-TSUR**4)+HTR*(TPL-TBOTt 
lfflOCASE.EQ.4) HEAT=HTR*CTPL-TBOTt 
IFtTIM.LE.O.) GO TO 224 
SUM HEAT BY TRAPEZOIDAl RULE 
HFLUX=HFLUX+(~EAT+HEATO)*(TIM-TOl0)/2. 
224 HEA lO=HEAT 
TOLD= TIM 
CONVERT TIME TO MINUTES 
737 TOT Al=T IM/60. c 
C OUTPUT VALUES ONLY AT DESIREry TIMES 
c c 
E c 
IF OUTPUT IS DES I REO AT INTERVALS, REMOVE COMMENT FROM NEXT EXECUTABlE STATEMENT 
IFITOTAL.GE.Q.OR.IFLAG.EQ.676.0R.IFLAG.EQ.666) GO TO 73 
lf(IFLAG.EQ.676.0R.IFLAG.EQ.666) GO TO 73 
GO TO 125 
73 WRITE (6,108) c 
C INCREMENT OUTPUT SUPPRESSING VARIABLE, Q c 





DO 38 J=2,M 
T 1 f J ) = WV ( J-1 J 
38 CONTINUE 
T1(1)=TSUR 
T 1 ( NN I= T I NT 
OUTPUT VALUES 
108 FORMAT ( 1 0 1 t 
154 WRITE (6,100) TOTAL 
WR I TE l 6110 1) R P ( 1 t , T SUR -
DO 12 I• ,N 
WRITE (6,101) RPli+1),TlCI+l) 
12 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6,101) RPfNNt,TtNT 
WRITE (6,104) X,NFLUX,TBOT 
WR I TE ( 6, 10 6 I T P l , T PU 
SUPPRESS OUTPUT OF HFLUX UNLESS IFLAG IS 676 
lf(lflAG.EQ.676) WRITE (6,991) HFlUX 
991 FORMAT(' THE SUM OF THE HEAT FLUXES IS •,012.5,• KJOULES') 
100 FORMAT( 1 01 , 1 COLLOCATION POINT TE~PERATURE TI~E:',Fl0.4) 
101 FORMAT(' 1 ,3X,Fl0.7,10X,Fl2.5) 
1 0 4 F 0 RM AT ( I 0 I ' ' NEw INTER FA c E : • f 0 12 • 5 f ' Flu X : I ' 0 1 2 • 5 ' I TA 0 T::: ' ' 
~ flo. 5) 
106 FORMAT(' LOWER PLATON: 1 ,F8.3,' UPPER PlATON: ',fJl2.5) 
125 RETURN 
END 
********************************************************************* SM OAT A: DATA SET FOR SM FORTRAN 
LINE 1 INPUTS OPERATIONAl POliCY IDENTIFIER, IDCASE 
LINE 2 INPUTS THE NUMBER OF INTERNAL COLLOCATION POINTS 
TO BE US EO, N, AND THE NUMBER OF DATA TO BE RUN, NCA SE 
LINE 3 INPUTS INITIAl INTEGRATION STEPSIZE, HO, OVEPALL 
STEPSJZE, DT THE CHAMBER PRESSURE PC, THE WATER VAPOR 
PRESSURE AT THE CONDENSER, PWO.! THE MELTING CONSTRAINT, 
T~ELT, THE SCORCH CONSTRAINT, lSCOR, THE INITIAL 




5.0-07,0.03,13.332, 5.2668,263.15,303.15,241.8, 6.0-3 
*********************************************************************** SM OUTPUT: OUTPUT FROM SM FORTRAN USING SM DATA 
****************************************************************~****** 
SUBLIMATICN MODEL OF FREEZE DRYER 
OPERATING CONDITIONS CASE A 
RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER AT X=O 
RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER AT X=l 
PlATES CONSTRAINED TO 30 C MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE 
THE NUMBER OF INTERNAL COllOCATICN POINTS IS 6 
CHAMqER PRESSURE= 13.332 NT/M/~ 
MELTING TEMPERATURE= 263.150 
SCORCH TEMPERATURE= 303. 150 
INERTS PRESSURE IS 8.065200 NT/M/M 
CONDENSER TEMPERATURE = 225.0 KELVIN 
SAMPLE THICKNESS =0.0060 METERS 
************* INITIAl VALUES ************** 








NEW INTERFACE: 0.60000D-04 FLUX: -0.117000-01 TBOT= 241.15893 
lOWER PlATON: 303.150 UPPER PlATON: 0.303150+03 
**************FINAL VALUES************ 
COLLOCATION POINT TEMPERATURE TIME: 486.5661 o.o 272.99162 
0.0337652 271.93214 
0.1693953 267.69932 





NEW INTERFACE: O. 599400-02 FLUX: -0.157910-03 TBOT= 24? .51967 
LOWER PLATON: 303.150 UPPER PLATON: 0.303150+03 
THE SUM OF THE HEAT FLUXES IS 0.151800+05 KJOULES 
C. Computer Program for the Sorption-Sublimation Model of Freeze 
Drying (Free Water Removal Stage) 
161 
The program described in this section solves the mathematical 
model of Paper II~ for the removal of the free water only. Sorption 
effects as well as sublimation effects are accounted for and make the 
program more comprehensive. The Gear's method3 with driving routine 
DRIVE is used to solve the coupled stiff ordinary differential 
equations resulting from the use of the method of orthogonal 
collocation on the model equations. 
The subroutines JCOBI and DISCRT evaluate the discretization 
matrices in the collocation method~ and are documented in Section E 
along with the Langrangian interpolation routine~ INTRP~ which was 
used to estimate the sorbed water content at the surface of the 
material being dried. The subroutines DIFFUN, PEDERV~ BO~TDA, 
BOUNDB, BOUNDC, BOUNDD~ and OUT are similar to those found in the 
program described in Section B. However, since the vector WV(I) now 
includes the pressure and sorbed water values at each internal 
collocation point~ subroutines DIFFUN and OUT are more complex. 
Subroutine DIFFUN evaluates the time derivatives of the temperature, 
water vapor pressure, and sorbed water concentration at the N 
internal collocation polnts and the rate of change of the interface 
position. Subroutine OUT outputs the values of the temperature, 
pressure~ and sorbed water concentration profiles for the material~ 
the interface position~ the plate temperatures~ the time~ and the 
mass flux profile of the material in the dryer. The output is 
printed at t=O~ specified time intervals~ and at the point where 
162 
the free water has been removed. The variables of the dried region 
that are to be integrated are stored and manipulated in a work 
vector, WV(I). The indexing of WV(I) is such that the first N 
storage locations contain the dried region temperatures, locations 
N+1 through 2N contain the pressures, locations 2N+1 through 3N 
contain the sorbed water values, and the final location (3N+1) 
contains the interface position. 
The program is set up to integrate the equations over small 
time steps, ~t, until a desired output or stopping point is reached. 
The output can be restricted to only initial and final values or it 
can be set to output values at predetermined intervals. The free 
water removal stage is considered to end when the sublimation 
interface has reached the bottom of the sample. Due to computer 
software limitations, this is considered to happen when the interface 
has moved to within 0.1 percent of the total sample thickness. 
At small times, the system of equations to be integrated is 
very stiff so that small time steps, ~.J:um.d.r.ejj,J:hs_ of a second or 
less, must be used to ensure stability. However as the integration 
proceeds, the equations become less stiff so that after a relatively 
short .time the size of the time step may be increased. The maximum 
time step allowed by the program is restrained to ~eco~~s to 
ensure proper convergence throughout the integration process. 
An annotated program listing, as well as sample input and 
output datasets follow this section. 
c ···-··················································•************** 
C ~is~=MFY8RT~~~VE FREEZE D.RY lNG MODEL US lNG ORTHOGONAl E COllOCATl N AND GEAR'S Sltff! INTEGRATION ROUTINE 
C SUBLIMATION .AkD SORPTION EFFECTS ACCOUNTED FOR. 
C FREE WATER RE,OVAl PHASE CNtY 
C REF: "AN ANALYSIS Of THE FREEZE ORYING PROCESS USING A SORPTtON-
C SUBllMATlON MODEL AND VARIOUS OPERATIONAL POLICIES", 
C MillMAN, M.J., liAPIS, A.I.1 AND MARCHEllO, J.M., 
C A ICHE JOURNAl, SUBMITTED FOR PUBliCATION, 1984 
C SU8ROUT INES. NEEDED FOR SOlUTION: 
C JCOBI AND OISCRT FOR ORTHOGONAL COLLOCATION 
C INTRP FOR lAGRANGIAN INTERPOlATION 
C DRIVE FOR INTEGRATION 
C REF: 11 THE MODELING AND CGNTROL OF FREEZE DRYERS"!. MILLMAN, M.J., 
~ ......... ~~~.~lil~~!~!\~~~.~~~~~~~~xx.~~.=l~~~:~;~~i:t.l2~: ••• ****** 
c ***************************•·······················•****************** c c 
c c c c c c c 
c c 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES ARE SCALED TO BE BETWEEN 0.01 AND 1.0 
IMPLICIT REAl*8(A-H,O-Zl 
REAL*8 KlE,K2tLEN,KW,NFLUX,NT,KG 
DIMENSION VV f ~0 J .. 
COMMON /MATl/ AP(50,50J,BPC50,50),CCC50,50),00(50,50) 
~s==s= :.~~lff ~ rf ~g~~~lsS i! ~8t~V~oJ ,wvsct 501' RP (50) 'NT[ 50, 
COMMON /VEC2/ CSWt50J,PWf5u)1CEQf50J,SAVElt50l,SAVE2(50l 
COMMON /VEC4/ OIP1(50J,DtP2(50J,OIP3(50J,OIP4(50J,OIP5C50J 
COMMON /VEC5/ 01Slf50J,DIS2f50J{DIS3(50J,OIS4f50J,DIS5C50),RS(50) 
COMMON /VARl/ DEFPW1 K2,RH02fRHO 1 HFlUX,CPl,CP2,KlE,OH,S!G,fAC,CO 
~g=~~ :~~i~ ~"~tt~~~c8&:lE~!l:i~er~~s~~~tP~i~~~t~~k~~:~~5:~~l 
COMMON /INTl/ N,ND,NN,NOM,NNNt~tiD,IDCASE,IPRINT,IflAG,MITER 
I OCAS E IS THE OPERATING CONOI TIONS IDENTIFIER 
1 => CASE A 
2 => CASE 8 
! => CASE C 
4 => CASE 0 
READ ( 5,* J I DCA SE 
OUTPUT PROGRA~ IDENTIFICATION DATA 
c 
c 
WRITE ( 6 1 1280) IFfiDCASt.E .1) WRITEt6,1211) 
IFIIDCASE.EQ.2l WRITE(6,12121 
If(IDCASE.E~.3) WRITEf6,1213t 
lf(IDCASE.E .4) WRlTEf6,1214J 
lf(IDCASE.N .4J WRITE (6,1201) 
IF(IDCASE.EQ.41 WRITE (6,12021 
IFfiOCASE.EQ.lt WRITE f6tl203t 
IFCIDCASE.EQ.l) WRITE (6,1204) 
I F ( I DC A SE. G T. l J WR I TE ( 6, 12 05 t 
IFfiDCASE.EQ.2) WRITE (6,1206) 
IFIIOCAS€.EQ.3J WRITE (6 1 1207) 
WRITE f 6{ 1208t 
1200 fORMAT (' SORPT ION-SUBL lMATION MODEl OF FREEZE DRYER •) 
1201 FORMAT( 1 RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER AT X=0 1 ) 
1202 FORMATf 1 NO HEAT TRANSFER AT X=O' J 
1203 FORMAT(' RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER AT X=l') 
1204 FORMAT I' PlATES CQNSTRA IN EO TO '30 C MAXIMUM TEMPERA TURF') 
1205 FORMAT( 1 CONDUCTION THROUGH RES 1ST IVE FilM AT X=l') 
1206 FORMATf 1 PLATES CONTROLLED TO BE AT SAME TE fi'PERATURE•) 
1207 FORMAT(' PLATES INDEPENDENTLY CONTROLlED 1 J 
1208 FORMAT(' FREE WATER REMCVAl PHASE') 
1211 FORMAT( '0 OPERATING CONDITIONS CASE A') 
1212 FORMATC'O OPERAT lNG CONDITIONS CASE 8') 
1213 FORMATI 1 0 OPERATING CCNDITIONS CASE ( 1 ) 
1214 FORMAT( 10 OPERATING CONDITIONS CASE o•J 
C READ IN THE NUMBER OF INTERNAl COLLOCATION POINTS, N, TO Bf USED, 
C AND THE NUMBER OF DATA SETS TO BE RUN, NCASE. c 
c c c c c 
c c c 
c 
READ (5,*) N,~CASE 
NN IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF COLLOCATION POINTS N+2 
M IS THE TOTAl NUMBER OF COllOCATION POINTS USED FOR THE SORBED 
WATER MASS BAlANCE 
NN:N+2 
M:N+1 





NOM IS A DIME'HSIONlNG VARIABLE FOR THE ORTHOGCNAl CCLLOCATION 




C OUTPUT THE NUMBER OF INTERNAL COLLOCA liON POINTS c 
WR I lE ( 6, l 001 J N 
1001 FORMAT(' THE NUMBER Of INTERNAL COllOCATION POINTS IS 1 ,2X,I2) c c c c c 
c c c c c c c c c c 
c c c 
c c c c c c 
CALL SUBROUTINES JCOBI AND OISCRT TO MAKE UP THE MATRICES NEEDED 
FOR ORTHOGONAl COLLOCATION 
t«> AND Nl INDICATE THAT THE POINTS X=O AND X=l ARE TO BE USED 
AS EXTER~Al COLLOCATICN POINTS 
Al AND BE INDICATE THAT NTH ORDER POLYNO~TALS OF THE FCRM 
PIAL REt ARE TO BE USED 
RP IS tHE ~ECTOR CONTAINING THE LOCATIONS Of THE COLLOCATION 
POINTS 
AP IS THE fiRST oRgeR DISCRETIZATION MATR I~ 
BP IS THE fiRST OR ER 01 SCRET I ZAT ION MATRIX 





CAll JC081(NO~,N NO,Nl,Al,BE,DIPI,OIP2,DIP3,0IP4,0IP5,RP) 
CAll OISCRT(NOM,N,NO,Nt,IO,OIPl,OIP2,0IP3,01P4,DIP5,RP,AP, 
~ BP ,CC, DO) 
MAKE UP MATRIX NEEDED FOR SORBED WATER 
THE POINT, X=O, Will NOT BE USEO AS AN EXTERNAl CCltOCAT ICN POINT 
SI~Et!0tA~ ~ec¥~~yc6~tA,~1~bxT~~ ~d~iT~5N~ 0~~E~HE 
COllOCATION POINTS 
RSIIt = RP(I+lt 






c c c 
c c c 
c c c 
c 
c c 
c c c 
c 
NO=O 
CALL JCOBltNDM, .. N,_NOtNl tAl ~BEt 0 IS 1 tDIS 2tD IS 3tD IS4, OI S5, R S) 
CAll OISCRTfNDI•hN,No,N ,lu,OISl,OIS2,0IS3,01S4,DIS5,RS,"S' 
~ ss,cc,oot 
LIST OF PHYSICAL CONSTANTS 
VOIDAGE FRACTION 
EP=O. 706 
IDEAl GAS CONSTANT IN JOULE/(K-MOL*KELVINl 
R=8314. 
WATER MOLECULAR WEIGHT IN KGRAM/KGRAM-MOLE 
WMWT= 18. 
AIR MOLECULAR WEIGHT 
AMWT= 28.82 
DENSITIES IN KGRAM/METER**3 
RHO 1= 145.13 
RHOlE=RHOl 
RH02=1058. 




HEAT OF SUBLIMATION IN KJCUlES/KGRA~ 
DH=2791.2 
THERMAL CCNOUCTIVITV CF ICE REGION IN KW/M-K 
K2=0.0021 
C HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT FOR IMPERFECT CONTACT Of Pl4TE WfTH 
c 
c c 
c c c 
c c c c c c c 
c 
FROZEN REGION AT X=LEN. CARSLAW 
H TR=O. 03 
MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT IN INVERSE SECONDS 
KG= 11.080-5 
LOOP THROUGH MAIN PROGRAM FOR EACH OF THE NCASE DATA SETS 
DO 9346 MCASE=l,NCASE 
READ IN THE INITIAL INTEGRATION STEPSIZE, tHO), THE TIME STEPSIZE, 
(OTJ1THE CHAMBER PRESSURE,(PC), THE WATER VAPOUR PRESSURE AT THE 
CONDENSER SURFACEr (PWOtl THE LIMITATION TEMPERATURFS, fTMELT AND 
TSCOR), THE INITIAl TEMPtRATURE, (TINIT), ANO THE SAMPLE 
SAMPLE THICKNESS 1 flENJ. HO AND OT ARr IN SECONDS 
~~ef~~ ~~2o~RfEAA~ ~1~~ljRE IN KELVIN 
lEN I !) I N ME E R S 
READ (5,*1 HO,OT,PC,PWO,TMELT,TSCOR,TINIT,LEN 
SET STOPPING CRITERIA, ELEN, TO 99.9 PERCENT OF LEN 
LEN-= lEN* 0. 99 9 
PO IS THE INERTS PRESSURE IN THE CHAMBER 
PO=PC-PWO 
CO IS THE EQUILIBRIUM SORBED WATER CONCENTRATION AT THE INITIAL 
MATERIAL TEMPERATURE OF 241.8 KELVIN (AGUILERA ANO FliNK) 
CO= DE XP ( 2.3•1.3600t /100. 
C SET THE INITIAL TEMPERATU~E PROFILE AS Tl(IJ=TINIT 
C SET THE INITIAL PRESSURE PROFILE AS Pk(lt=PWO 
C SET THE INITIAl SORBED WATER PROFILE AS CSW(I )=CO 
c 
DO 396 l=l.1NN 
T1CIJ-=TtNIJ 
PW { t) =PWO 
c 
C SW(J J=CO 
396 CONTINUE 
C SET THE CONDENSER TEMPERATURE FROM THE WATER VAPOR PRESSURF IN 
C THE CHAMBER. FOUND FROM INTERPOlATION OF WATER_ THEP,MODYNAMIC 
C DATA IN PERRY •S FIFTH EDITION 
C IF PWO IS o, TCOND IS 167 KELVIN 
C IF PWO IS 5.2E68, TCONO IS 225 KElVIN 






CC OUTPUT CHAMBER CONDITIONS, MATERIAL CCNSTRAINTS USED, AND SAMPLE 
SIZE c 
WRITE (6,1002) PC,TMELT,TSCOR 
WRITE (6, 012J PO 
WRITE (6,1312 TCONO 
WRITE ( 6t747J LEN 
1002 FORMAT( 1 U CHAMBER PRESSURE= 11 2X1F8.3,' NTIM/M',/, t• MelTING TEf'PERATURE= 1 JlX.!t-8.3,/, 
~· SCORCH TEMPERATURE =1 z X F8.3 t 
1012 FORMAT(' INERTS PRESSlJdE fs• 1 2X,Fl2.6t 1 NT/M/M') 1312 FORMAT ( 1 CONDENSER TEMPERATURE = 1 , F6.1,' KELVIN 1 ) 
747 FORMAT( • SAMPLE THICKNESS =• ,F6.4, 1 METERS' t 
c 
C CAlCUlATE THE WATER VAPOR PRESSURE AT THE INTERFACE 
c 




CAlCUlATE THE EFFECTIVE THERMAl CONDUCTIVITY OF THE DRIED REGION 
KlE=12.980-8*(PO+PWX)+3q.eo6D-6 
Kl E=K l E*O .68 
INITIALIZE TIME IN SECONDS 
TIJCE=O. 
TTMET=TIME+OT 
SET INITIAl V~LUES OF SURFACE1 INTERFACIAL AND BOTTOM TEMPERATURE SURFACE TEMPERATURE = T~UR 
, 
s 
I F I 
E 
K= l, N 
WEI I s N l. 
( ( , 
( ( ) 
Nl 
c 
c SIT ION c 
X c 
~ WEI R AS 
• c c c I F THP RIAl U c A c 
"""" "" \0 
WVINEQ)=X*WVSCfNEQt 
C O.lt28 
D IN=8. 7290-7* f TS~+ TINTI**Z .334 
KW=l.4298D-4*0SQRT TSUR+TtNlJ 
OEfPW=CZ*OOW I t.*KW/ C2 *DOW IN~ W*f PO+PWO J) 
EVALUATE THE ~ATER VAPOR PRESSURE GR.DIENT AT EACH 
POINT TO CALCULATE THE FLUX AT THAT POINT. 
DO 911 l=l,NN 
l AT I CN 
SUMP= f AP ( 1, 1 )*PWO+AP ( I, NN) *PWX) *WVSC f M) 





IFfi.EQ.l.OR.t.EQ.NNl GO TO 929~ 
SUMP=SUMP/R/WV( 1-1 )*WVSCC I-1) ' 
9293 CONTINUE 
911 
c c c c c 








VALU NEEDED FOR HEAT FlUXES AT THE SURFACES 
THE BOLTZMAN CONSTANT 
S IG=5 .670-11 
VIEW FACTOR OF THE PLATEN WITH THE SAMPLE 
FAC=l. 
INITIALLY, SET THE UPPER AND LOWER PLATEN TEMPERATURES AT TS 
TPL=303 .15 
TPU=3 03.15 
NOW THE INTEGRATION ROUTINE IS TO BE CALLED 
TIM IS THE TIME AT THE START OF THE INTEGRATION STEP 
TIMT IS THE TIME FOR THE INTEGRATICN STEP TO FINISH 
INDEX INDICATES FIRST CALL TO INTEGRATION ROUTTNF 
MITER='2 INDICATES THAT A NUMER 1CAL JACOBIAN MATRIX IS TD 3E US 
METH=Z INDICATES THAT GEAR'S ~ETHC!J IS Tt'J BE USED 
c c c 
c c c 
c c 
c c c 
2121 
IS A VARI 
















0 INITIAl VA S 
(6t3332) 
t•u *************INITIAl VAlUES**************') 
S IFLAG THAT IS AllOWED 
IFLAG=666 
CAll OUTCWV,TIM, t 
lflAG=O 
CONTINUE 
ROUTINE TO PERFORM INTEGRATICN 
IVEfNEQ,TIM,HO,WV,TIMT,TOL,MF,INOEXJ 
INCREMENT Tl ME VARIABlE, Tl fl 
T IM=T IMT 
X=WV( NEQ) /WVSC( QJ 
INOEX=O 
lf DRYING IS 75~ COMPlETE, SET INDEX TO THAT IN ~TI 
ROUTINE REACHES TI MT EXACTLY ON EACH <iT 
If INTEGRATION HAS PROCEEDED FAR ENOUGH, INCR SE TI~E S 
LIMIT nT TO 3 SECONDS ~AXIMUM 
t T, 
c 
t c c 
tFCIX/LINt.GE.0.75J INDEX=2 
I f ( C X /l N l• GE .0 • 2 5 ) DT = 0 • 6 
lf((X/l N .GE.0.70J OT=l.O 
IFCfX/LENt.GE.0.70.ANO.LEN.GE.0.006l DT=3.0 
OUTPUT RESULTS FROM INTEGRATICN STEP IF DESIRED 
CALL OUTtWV,TIM,NEQ.t 
c 
C CHECK TO SEE IF STOPPING CRITERION c 
OX=-NT fNN)/ (RKl2-Rtll1 t*DT 
1111 lf((X+OXl.GE.ElEN) GO TC 4500 





lf((X+OXt.GE.ElENl GO TO 5000 
INCRE"ENT TIMT BY OT 
4600 T IMT= TlM+DT 
GO TO 9999 c 







2102 ~Sl~~rf~o2!~~!.**FREE WATER REMOVAL PHASE IS CO~PLETE**********') 










SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE VALUES OF THE TIME OERIVATI 
ORDINARY OIFFERENTIAl EQUATIONS ~EING INTEGRATED 
IMPLICIT REAL•8 ( A-H, 0-Z) 
c c c c 
c 
c c 
c c c c 
REAL*8 KlE,K2.tlEN,KW, NFLUX, NT ,KG 
2b=. ~~· .?UA~rJNl9hJ~~sv! BP, 50,50 ),CCC 50, 50) ,00( 50.') 01 
E8=~~ ~0~1: til ~g J5l~ /53~! ~gl67 ~Ot ;W~SC (50,' RP (50 J tNT (50, 
ts~=s~ ~~~~~~ ~¥~:fgo ~~~~~~ ls~~;~~~3 ~~~ Y;M~2ls~1 ~~u~no 1 
COMMON /VEC5/ DISl( 50) ,01 S2(50t ,01 S3f50t 1 01 Sit (50t ,DIS5 ('10 ), RS (50) COMMON /VARl/ DEFPW,K2, RH02jRH01 1 HFLUX, CP l,CP 2,K1E ,OH, SIG ,FAC ,co 
~g~:m~ ~~::~~ ~A~fr~t~c6G:le~!X:~~:r:~sm~rr~t~~~t~1 t~g~~~~5~~~l 
COMMON /I NT 1/ N ,ND,NN, NOM, NNN, M, 10, IOC,~SE, I PR tNT, IF L~G ,,.,ITER 
SET UP FIRST ANO SECOND ORDER OEQIVATIVE TERMS IN TEMPERATURE, 
PRESSURE AND SORBED WATER 
STORE FIRST ORDER DERIVATIVES IN VECTOR F(t) 
STORE SECOND ORDER OERI VATI VE S IN VECTOR FOlO tl) 
~~1}! ( }p}f~ 1 1 t *TSUR+AP (I +1 ,NN,l *TINT t *WVSC fIt 
, FOLD( I J= IBPt\+1, 1 J*TSUR+BP( I+l{NNl*TINT)*WVSC II t 
~~lo1l:~r~:~tlf~r!tf~~~ar~J tt :1 !~~~~:~Yl~J~c~l.N, 
Fti+N+NI=AS(l,MJ*CO*WVSCfi+N+N) 
CALCULATE THE EQUILIBRIUM SORBED WATER CONCENTRATION AT EACH 
INTERNAL COLLOCATION POINT 
.XPON=2.3*(1.3600-0.036*(WVCil/WVSCCil-TINIT)J 
lf(EXPON.GT.75.) EXPON=75. 
IF (EX PON .l T .-50.) EXPON=- 50. 
CEQ(l)=OEXP(EXPON)/100. 
00 11 J=2,M 


















c c c 
c c c 
c c 
SET UP FUNCTICNAL VALUES OF THE TI~E DERIVATIVES STORE IN Y 
~~~~1 tl~tfi~1IEl~~ERl~~E~F~Cl~kN~~l8fi~~ ~6~~~~ W~TER 
CONCENTRATION AT THE ITH INTERNAL COLLOCATION POINT 
NEXl DO THt: SAME fOR lHE WAltR VAPtR PRESSURE ANC TH£ 
MATERIAL TEMPERATURES. PUT THE SORBED WATER IN YCI+N+NJ, 
THE PRESSURE IN Y(l+NJ, AND THE TEMPE~ATURE IN V( I) 
YINEQI=DEFPW*~MWT/fRH02-RHClJ/R/TINT/WV(NEQ)* 
~ SUMN/WVSCCMt*WVSC(NEQl*•2 
00 12 1=1 ,N 
THIS IS THE MASS BALANCE FOR THE SOR8EO WATER 
YCI+N+NJ=KG*(CEQ(Il*WVSC(I+N+Nl-WV(I+N+Ntt+ 
~ RS(I t/WV(NEQJ*VfNEQJ•Ffi+N+NJ 
THE EQUATION CF CONTINUITY FOR THE WATER VAPOR PRESSURE 
V ( I+N J=OEFPW•WSC (NEQ 1**2/EP/WVCNEQ 1**2*FOL0( t+NJ-
~ RHOl*R*WVfl)/WMWT/EP*Y(I+N+NJ*WVSCli+NJ/WVSC(l)/WVSCti+N+N)+ 
t R P f I + 1 t I W V ( N EQ J * V ( NE Q t *f f I + N J 
THIS IS THE ENERGY BALANCE Of THE DRIED LAYER 
YCI)=KlE*WYSC(NEQt**2/RHOl/CP1/WV(NEQ1**2*FOLOlii+tRPll+l)/ 
~ WV (NEQ I*Y ( NECl+CPG*OEFPJl*WMWT*WVSC tNEQ l*~2*WVSC ( t) /RHO 1/CP 1/ 
~ R/WY(I)/WVIN£Q)**2/WVSCI~+Nl~F(l+NJ)*ffl)+ . 





DUMMY SUBROUTINE FOR GEAR METHOD 
IF AN ANALYTIC JACOBIAN I'S TO BE USEO, THIS SUBROUTINE MUST B~ 
REPLACED. 








c c c c 
c c c c 
SUBROUTINE BOUNOACWV,NEQJ 
SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE THE BOUNDARY CCNDITIONS THAT ARE 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE OPERATING CONDITIONS OF CASE A 
IMPliCIT REAL*8(A-H 10-ZJ REAl*8 KlE,K2,LEN,KW,NFLUX,NT,KG 
DIMENSION WVfNEQl 
COMMON /MAll/ APf50,50),8P(50,50l,CC(50,50J,DC(50,50) 
COMMON /MAT2/ AS(50,50J,BSf50,50) 
COMMON /VECl/ Tl{50)Jf(50),FOL0(50ltWVSC(50),RP(50J,NT(50) 
COMMON /VEC2/ CSW(50 ,PWf50J,CEQt50J,SAVE1(50J,SAVE2(50) 
COMMON /VEC4/ OIP1(501,DIP2(50l,OtP3f50J,OIP4(50),01PSf50J 
COMMON /VEC5/ DIS1(50),0IS2(50J,D1S3(50),01S4f50l,OIS5t50),RS(501 
COMMON /VAR1/ DEFPWlK2,RHC2fRH011HFlUX,CPl,CP2~KlE,.DH,S1GLFAC,CO 
~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~14~tf~.t~c5~: ( e~!J;~~ef~~s~?t~~ i, ~~f~~~g~ :~~5; ~~t 
COMMON /INTl/ N,NO,NN,NOM,NNN,~,IO,IuCASE,IPRINT, ItlAG,MtTFK 
SET UP PARTIAL SUMS USED TO EVAlUATE THE BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES, 
TSUR, TINT, TBOT, ANO TPl 
DTINT=O. 
DTSUR=O. 




C2 IS A CONST~NT FOR THE DUSTY GAS EQUATION 
X IS THE ACTUAL INTERFACE POSITtnN, NCT THE WEIGHTEO VARIABLE 
~z=n.428 :wvtNEQ)/WVSC(NEQt 
c 
C SOlVE FOR THE BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES BY DIRECT ITEPATICN 
c 
c 




C PROTECT AGAINST TAKING LOG OF A NEGATIVE NUMB 
c 
c 
c c c 
c 
TIDT=TSUR+TINT 
IFCTTOT.LE.O.t GO TO 345 
EVALUATE THE WSTY GAS PARAMETERS AND CALCUlATE THE WATER I=LUX 












C EVALUATE THE BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES: TSUR, TINT, AND TROT c 
DE NOM=-K2/ (LEN-X) -Kl E/X *AP ( NN, NN) +NFLUX • 
t (-(RHO 2*CP 2-RHO l*CPl J /(RH02-RH01 )+CPGl 
TINT= l-OH*NFlUX+K lE/X*f DTINT+AP f NN, 1) *TSURJ -K 2/ (lEN-XJ* TBOTJ /DE NOM 
TSUR=-(SlG*FAC*tTPU**4-TSUR•*4l+KlEIX•(DTSUR+AP(l,NNl*TINT)J/ 
& (KlE/X* Ptl,lJ) 
T80T=CK2/(LEH-XJ*TINT+SIG*FAC*ITPL**4-T80T**4J)/{K2/(lEN-X)J c 
C EXIT IF CONVERGENCE IS SATISFIED c 
c 
Jf(DABS(TINT-TX ).lT .l.D-4.ANO.DA8SI TSUR-TOJ .t T.l.0-4J GO TO 11 
10 CONTINUE 
11 CONTINUE 
C EVALUATE THE HEATING PlATE TEMPERATURES NEEOE TO REACH MATERIAL 
C SCORCHING O'R MELTING CONSTRAINTS. HOWEVERJ THE HEATING PLATES 
C ARE CONSTRAINED TO A MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE Or 3~ CENTIGRADE 
c 
IFCTSUR.LT.TSCOR.ANO.TBOT.lT.TMELT) GO TO 144 
TPL:I K2/ (LEN-XI *I TMEl T- TINT J+ SIG*FAC*TMEl T**4) /SI G/f AC 
1f(TPL.GT.303.15) TPL=303.15 
TPU=(SIG*FAC*TSCOR**4+KlE/X*COTSUR+AP(l,li*TSCOR+AP(l,NN)*TINTl)/ 




c c c 












SUBROUTINE TO EVAlUATE THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS THA.T ARE 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE OPERATING CONOITICNS OF C~SE B 
IMPLICIT REAL•8(A-H1 0-Zt 
REAL*8 K1E 1 K2 tlEN,KW,NFLUX,NT ,KG 
DIMENSION WVtNEQt 
COMMON /MATl/ API50,50J,BPf50,50J,CC( 50,50) ,DDt 50,50) 
E3~~~ ~~~li~ ~~~~gJ51 ~/~8~!~~t6?Jo, 1 wvsc(50J,RPt5ol,NTtsot EB=~~ ~~~Et~ 5~~t1go \~M\ ~~,~51~~ i~3~~av; Ai ~2,~5~ v51~ ~?~o, 
COMMON I VEC S I 0 I S 1 ( 50 J , D I S2 f 50. J {0 I S3 t·so f t D I S 4 t 50 ) ~ 0 IS 5 (50 l , R S f 50 J 
coMMON rv:AR.l/ OEFPW,K2, RHoz,RHO ,HFLUX,CP t,cP 2, Klt ,oH, SIG ,FAc ceo 
E8Q::l~ ~~::~~ ¥.l~t f;~~g: :r~~!~: ~~~t~~!m?t ?1r~~t~f~~~: ~~: ~Pl 
COMMON /INTl/ N,NQ,NN,NOM,NNN,M,IO,IuCASE,IPRINT,IFlAG,MITER 
SET UP PARtiAL SUMS USED TO EVAlUATE THE BOUNCARY TEMPERATURES, 
TSUR, TINT, TBOT, AND TPL 
IF TSUR IS lESS THAN THE SCORCH TEMPERATURE, TBOT IS SET TO THE 
MELTING TEMPERATURE, TMElT 
IF (TS'UR.LT. TSCOR} TBOT=TMELT 
OTSllt=O. 
DTINT=O. 
DO 71 J=2{M 
OTSUR=AP( ,J) *WV(J-1) /WVSC( J-1 )+OTSUR 
OTINT=APINN,Jl*WVCJ-11/WVSC{J-lJ+OTINT 
71 CONTINUE 
C2 IS A CONSTANT FOR THE DUSTY GAS EQUATION 
X IS THE ACTUAL INTERFACE POSITION, NOT THE WEIGHTED VARIABLE 
C2= 0. 428 
X=WVtNEQ)/WVSCCNEQ) 
c 
C SOlVE FOR THE BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES BY 0 IRECT ITERATION c 
c c c 
c c c c 






IF ( TT OT .L E • 0. J GO TO 34 5 
EVALUATE THE DUSTY GAS PARAf'ETERS AND CALCULATE THE WATER FLUX AT 






EVALUATE THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE OR lEO LAYER 
KIE=l2.q8D-8*(PO+PWXI+3q.8060-6 
KlE=KlE*0.68 · 
CAlCULATE THE BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES: TSUR, TINT, AND TBOT 
DENOM=-K2/(l.Et1-X) -Kl E/X*AP CNN t~N J+NFLUX* 
~ (-IRH02*CP2-RHOl*CPl) /IRH02-RH01 )+CPGl 
TINT= C-DH*NflUX+KlE/X*IDTINl+AP(NN, l)*TSURI-
~ K2/tLEN-Xl*TeOTJ/OSNOM 
CALCULATE THE HEATlt«; PLATE TEMPERATURES NEEDED TC HCtD THE 
MATERIAL CONSTRAINTS, TSCOR AND TMElTt AND SET TPL lO THE LOWER 
TPl=fK2/(lEN-XJ*(TMELT-TINT)+HTR*TMEll)/HTR 
TU=tS IG*FAC*TSCOR**4-KlE/X*(DTSUR+AP( 1, li*TSCOR+AP( ltNNJ*TINT)) I 
~ SIG/FAC 
IFfTU .LT. o. I lU=- TU 
ru=ru••o.zs 
IFCTU.GE.TPl) GO TO 223 
TPL=TU 





c c c 
c 
~ TINT))/(KlE/X*AP{l,l)} 
IF TSUR IS ABOVE THE SCORCH POINT, CONSTRAIN 1U THE SCORCH POINT 
IflTSUR.GE.TSCORt TSUR=TSCOR 
IF TSUR IS NOT NEAR THE SCORCH POINT, 00 NOT CH~NGE TSOT 
I F ( TS UR .l T. ( T SC OR-0. 0 11 J G 0 T 0 23 2 
TBOT= (K2/(LEN•X )*TINT+HTR•TPL )/(K2/(lEN-Xl+HTR) 
232 CONTINUE 
lf(DA8S(TINT-TXt.LT.l.D-4.ANl.DABSfTSUR-TOI.LT.l.D-4) GO TO 11 
10 CONTINUE 
11 CONTINUE 
C SET THE UPPER PLATE TEMPERATURE EQUAL TO THE LOWER PLATE'S c 
c 
~ c 





SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE THE BOUNDARY CONOI TI ONS THAT ~RE 




COMMON /MAll/ AP(50,50l tBP( 50,50} ,CC(50 ,50) ,00(50 ,50) 
ts~=s~ ~~~tf~ ~~\~8;~~:~g~!~8l6~~0ltWVSC(501QRP(501tNTI501 
E8~~~ :~~~~: ~~~1rgb;~f~~~5~r~Jig!,~~Y;A:~4ls5:~6t~§1Jo, 
COMMON /VEC5/ OIS1(50),01S2(50l,DIS3(50),DIS4f50l,DIS5(50J,RS(50J 
COMMON /VARl/ DEFPWlK2,RHC2fRHOltHFLUX,CPt,CP2,KlE,OH,StC~FAC,CO 
COMMON /VAR2/ Q~Q2, PG,EP,T NlltERR,PO,PWO,OT,PWX,NFLUX,HlR,KG 
COMMON /VAR3/ TMELT 1.TSCQR,L EN, R,WMWT, TSUR, T INl ,OXT, "TBflT, TPU, TPL COMMON /INTl/ N,NO,NN,NOp.t,NNN,M,IO, IOCASE,IPRINT, IFl~G,MITER 
SET UP PARTIAl SUMS USED TO EVALUATE THE INTERFACE TEt.1P ATURE 
TSUR IS Al~AYS EQUAl TC THE SCORCH TEMPERATURE 
TBOT IS AlWAYS EQUAl TO THE MELTING TEMPERATURE 
TSUR=TSCOR 
c c c 
c c c 
c c c 
c c c 





SET UP PARTIAL SUMS NEEDED TO EVALUATE TINT, 1Pl, AND TPU 
DTSUR=AP f 1, lJ *TSUR 
DTINT=AP(NN,lJ*TSUR 
DO 11 J=Z,M 
DTSUR=API 11.JJ *WV(J-1 l /WVSCf J-1) +OTSUR OTINT=AP(NN,JJ*WV(J-11/WVSC(J-lJ+OTINT 
71 CONTINUE 
X IS THE ACTUAL INTERFACE PCSITION IN METERS 
X=WVCNEQJ/WVSCINEQJ 
C2 IS A CONSTANT USED IN THE DUSTY GAS EQUATICN 
CZ =0.42 8 
SOLVE FOR THE INTERFACE TEMPERATURE BY DIRECT ITERATION 
DO 10 1=1,100 
TX=TI NT 
PWX=l33.32*0EXPf23.9936-2.19*DH/TINTJ 
EVALUATE THE DUSTY GAS PARAMETERS AND CALCULATE TrE WATEP FlUX 
AT THE INTERFACE. USE A LINEAR PRESSURE GRADIENT FCR CCNVERGENC~. 
TTOT=TSUR+TINl 






EVALUATE THE DRIED REGION THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
KlE=l2.98D-8*IPO+PWXJ+39.806D-6 
K lf=K lE*O• 68 
C EVAlUATE THE INTERFACE TEMPERATURE 
c 









c c c 
c 
' 1- (RH02*CP2-RHO l*CP 1 J/ (RHO 2-RHO 1 )+CPG J 
TINT=I-DH*NFLUX+KlEIX*OTINT-K2/flEN-X)*TBOTl/OENOM 
EXIT If CONVERGENCE IS MET 
IFCOABS(TINT-lXl.LT.l.D-4) GO TO 11 
10 CONTINUE 
11 CONTINUE 
EVALUATE THE HEATING PLATE TEMPERATURES 





SUBROUTINE TO EVAlUATE THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS THAT ARE 
ASSOCIATEO WITH THE OPERATING CONDITICNS Of casE 0 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 f A-H, 0-Z ) 
REAL*8 KlE~K2,lEN,KW,NFlUX,NT,KG 
DIMENSION wVCNEQl 
COMMON /MATl/ APf50,50J,BPl50,50J,CC(50,50),00(50,50J 
COMMON /MAT2/ AS(50,50l 1 BSC50,501 
COMMON /VECl/ Tl( 50)Jf(50),f0l0(50) JWVSCf50J 1RPf50J,NT(50t 
~s==s~ ~~~~i~ 51~1igo;~M\~~~5~1~h~~3~~~~;6i~~~55~~5i~~?§o, 
COMMON /VEC5/ OIS1(50),DIS2(50t ,OtS3f50l ,OIS4(50l,DIS5(5Q),R$(50) 
COMMON /YARl/ OEFPW,K2,RH02}RHOl,HFLUX,CPl,CP2,KlE,OH,SIG,FAC,(0 
COMMON /VAR2/ Q,Q2 1CPGlEP,T NIT ,ERRtPO,PWO, OTfPWX,NflUX,HTR,KG COMMON /VAR3/ TMELT,TS~OR,LEN,R,WMWT,TSUR,TIN ,OXT,TBOT,TPU,TPL 
COMMON /INTl/ N,NO,NN,NOM,NNN,M,IO,IDCASE,IPRINT,IFLAG,MITFR 
SET UP PARTIAl SUMS USED TO EVALUATE T~E INTERFACE 
AND SURFACE TEMPERATURES 
TBOT IS ALWAYS EQUAl TO THE ~ELTING TEMPEPATURE 
TBOT=TMEL T 
C SET UP PARTIAL SUMS NEEDED TO EVALUATE TSUR, TINT, AND TPL c 
OTINT=O. 
OTSUR=O. 
c c c 








DO 71 J=2 t.M . . . . · 
DTi~=AP(ffN,J )*WV(J-1 J /WVSC ( J-1 J+DTI NT 
DTS R=AP(1,J)*WV(J-11/WVSC(J-ll+OTSUR 
71 CO I NUE 
X IS THE ACTUAL INTERFACE PCSITION IN METERS 
X=WVfNEQl/WVSCCNEQ) 
C2 IS A CONSTANT USED IN THE DUSTY GAS EQUATION 
C2=0.428 
SOLVE FOR ·Y'SUR AND TtNT ay·-oiRECT t TEitATION 




EVALUATE THE DUSTY GAS PARAMETERS AND CALCULATE.THE WATER FLUX AT 
THE INTERFACE. USE A liNEAR PRESSURE GRADIENT FOR CONVERGENCE. 
I~~fi~t~t!6~1 GO TO 345 
OOWIN=8.729D-l*lTTOTJ**2.334 




EVALUATE THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE DRIED REGION 
K1E=l2.980-8*(PO+PWX)+39.8060-6 
K lE=K 1Et0.68 




IF(OA8S(TINT-lXJ.LT.t.0-4.ANO.OABS(TSUR-TOt.LT.l.0-4) GO TO ll 
10 CONTINUE 
N0'-1 
c c c c 
c c c c 
c c c c c c 
E 
11 CONTINUE 
EVALUATE THE HEATING PlATE TEMPERATURES 






IMPll CIT REAlt8 t A-H,O-Z J 
REAL*8 KlE,K2tlEN,KW,NFLUX,NT,KG 
DIMEN SJON WV( NEQJ 
COMMON /MATl/ AP(50,50J,BPf50,50),CCf50,50J,ODC50,50J 
~g:~n ~~Gtl~ ~~~~g~~~~~8T!~8{~?JoJJWVSC(50J,RP(50t,NT(~QJ 
~g==g~ :~~~l~ 51~1 r~J ;~~i~~ lsg1~biB3l ~~ Y;Jl92155t ~5fJ§?~o, 
COMMON /VEC5/ OtSlC50J,OIS2C50)lOIS3(50J 1 DlS4(50) 1 DIS5(50JLRS(50l COMMON /VARl/ OEFPW1K2,RH02,RHO ~HFLUX,CPl,CP2,Klt,OH,SIG,rAC,CO 
E8==s~ ~~:~~~ ~M~it;~~cfi~~I~~!~~w~~t~~s~~~rY~t~~t~~~gi:~~:~~l 
COMMON /INTl/ N,NO,NN,NOM,NNN,M,IO,IOCASE,JPRINT,IFLAG,MITER 
SET X TO THE ACTUAL INTERFACE POSITION IN METERS 
X=WV(NEQ)/WVSCCNEQ) 
CAll BOUNO<IDCASE> TO EVALUATE THE BOUNDARY CCNDITIONS 
DIFFERENT FOR EACH OPERATING CASE 
IFCIOCASE.EQ.l) CAll 80UNOA(WV,NEQl 
IFfiDCASE.EQ.2J CAll BOUNOBfWV,NfQ) 
1F(IDCASE.EQ.3) CAll ROUNOC(WV,NEQJ 
IFIIDCASE.EQ.4) CALL ROUNDO{WVtNEQ) 
CALOJLATE THE HEAT INPUT TO THE MATERIAL 
AND SUM IN VARIABlE HftUX 
CASE A HAS RADIATION FRC~ AROVE AND BELOW 
CASE 8 HAS RADIATION FROM ABOVE AND CONDUCTION FROM RFLOW 
(HEATING PLATES AT T~E SAME TEMPfRATUREJ 
CASE C HAS PAOIATION FRO~ ABOVE AND CONDUCTICN FROM nw 
CHEATING PLATES AT THE SAME TEMPERATURE) 





CASE D HAS ONLY CONDUCTICN FROM BELOW. 
Iff IOCASE.EQ.l) HEAT=SIG*FAC*ff TPL**4-TBOT**4)+(TPL**4-TSUR**4) J 
IFCIDCASE.E0.2J HEAT=SIG*FAC*(TPl**4-TSUR**4)+HTR*(TPl-TBOTJ 
IF C IDCASE.EQ. 3) HEAT=SI G*FAC* ITPU**4-TSUR**4 J +HTR*C T Pl-T BOT) 
lf(IDCASE.EQ.4) HEAT=HTR*(TPl-TBOTl 




PUT ACTUAl VALUES OF TEMPERATURES, WATER VAPOR PRESSURES, AND 
SORBED WATER CONTENT INTO Tl, PW, AND CSW RESPECTIVELY FOR 
OUTPUTTING 
~~~jf:,ylj~lJ/WVSC(J-1) 
P W (J) = W V ( J+ N- ll I W V SC t J+ N-1 ) 
CSWIJ)=WVCJ+N+N-1)/WVSC(J+N+N-ll 
38 CONTINUE 
T lf 1) =TSUR 
T 1 INN t=T INT 







C USE LAGRANGIAN INTERPGLATICN TO ESTIMATE SORBED WATER AT X= o. c 
CAll INTRPINDMjM,O.,RS,OISl,SAVEl) 
CSWtlJ=SAVEl(~ *CO 
DO 141 I=l,N 
CSWfll=CSW(l)•SAVEl(l)*CSW(I+lt 
141 CONTINUE c 
C CONVERT TIME fROM SECONDS TO MINUTES c 
737 TOTAL=TIM/60. 
c 
E c c c 
c c 
SUPPRESS OUTPUT TO DESIRED INTERVAlS, INITIAL VALUES, AND FINAl. 
RESULTS 
IF OUTPUT AT INTERVALS IS OESIREO, REMOVE COMMENT ON NEXT 
EX EQITABl E l [NE 
IF(TOTAl.GE.Q.OR.IFLAG.EQ.676.0R.IFlAG.EQ.767) GO TO 73 
1FflflAG.EQ.666.0R.IFlAG.EQ.676t GO TO 73 
GO TO 125 
73 WR I TE I 6 , 1 0 8) 
c 
C INCREMENT OUTPUT SUPPRESSING VARIABLE (NEED NOT BE BY 1) c 
c c c 
c c c c 
Q=Q+1.0 
OUTPUT VALUES 
1oa FORMAT I • o• J 
154 WRITE (6,1001 TOTAL 
u:ftf ~~il&lt RP(li,TSUR,PWO,CSW(li,NTlll 
ea~~~ f6,1~1J RPCI+ll,T1li+1),PWCI+tl,CSW(l+l),NTCI+l) 
12 CONTI Nut 
WRITE (6,101) RP(NNJ,TtNT1 PWX,CO,NT(NNJ WRITE (6,104) XtNT(NNJ,TBuT 
WRITE (6,106) TPl,TPU 
SUPPRESS OUTPUT OF HFLUX UNTil THE FREE WATER REMOVAL PHASE IS 
COMPlETED 
IF(IflAG.EQ.676J WRITE (6,991) HFLUX 
991 FORMAT(• THE SUM Of THE HEAT FLUXES IS •,Dl2.5t' KJOUL~S') 
100 FORMAT('O FREE WATER REMOVAl PHASE TIME:•,Ft0.4J 
111 FORMAT(' •,• COllOCATION POINT TEMPERATURE PRESSURE SnR~ED 
IWATER MASS FlUX 1 ) 
101 FORMAT(• •,3X,Fl0.7f5X,Ft2.5,2X{F12.5,3X,Fl0.5,4X1Fl2.7l 
104 FORMAT( 10 1,' NEW IN ERFACE: ',O 2.~,, FlUX: •,Oll.5t' TBOT= 1 , 
t Fl0.5J 
106 FORMAT(' LOWER PlATON: ',F8.3,' UPPER PLATO~: ',012 .5 J 
125 P.ETURN 
tHO 
********************************************************************** SSMFWR OAT A: DATA SET FOR SSMFWR FORTRAN (FREE WATER REMOVAll 
LINE 1 INPUTS OPERATIONAL POLICY IDENTIFIER IOCASE 
LINE 2 INPUTS THE NUMBER OF INTERNAL COLLOCATION POINTS 
TO BE USED N AND THE NUMBER Of DATA TO BE RUN, NCASE 
liNE 3 INPUfS iNITIAl INTEGRATION STEPSIZE, HO, OVERAll 
STEPSIZE, OT THE CHAMBER PRESSURE, PC, THE WATER VAPOR 
PRESSURE AT fHE CONDENSER, PWO, THE MElTING CONSTRAI~JT, 
TMELT, THE SCORCH CCNSTRAINT, TSCOR, THE INITIAL 
TEMPERATURE, Tl NIT, AND THE SAMPLE SIZE, lEN 
********************************************************************** 1 
9,1 
5.o-12, .o·3~13.332, 5.2668,263.15,303.15,241.8, 6.n-3 
*********************************************************************** 
SSMFWR OUTPUT: OUTPUT FROM SSMFWR FORTRAN USING SS~FWR DATA 
......................................... ****************************** 
SORPTION-SUBLIMATION MODEL OF FREEZE DRYER 
OPERATING CONOITICNS CASE A 
RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER AT X=O 
RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER AT X=l 
PLATES CONSTRAINEC TO 30 C MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE 
FREE WATER REMOVAl PHASE ,, 
THE NUMBER OF INTERNAL COLLOCATION POINTS IS 9 
CHAMBER PRESSURE= 13.332 NT/M/M 
MEL TtNG TEMPERATURE= 263.150 
SCORCH TEMPERATURE= 303.150 
INERTS PRESSURE IS 8.065200 NT/M/M 
CONDENSER TEMPERATURE = 225.0 KELVIN 
SAMPLE THICKNESS =0.0060 METERS 
************* INITIAL VAlUES ************** 
FREE WATER REMOVAL PHASE TIME: 0.0 
·coLLOCATION POINT TEMPERATURE PRESSURE SORBED WATER 
G.O 241.81428 5.26680 . 0.22828 
.0159199 241.80000 5.26680 0.22828 
'0.0819844 241.80000 5.26680 0.22828 
.1933143 241.80000 5.26680 0.22828 
.3378733 241.80000 5.26680 0.27828 
.5000000 241.80000 5.26680 0.22828 
·.6621267 241.80000 5.26680 0.22A28 
~.8066857 241.80000 5.26680 ry.22828 
~
.9180156 241.80000 5.26680 0.22828 
.9840801 241.80000 ~.26680 0.2287A .ooooooo 241.05568 34.06292 0.22828 
NEW INTERFACE: 0.600000-04 FLUX: -0.116\SO+Ol TBOT= 
LOWER PLATON: 303.150 UPPER PLATON: 0.303150+01 
*******FREE WATER REMOVAL PHASE IS COMPLETE********** 
FREE WATER REMOVAl PHASE TIME: 492.8989 
COllOCATION POINT TE~PERATURE PRESSURE o.o 272.51325 5.26680 
0.0159199 272.00651 5.81483 
0.0819844 26q.91468 8.08704 
0.1933143 266.42321 11.90836 
0.3378133 261.95524 16.95489 
SO~BEO WAT EP 
o. 04841 
0.05')34 
0 .o 57Q6 




















0.5000000 257.035\4 ~2.38106 0.13064 
8:~8l1l~l 12J:~l~9~ 31:99~31 8:~t8\~ 
0.9180156 244.17261 36.53895 0.22042 
0.9840801 242.87952 38.76944 0.22736 
1.0000000 242.42468 39.30110 0.22828 
NEW INTERFACE: 0.59939D-o2 FLUX: -o.t548q0-03 TBOT= 
lOWER PlATON: 303.150 UPPER PlATON: 0~ 303150+03 











D. Computer Program for the Sorption-Sublimation Model of Freeze 
Drying (Sorbed lvater Desorption Stage) 
189 
The program described in ~his section solves the mathematical 
model of Paper II, during the desorption stage of the sorbed water, 
which follows the stage discussed in Section c. The program to solve 
this stage of drying is a variation of the program used to solve the 
free water removal stage of the freeze drying process as described in 
Section C above. The variations include modification of the boundary 
conditions and replacing·the interface position differential equation 
with the equation describing the rate of change of the sorbed water 
concentration, C, at the bottom of the sample, x=L, and integrating 
to find that value as a function of time. 
The Gear's method3 with driving routine DRIVE is used to solve 
the coupled stiff ordinary differential equations resulting from 
the use of the method of orthogonal collocation on the model 
equations. 
The subroutines JCOBI and DISCRT evaluate the discretization 
matrices for the collocation method, and are documented in Section E 
along with the Langrangian interpolation routine, INTRP, which was 
used to estimate the sorbed water content at the surface of the 
material being dried·. The subroutines DIFFUN, PEDERV, BOUNDA, 
BOUNDB, BOUNDC, BOUNDD, and OUT are similar to those found in the 
program described in Section C. Subroutine DIFFUN evaluates the time 
derivatives of the temperature, water vapor pressure, and sorbed 
water concentration at the N internal collocation points and the 
sorbed water concentration at x=L. Subroutine OUT outputs the values 
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of the temperature, pressure, and sorbed water concentration profiles 
for the material, the interface position, the plate temperatures, 
the time, and the mass flux profile of the material in the dryer. 
The output is printed at t=O, at specified time intervals, and at 
the completion of the sorbed water desorption phase. 
The variables of the dried region that are to be integrated are 
stored and manipulated in a work vector, WV(I). The indexing of 
WV(I) is such that the first N storage locations contain the dried 
region temperatures, locations N+l through 2N contain the pressures, 
locations 2N+l through 3N contain the sorbed water values at the 
internal collocation points, and the final location (3N+l) contains 
the sorbed water concentration at x=L. 
The program is set up to integrate the equations over small 
time steps, 6t, until a desired output or stopping point is reached. 
The output can be restricted to only initial and final values or it 
can be set to output values at predetermined intervals. The sorbed 
water desorption stage is considered finished when a desired maximum 
sorbed water concentration anywhere in the sample is reached. 
At small times, the system of equations to be integrated is very 
stiff so that small time steps, 6 hundredths of a second or less, must 
be used to ensure stability. This is caused by the jump conditions 
imposed on the material temperatures, see Paper II, but after a short 
time the time step may be increased. The maximum time step allowed by 
the program is restrained to 3 seconds to ensure proper convergence 
throughout the integration process. 
An annotated program listing, as well as sample input and output 
datasets follow this section. 
c ********************************************************************** C ~ORTRAN 
C PROG~M. '8. SOLVE FREEZE DRYING MODEl USING ORTHOGONAL 
C COLLOCATI NAND GEAR'S STIFF INTEGRATION ROUTINE 
C SUBLIMATION AND SORPTION EFFECT$ ACCOUNTED FOR. 
C TERMINAL DRYING PHASE 
C REF: •AN ANALYSIS OF THE FREEZE DRYING PROCESS USING A SORPTION-
C SUBLIMATION MODEl AND VARIOUS OPERATIONAL POLICIES", 
C MlllMANt M.J., liAPIS, A.I., AND ~ARCHEllOt J.M., 
C AICHE JuURNAL SUBMITTED FOR PUBliCATION, 1984 
C SUBROUTINES NEEDED FOR SOLUTION: 
C JCOBI AND DISCRT FOR ORTHOGONAL COLLOCATION 
C INTRP FOR LAGRANGIAN INTERPClATION 
C DRIVE FOR INTEGRATION 
C REF: "THE MODELING ANO CONTROl OF FREEZE ORYERS"t MILLMAN, ~.J., 
C PHD DISSERTATION, UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-RulLA, 1984 
c ································••************************************ c ********************************************************************** c 





c c c 
c 
IMPliCIT REAlt8(A-H,O-ZJ 
REAL* 8 Kl E ,K2 1lEN., KW, NFLUX, hT, KG 
DIMENSION WVf 'Ol 
COMIIlN /MATl/ APl50,50J,BPI50, 50) ,CC( 50,50) ,oot 50,50) 
~8=::8~ ~~~li~ ~t~~~l51 ~/58~!~8tB?~oJ JWVSCI50J 1 RPf50t 1 NTC50J COMMON /YEC2/ CSWl50 ,PW(5uJ,CEQt50 ,SAVEll 5u),SAVEzl50) 
C 0 M P«l N IV E C 4/ D I Pl ( 50 J , 0 I P 2 ( 5 0 ) , 0 I P 3 ( 50 I , 0 I P 4 ( 5 0 J , fJ I P 5 f 50 J 
COMMON /VEC5/ DISlf50t,DIS2f50llDIS3150J 9 0IS4(50),01S5(501,RS(50l 
COMMON /V AA 1/ DEFPW, K2, RH02tRHO t.HFLUX,CP l,CP 2p Kl E ,OH, SIG fFAC ,co 
~g~~~ ~~:~~~ ~"~i tct~ca~:I~~!"k~ij~:l~~s~~~t~~ 1, ~~t~t'ag~: ~p~:~gl 
COMMON /COE I COEl,COE2,COE3,COE41 COE5,COE6,COE7,COF8,COE9,WTFRAC 
COMMON /INTl/ N,NO,NN,NOM,NNN 1 M,IO,IOCASE,IPRINT,IFLAG,MJTER 
IDCASE IS THE OPERATING CONDITIONS IDENTIFIER 
1 => CASE A 
2 => CASE 8 
3 => CASE C 
4 => CASE D 








OUTPUT PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION DATA 
WRITE (6 1200) 
IFCIOCAS~.EQ.lJ WRITE(6,1211l 
lf(IOCASE.EQ.2) WRITEC~t1212J 
tFf IOCASE.EQ.3l WRITEf6tlll3) 
IF(IDCASE.EQ.4) WRITE(6,1214J 
IFIIOCASE.NE.41 WRITE (6,1201) 
If(l0CASE.EQ.4t WRITE (6,1202t 
IFtiOCASE.EQ.l) WRITE 16,1203) 
IF(IOCASE.EQ.t) WRITE (6,1204) 
JffiOCASE.Gl.ll WRITE (6,1205) 
IF(IOCASE.EQ.2J WRITE (6 1 1206) IFCIOCASE.EQ.3) WRITE (6,1207) 
WR I TE ( 6 l 2 0 8 ) 
1200 FORMAT ( •{ SORPTION-SUBLIMATION HODEL OF FREEZE DRYER' J 
1201 FORMATf• RACIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER AT X=0 1 ) 
1202 FORMAT I' NO HEAT TRANSFER AT X=0 1 ) 
1203 FORMAT ( 1 RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER AT X=L 1 J 
1204 FORMAT(' PLATES CONSTRAINED TO 30 C MAXIMUH TEMPER~TURE') 
1205 FORMAT(' CONDUCTION THROUGH RESISTIVE FILM AT X=l' J 
1206 FORMAT(' PLATES CONTROLLED TO BE AT SAME TE~PERATURE 1 ) 
1207 FORMAT (t PLATES INDEPENDENTlY CONTROllED ') 
1208 FORMAT( 1 TERMINAl DRYING PHASE') 
1211 FORMAT ( 1 0 OP ERAT lNG CONDIT IONS CASE A 1 J 
1212 FORMAT{' 0 OP £RAT lNG COMO IT IONS CASe 8' l 
1213 FORMAT( 1 0 OPERATING CONDITION~ CASE C•) 214 FORMATt'O OPERATING CONDITIONS CASE 0') 
READ IN THE NUMBER Of INTERNAl COllOCATION POINTS, (NJ, THE NUMBER 
OF DATA SETS TO BE RUN (NCASEt THE OVERALL ~EIGHT FRACTION CF 
SORBED WATER CESIREO, lFINWTl, AND THE MAXI~UM WEIGHT FRACTION OF 
SORBED WATER ALLOWED ANYWHERE IN THE DRIED PRCOUCT, (FINMAXt. 
READ (5,*) N,NCASE,FINWT,FINMAX 
NN IS THE NUMBER OF COllOCATICN POINTS INCLUDING X=O AND X=l 
M IS THE NUMBER Of COLLOCATION POINTS EXCLUDING X=O 







NOH IS A DIMENSION VARIABLE FOR DISCRETIZATION MATRICES 
ID IS THE HIGHEST ORDER DERIVATIVE FOUND IN THE EQUATIONS, < = 4 
NO.M:50 
10=2 
WRITE (6,1001) N . 
1001 FORMAT(' THE NUMBER OF INTERNAL COllOCATION POINTS IS 1 ,2X,I2l 
1002 FORMAT{ 1 0 CHAMBER PRESSURE= 1 ,2X,F8.3, 1 NT/M/M',/, 
~· MELTING TEMPERATU~E= 1 ,2X,F8.J,/, 
c c c 
E c c 
~ c c c 
I' SCORCH TEMPERATURE=1 ,2X,F8.3) 
CAll SUBROUTINES JCOBI AND DISCRT TO MAKE UP THE MATRICES NEEDED 
FOR ORTHOGONAL. COLLOCAT ICN 
NO = 1 INDICATES THAT X = 0 Will BE USED AS A COLLOCATION POINT 
Nl = 1 INDICATES THAT X = 1 WILL BE USED AS A COLLOCATION POINT 
AlAND BE DENOTE WHAT POLYNOMIAL FORM TO USE: PtO.,O.) 
RP IS THE COLLOCATION POINT LOCATICN VECTOR 
AP IS T~E FIRST ORDER DISCRETIZATION MATRIX 
BP IS THE SECOND OROER DISCRETIZATION MATRIX 
CC IS THE THIRD ORDER DISCRETIZATION MATRIX 




c c c 
c c c c c 
c c 
BE=O. . · 
CALL JC081tNOM,N,N0 1N1lAL~BEfOIPliOIP2\0IP3fOIP4fDIP5 1 RPJ CAll OISCRTfNDM,N,No,N ,Ju,C Pl,O P2,0 P3,0 P4,D P5,RP,AP, 
~ BP,CC,OD) 
MAKE UP MATRIX NEEDED FOR SORBED WATER 
NO = 0 INDICATES THAT X = 0 IS NOT TO BE USED AS A COllOCATIU 
POINT 
RS IS T~E COLLOCATION POINT LOCATION VECTOR 
AS IS TtfE fiRST ORDER OISCRET IZAT ION MATRIX 
BS IS THE SECOND ORDER DISCRETIZATION MATRIX 
CC IS THE THIRD ORDER DISCRETIZATION MATRIX 
00 IS THE FOURTH ORDER DISCRETIZATION MlTRIX 
NtJ=O 
10=1 
CALL JCOBI(NOM,N,~O NliAl BEIOISlfOIS2,0IS3,0tS4,DIS5,RSJ 
CALL DlSCRT(NOM,N,NO,N ,10,0 Sl,O S2,DIS3,0IS4,0IS~,RS,AS, 
~ ss,cc,oo, 
c 
~ LIST OF PHYSICAL CONSTANTS 
~ VOIDAGE FRACTION 
EP=O. 706 c 
C IDEAl GAS CONSTANT IN JOULES/(K-MOl*KELVINJ c 
R=8314. c 
C WATER MOLECUL.R WEIGHT IN KGRA"/KGRAM-MOLE c 
WMWT=18. 
c 
C AIR MOLECULAR WEIGHT c 
AMWT= 28.82 c E DENSITIES IN KGRAM/METER**3 
RHOl= llt5.13 
RHOlE=RHOl 
RH02:= 1058. c 
C SPECIFIC HEATS IN KJOUlES/KGRAM-KELVIN c 
c c c 
c c 
c 





HEAT OF SUBLIMATION IN KJOUlES/KGRAM 
OH=2791.2 
THERMAl CONDUCTIVITY OF ICE REGION IN KW/M-K 
K2=0. 0021 
THERMAl CONDUCTIVITY OF FILM FOR HEAT TRANSFER INTO THE 

















c c c 
c c c 
MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT IN INVERSE SECONDS 
KG•ll.080-5 
LOOP AROUND TfE NCASE DATA SETS TO BE RUN 
DO 9346 HCASE=l,NCASE 
IPRINT=O 
READ IN THE INITIAL INTEGRATION STEPSIZE, (HOt, T~E TIME STEPSIZE, 
fDTtLTHE CHAMBER PRESSURE,fPCJl THE WATER VAPOUR PRESSURE ~T THE 
CONDt:NSER SURFACE, (PWOJl THE IMITATION TEMPERATURES,(TMELT ANO 
TSCOR), THE INITIAL TEMPERATURE, ITINITJ, AND THE SAMPlE 
SAMPLE THICKNESS, (LEN J. 
HO ANO OT ARE IN SECONDS 
PC AND PWO ARE IN OASCALS 
TMEL Tt TSCOR.t AND TINIT ARE IN KEl YIN 
lEN I s I N METE ~S 
READ (5,*1 HO,OT,PC,PWO,TMELT,TSCOR,TINJT,LEN 
THE tNERTS PRESSURE, PO, IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE CHAMBER 
PRESSURE, PC, AND THE WATER VAPOR PRESSURE AT X = O, PWO. 
PO•PC-PWO 
READ IN THE PROFILES FROM THE FREE WATER REMOVAl STAGE PROGRAM 
Z IS A DUMMY VARIABLE TC RE"OVE COllOCATION POINT LOCATION 
Tl IS THE OR lED REGION TEMPERATURE 
PW IS THE PRESSURE lN THE DRIED REGION 
CSW IS THE SORBED WATER IN THE DRIED REGION 
00 396 I= l,NN 
READ (51 *) Z,Tlll),PW(I),CSW(I) 
396 C.ONTI NUE 
THE CONDENSER TEMPERATURE SETS THE WATER 
TCON0•167 K , PWO•O.O NT/M/~ 
TCOND•225 K , PWG-5.266~ NT/M/M 
TCOND:=233.5 K , PW0=13.32 NT/M/M 
IF(PWO.GE.O.OI TCON0=167.0 
IFIPWO.GE.5.0) TCONO= 225.0 
IFCPWO.GE.13.0) TCON0=233.5 
VAPOR PRESSURE AT X=O 
WRITE (6,l002J PC,TMELT,TSCCR 
WRITE 16, 012 PO 
1012 FORMAT(' tNE TS PRESSURE IS 1 ,2X,Fl2.6, • NT/M/M't 
WRITE (6,1312) TCONO 
1312 FORMAT( 1 CO.NDENSER TEMPERATURE = ',F6.1 1 1 KELVIN' t 
WRITE {6, 747) LEN 
747 FORMATf 1 SAMPLE THICKNESS =1 ,F6.4, 1 METERS') c 





KlE=l2 .CJS0-8* fP O+PWXt +3<3. 8060-6 
KlE=KlE*0.68 
TIME IN SECONDS 
T I ME=O. 
Tl MET=TI ME+DT c 
C SET INITIAl VALUES OF SURFACE, INTERFACIAL ANO ROTTOM Tf~PERATURE 
C SURFACE TEMPERATURE = TSUR 
C INTERFACE TEMPERATURE = TINT 
C BOTTOM TEMPERATURE = TBOT 
C NOTE THAT INTERFACE HAS REACHED THE BOTTOM AT X = lEN 
c 
c 
c c c 
c c c 
c 
c c c 
TSUR=Tl( 1) 
T I NT=Tl fNN) 
TBOT=TINT 
SET UP THE VECTOR, WVr USED FOR INTEGRATION . 
THIS VECTOR CCNTAINS THE TEMPERATURES, PRESSURES,ANO SORBEO WATER 
VALUES AT THE INTERNAl COLLOCATION POINTS AND THE SORBFD W~TEP 
VALUE· AT THE eOTTO~ , X = LEN. 
WVSC 1 S THE VECTOR OF SCAlING FACTORS 
DO 707 K=lrN 
WEIGHT THE DEPENDENT VARIABLES TO BE BETWEEN 0.01 AND 1.0 
wvsc' I(, =0 .o 1 
WV(KJ=Tl(K+l)*WVSC(K) 
WVSC( K •N t=O .1 
WV(K+Nt=PW(K+lt*WVSCfK+N) 
l c 










WV ( NE Ql =C SW(NNJ *WVSC C NEQ J 
CALCULATE THE MASS FLUX AS A FUNCTION OF SPACE USING A 
MODIFIED DUSTY GAS EQUATICN 
THE MASS FLUX AT X = LEN IS SET EQUAL TC ZERO AS A BOUNDARY 
CONDITICN, VARIABLE NFLUX AND VECTOR VALUE NT(NNJ 
CALCULATE PWX SUCH THAT THE ABOVE IS TRUE 
SUMP=O. 
DO 901 I• 1tM 
SUMP. SUMP+AP ( NN, 1 ) *PW I I I 
901 CONTINUE 





0 911 1=1 ,NN 
SUMP=(APIJ,l)*PWO+APCI,NN)*PWXI*WVSC(M) 
DO 910 J•2,M 
SUMP=SUMP+AP(I,JI*WV(J+N-1) 
910 CONTINUE 
IF C I. EQ .1 I SUMP: SUMP /R /TSUR 
IF(I.EQ.NNI SUMP=SU~P/R/TINT 
IFCI.EQ.1.0R.I.EQ.NNI GO TO 9293 




NflUX =NT (NN J 
VALUES NEEDED FOR HEAT FLUXES AT THE SURF~CES 
THE BCl TZMAN CONSTANT 
S IG=5 .6 70-11 
C VIEW FACTOR OF THE PlATEN WITH THE SAMPLE 
c 
~ 
c c c c c c c 
c 
FAC=l. 
SET THE UPPER AND LOWER PLATEN TEMPERATURES AT TSCOR 
TPL=303 .15 
TPU=3 03.15 
NOW THE INTEGRATION ROUTINE IS TO BE CALLED 
INDEX = 1 INDICATES FIRST CAll TO INTEGRATION ROUTINE 
MITER = 2 INDICATES NUMERICAl JACOBIAN IS TC BE CAlCULATEO 
METH = 2 INDICATES GEAR'S STIFF INTEGRATION ROUTINE TO BE USED 
MF IS A VARIABLE TO PASS MITER ANO METH TO ROUTINE 







C INITIALIZE HEAT SUM, HFLUX, TO ZERO 





C OUTPUT THE INITIAl VALUES 
C IFLAG MUST !E SET EQUAL TC 666 FOR OUTPUT 
c 
WR lTE ( 613332) 







C INCREMENT TIM TO END OF STEP VALUE 
c 
2121 TIM=TIMT c 
C OUTPUT VALUES FROM INTEGRATION ROUTINE 
c 
c c c 
c c 








INCREASE STEP SIZE AFTER 2 MINUTES OF DRYING 
CASES A AND D USE STEP SIZE Of 0.2 SECONDS MAXIMUM 
CASES 8, AND C MAY HAVE A STEP SIZE OF 0.6 SECONDS 




INCREMENT STEP END VALUE 
Tl MT= TI MT+OT 
RETURN TO INTEGRATION UNLESS DESIRED WATER CONTENT ATTAI~ED 
WTFRAC=O. 
WTMAX=O. 
DO 4600 I=l,N" 
IFfWTMAX.LT.CSWIIIt WTMAX=CSWflt 
IFII.EQ.NNl GC TO 4600 
USE TRAPEZOIDAl RULE FOR SUMMATION OF WEIGHT FRACTICN 
WTFRAC=WTFRAC+(CSW(I+l)+CSW(I))/2.*(RP(I+l)-RP(l)) 




c c c 
........ 
c c c 
IF MAXIMUM CONCENTRATION IS REACHED, GO TO END 
IFCWTMAX.LE.FINMAX) GO TO 5000~ 
IF AVERAGE WEIGHT FRACTION IS REACHED, OUTPUT VALUES 
lf(WTFRAC.GT.FINWT) GO TO 9999* 
SUPPRESS OUTPUT TO FIRST T I,_E THAT WEIGHT FRACTION IS REACHED 
IFftPRINT.EQ.l) GO TO 9999 
I PRINT=! 
WR I TE ( 6 2 712) 






GO TO 999q 
OUTPUT FINAl VAlUES 
5000 CONTINUE 
WRITE (6t2702) 
2702 FORMAT(•o ***•********* RESULTS FCR CPITERION? IFlAG=676 









SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE T~E FUNCTIONAL VALUES OF THE O.D.E.'S 
IMPLICIT REAl*8(A-H,O-Zt 
REAl*8 KlE,K2 ,LEN, KW 1.NFLUX, NT ,KG 
gb~~~~9~A~Y}Nf~l §b!~a? !aPl so, sot ,cc l 50 ,sot ,oo< so ,"so, 
~s==s~ ~e:tf~ fr f ~8J ~~Hf! ~8ta{Jo l JWYS C (50 J, RP (50 J, NT (50 l 
Eg~=s~ ~~~~~1 %~~1 1~IT~~i~~t ~5f!l~ i~3l ~~Y;51~2ls5~~~i~~? §o, 
COMMON /VEC5/ DIS1(50t,OIS2(50)10IS3(50)~0IS4(50J,OIS5(50J,RSI50) 
COMMON /VARl/ OEFPW1 K2,RHC2,RHO ,HFlUX,CPl,CP2,KlE,OH,SIG,FAC,CO 
COMMON /VAR2/ Q,Q2f~PGtEP,TIN1T,ERRfPOtPWO~DT,PWX,NFlUX,HTR,KG 
COMMON /VAR3/ TMEL ,TS~OR,lEN 1 R,WMW ,T~UR,I INT,OXT,TBOT,TPU,TPL COMMON /COE I COEl,COE2,CCE3,~0E41COE5,COE6,CCE7,CCE8,COE9,WTFRAC COMMON /INTl/ N,NO,NN,NOM,NNN,M,Iu,IDCASE,lPRtNT,IFlhG,MITER 
C CALCULATE PWX SUCH THAT THE MASS FLUX AT X = LEN IS JERO c 
c 
SUMP= AP (NN1 1 J •PWO 
00 77 47 I =z.r ~ 
SUMP=SUMP+AP(NN,I)*WV(I+N-lt/WVSC(l+N-lt 
114 7 CONTINUE 
PWX=-SUMP/APCNN,NN) 





KlE=l2. 980-8* (PO+PWX) +3q. 8060-6 
K 1 E=K lE*O• 68 
E EVAlUATE DUSTY GAS VARIABLES FOR MASS flUXES c 
C2=0. 428 
TTOT=TSUR+T INT 
IFITTOT.LE.O.J GO TO 345 
OOWIN=8.729D-7*CTTOTI**2.334 
KW=l.42980-4*CSQRTfTTOTJ 
345 DEFPW=C2*00WIN*KW/(C2*DOWIN+KW*(PO+PWOJJ c 
C SET UP FIRST AND SECOND ORDER DERIVATIVE TERMS IN TEMPERATURE, 
C PRESSURE AND SORBED WATER c 
C PART! ALS ARE EVALUATED AS SUMMATIONS AS FOLLOWING 
C FIRST DERIVATIVE OF Tl = APII,J)tTlfJ J 
C FIRST DERIVATIVE OF PW = APCJ,J)*PW(JJ 
C FIRST DERIVATIVE OF CSW = AStK,JJ*PW(J), K = t-1 
C STORED IN VECTOR Fill 
C SECOND DERIVATIVE Of Tl = BP(I,JJ*TlCJJ 
C SECOND DERIVATIVE OF PW = 8P(I,JJ*PWIJJ 
C STORED IN VECTOR FOLO(IJ c 
C CEQ(IJ IS THE EQUILIBRIUM SORBED WATER CONCENTRATION c c c 
EXPON=2.3*(1.36D0-0.036*(TINT-TINITJJ 
CEQ(MJ=DEXP(EXPONJ/100. 
DO 11 1=1 fN 
FftJ=(AP( +1 l)*TSUR+APfl+l,NNI*TINTt*WVSC(l) 
FOLD(IJ=tBPCi+lr.li*TSUR+BPfl+l\NN)*TINTI*WVSC(l) 














c c c 
FOLD( I+N) =FOlD( I+N)+BPI 1+1, JJ *WV (J+N-1) 
11 CONTINUE 
SET UP f!UNCTICNAL VALUES OF THE TIME DERIVATIVES PUT IN Y(l) 
ORDER Y( I) AS. FOllOWS: 
DRIED REGION TEMPERATURE TIME DERIVATIVES 
. WATER VAPOR PRESSURE TIME DERIVATIVES 
SORBED WATER CONCENTRATION TIME DERIVATIVES 
C CALCULATE IN REVERSE ORDER DUE TO COUPLING c "········~ ... _ 
YC NEQ J=KG*ICEQf Mt *WVSCI NEQt -WV( NEQ)}J 
DO .. · ··12- ···I·•l····N· ... ---·~·-··---- · -~"··-------··-·'"···---~-k-~~---'-· .. -- ..... --- ,f 
Y f I.+N+ N) = K~..l.Cf_~ I.) *W V SCI I+ N+_ttl:~ltVU.tltt.IU.l----~ ·-
~=DEFPW/EP [EN**2*f0ll1ll+Nt-
% RHOl*R*WV f I 1 /WMWT I EP *Y II+N+N J*WVSC (I +N )/WVSC (I )/WVSC (I +N+N J 
Y(IJ=KlE/RHOl/CPl/lEN**2*FOLOftl+ 
c c 
c c c 
c c 
c c 





SUBROUTINE PEDERV(NEQ,TIM,WV, PO,NDIM) 
DUMMY SUBROUTINE 
REPlACE THIS SUBROUTINE If AN ANAlYTIC JACOBIAN IS TO BE USED 
IMPLICIT REALt8tA-H,O-ZJ 
REAL*8 KlE,K2,LEN,KW,NFLUX,~~tKG 




SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS UNDEP 
OPERATING CONDITIONS Cf CASE A 
IMPLICIT REALt8(A-H,O-Zt 
REAL*8 Kl E, K2 ,LEN, KW, NFLUX, NT, KG 
DIMENSION WVINEQ) 
THf 
COMMON /MATl/ AP(50,50t,BP(50,50t,CC(50,50l,OC(50,50J 








c c c c 
E8~~= ~~~~~~ ~~~\1~~~~~\~~~~~e~c\1~~t~aY;ol~2l~5t~5i~~?!o, 
COMMON lVEC5/ DIS1C50 ,OIS2fSO~{OIS3(50) OIS4f50) OIS5(50J,RS(50J 
COMMON /VARl/ DEFPWtKZ,RHCZJRHO tHFLUX,C~l,CP2,KlE,OH,SIG,FAC,CO 
COMMON /VAR2/ Q,Q2,~PG,EP,T NIT,tRR,P01 PWO,OT,PWX,NFLUX,HTR,KG COMMON /VAR3/ TMELT!TSCORtlENtRtWMWTtTSUR,TINT,OXT,TBOT,TPU,TPl 
COMMON /COE I COEl,~OE21CuE3,~0f4tCOE5rCOE6,CCE7,COE8,COE9,WTFRAC COMMON /INTl/ N,NO,NN,NuM,NNN,M,IO,IOCASE,lPRINT,IFl~G,MJTER 
SET UP PARTIAl SUMS TO EVAlUATE TEMPERATURES AT T~E TOP AND 








DO .10 I= 1 , 100 
TX=TINT 
TO=TSUR 
SOlVE FOR TSUR USING ENERGY BALANCE AT X = 0 












SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE THE BOUNDARY CONOITICNS UNOER THE 










FITINT.EQ.TSCOR.ANO.TSUR.lE.TSCORJ GO TO 101 








SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS UNDER 





COMMON /MAll/ AP( 50,50) ,BPC 5o,sgt ,CC(50,50J ,OC(50,50) 
E8==s~ ~~~tf~ ~i1~8f 51 ~l~8~!~8lgt~oJ,wvscl50),RPC50J,NTt5o) EB:=s~ ~~~~~: 5i~\7goJ~~i~~~s~~~~1~~~~~¥;Al~2l~5t~6¥t~V~o, 
COMMON /VEC5/ DISlC50ltDIS2(50){0IS3(50JtOIS4(50),0lS5(50t,RS(50J 
COMMON /VARl/ OEFPWtK2,RH02fRHO ~HFLUX,CPl,CP21 Kl E,OH,SIG,FAC,CO COMMON /VAR2/ Q 1_Q2f~PG1EP,T NIT,t:RRfPC1 PWO,OT.!PWX,NFlUX,HTR,KG COMMON /VAR3/ TMEl lTS~ORtlENtRtWMW 1TsURtTINT~OXT,TBOT,TPU,TPL 
COMMON /COE I COEl,~OE2JCUE3,~0t41COt5,COt61CCt7,COE8,COE9,WTFRAC 
COMMON /INTl/ N,NO,NN,NoM,NNN,~,Iu,IOCASE,IPRINT,tFLAG,MITER 
C SET UP PARTIAl SUMS TO EVAlUATE T~E HEATING PlATE TEMPERATURES c 
C TSUR IS ALWAYS EQUAL TO TSCOR 











TPtJ= ( f S IG*FAC •TSC OR**4-K lE/LEN*DT SUR I /SI G/f AC 1**0. 2 5 





COMMON /MAll/ APt50,50),8P(50,50l,CC(50,50),00(50,50) 
~8=~~ ::~z~: ~lf.~8J 5j~~ ~8~!~8l6?~0) ,WVSCf 501 ,RPf50J, NT(50) 
E8=~n ~~~l~~ ~j~~~gol ~~1~~ l5~i?~~~~·~~~Y;A\32l56~!5~~~?~o, 
COMMON /VEC5/ DIS 1( 50 I, DI S2 C 50t {OJ 53( 50) 1 01 Sit t50) 1 0 I 55 (50 J 1 RS (50) COMMON /VARl/ DEFPWtKZ,RH02tRHO ,HFLUX,CP1,CP2,K1t,OH,SIG,FAC,CO 
COMMON /VAR2/ Q ,Q2f~P§! EP, TIN IT, ERRfPO 1PWO, OT tPWXfNFLUX, HTR, KG 
~~~~~ ~~~~3~ t~~\,c~~~~o~~~c~e~~~o~!~~er!~~E~~co~~~la~~wt~~Ac 
COMMON /INTl/ N,NO,NN,NuM,NNN,M,IO,IOCASE,lPRINT,IFLAG,MlTtR 
SET UP PARTIAL SUMS TO SOLVE FOR TEMPERATURES AT TOP AND BOTTO~ 








DO 100 K= 1, 100 
EVALUATE THE HEATING PLATE TEMPERATURE 
Tl=(KlE/lEN*lDTINT+AP(NN,1J*TSUR+AP(NN,NNI*TSCORJ+HTR*TSCORJ/HTR 
TU=TSCOR**4-KlE/LEN*(OTSUR+AP(l,l)*TSCOR+AP(l,NNl*TINT)/SIG/FAC 




C SOLVE FOR TINT USING THE ENERGY BALANCE AT X = LEN 





1 (KlE/lEN*AP( ltll) 
c 
C EITHER TSUR OP TINT WILl BE AT THE SCORCH CONSTRAINT 







c c c c 
22 RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE 80UNDOf WV,NEQt 
SUBROUTINE TO eVALUATE THE 80UNOARY CONDITIONS UNDER THE 
OPERATING CONDITIONS OF CASE 0 
IMPLICIT .REAL•B(A-~,0-ZJ 
REALt8 KlE,K2,LEN,KW,NFLUX,NT,KG 
DIMENSION WVI NEQl 
COMMON /MAll/ AP(50,50J,BP( 50,50l,CCf 5. 0,50, ,OO.f 50,. 50J 
~8~:Sn ~~~ll~ t~~~g(~~~~8~!~%t6~JoJJWVSCC501,~PC50t,NT(50t 
~g==s~ ~~€l~~ ~i~IlgJ\~~\~~~5~~~6~~3t~J;Al~2l;5~~5¥~§?~o, . 
~8~~~ ~~i~?~ g~~J~~~~:R~~~!~~bi~.~~(~~?!P¥!t~~~~le~J~~!i8!F~~ !tg' 
COMMON /VAR21 Q_tQ2fl.P. ~ EP, T tNIT, tRRfPOtPWOt.OT ~,PWX t.N FLUX, HTR, KG 
Es=~~ ~~~~3~ la~\.t~E2~~6~~~~~~~~~o~~~g~e~!~d~9~eol~iloJ~~wlfkAc 
COMMON /INTl/ N,NO,NN,NuM,N~N,M,tu,IDCASE,If'RINT,IFLAu,MITt:R 
SET UP PARTIAL SUMS TO EVALUATE THE TEMPERATURE AT X = 0 AND 
THE HEATING PLATE TEMPERATURE 
TINT IS ALWAYS EQUAL TO THE SCORCH CCNSTRAINT 
Tl NT=TSCOR c 2=0. 428 
DTINT=APfNN,l1*TSUR+AP(NN,NNI*TINT 
OTSUR=AP(l,NNl*TINT 





C SOLVE FOR TSUR SUCH THAT HEAT FLUX AT X = 0 IS ZERO c 
TSUR=-DTSUR/AP(l,lt 
c 










~~RRoUTINE OUltWV, Tt.C,NEQI 
IMPLICIT REAL•81 A..:H,O-Z) 
REAL*B 1<1E,K2 ,LEN,KW,NFLUX,NT ,KG 
DIMENSION WVINEQI 
COMMON /MATl/ AP(50,50J,BPfS0,50J,CCf50,50J ,OOf50,50) 
E8~:8n ~~~li~ t~I:~%J;~/~8l!~~t6~Jo, ,wvsc(so, tRPtsot,NTrso, 
COMMON /VEC2/ CSWC 501 jPW( 50 J ,CEQ( 50 J J· SAVE lt 5oJ, SAVE2 ( 501 
COMMON /VECit/ OIPl (50 , DIP2 (50 },01P3 50 J,DIP4f 501,0 IP 5( 50) 
COMMON /VEC5/ DIS1C50l,DIS2(50J 1otS3l50) 1 DIS4(50l ,OIS5(50J,RS f50J COMMON /VARl/ OEFPW,K2,RH02,RHO ,HFLUX,CPl,CP2,KlE,OH,SIG,FAC,CO 
COMMON /VAR2/ Q,Q2fCPGt EP, TIN IT, ERR,PO,PWO, DT ,PWX ,NFLUX,HTR ,KG 
Eg==g~ :~~~3J lS~\,lci~~00~o~~~cSe~~~6e~~M~e~~~te~~Io~g~o~~wt~~Ac COMMON /INTl/ N,NO,NN,N M,NNN,M,Iu,IDCASE,IPRINT,IFlAG,MittR . 
CAll SUBROUTINE 80UND<IDCASE> TO EVALUATE BOUNDARY CONOITIONS 
IFCIDCASE.EQ.l) CALL 80UND.lWV,NEQJ 
IFIIDCASE.EQ.2) CALL BOUNDBfWV,NEQt 
IF ( IOCASE.EQ. 3) CALL BOUNOC( WV,NEQJ 
1Ff1DCASE.EQ.4) CAll BOUNOD(WV,NEQ) 
EVALUATE THE HEAT BEING CONSUMED 
IF llDCASE. EQ.l) HEAT=S I G*FAC* (I TPL**4-T INT**4 J+ (TPL **4-TS~ **4) J 
IFIIDCASE.EQ.21 HEAT=HTR*tTPL-TINTl+SIG*FAC*(lPl**4-TSUR**4) 
IF ( IDCASE.EQ.3) HEAT=HTR*(TPL-TINTl+SIG*FAC*f TPU**4-TSUR**4) 
1FIIDCASE.EQ.4) HEAT=HTR*(TPL-TINTJ 
IFfTIM.LE.O., GO TO 224 




TOLD= Tl t4 
737 TOTAL=TIM/60. 
c 
C REPLACE OLD VALUES WITH THE NEWLY CALCULATED CNES 
c 
DO 38 J=2,M 
T 1 ( J1 = '-V ( J-1 1/W V S C ( J-1 ) 





CSW (J J=WY fJ+N+N-1 )/WVSC f J+N+N-1) 
38 CONTINUE 
Tlf lJ =TSUR 
T l fNN J=TINT 
CSWfNNt=WVfNEQJ/WVSCfNEQ) 
E CALCULATE PWX SUCH THAT WATER FLUX IS O. AT X = lEN 
c c c 
SUMN=AP(NN,lt•PWO 




CALOJLATE THE MASS FlUXES AT THE COllOCATION 
DO 3838 I=l,N"' 
SUMN= AP (I, 1 J*PWO+AP (I ,NN t *P WX 
~3M=~~M~:i~~l ,J)*PW( J) 
3837 CONTINUE 
NT f 1 t=-DEFPW*WMWT /R/T 1 C I )/lEN*SUMN 
383 8 CONTI NUE 
POINTS 
c c 
c USE lAGRANGIAN INTERPOLATION TO ESTIMATE SORBED WATER AT X = O. 
CALL INTRPCNDM,M,O.,RS,OISl,SAVElJ 
CSWfl)=O. 
DO 141 1=1, M 
CSWfll=CSWfl)+SAVElfi)*CSWCI+l) 
141 CONTINUE c 
C OUTPUT VAlUES ONlY AT DES IRED TIMES c 
C IFCTOTAl.GE.Q.OR.IFLAG.EQ.676.0R.IFlAG.EQ.7671 GO TO 73 
IffiFLAG.NE.666.AND.IFLAG.NE.676l GO TO 125 
13 WR I TE ( 6 , 1 0 8 J c 
C INCREMENT OUTPUT SUPPRESSION VARIABLE c 
Q=Q+l.O 
108 FORMAT ( '0' l 
154 WRITE (6, 100 I TOTAl 
WRITE (6,111) 
c c c 
WRI~ (611011 RPt 1) ,TSUR,PWO,CSWC 1) ,NT(1t 
DO I= IN WRI f6t Oll RPCI+l),TlCI+ll,PW(I+lJ,CSWtl+l),NTCI+l) 
12 CONT! NUE 
TBOT-T tNT ... 
WRITE (6,101) ~PfNN)tTINTTPWX,CSW(NNJ,NT(NNJ 
WRITE ( 6,1041 lEN,NTl NN), BOT 
WRITE (6,106) TPL,TPU 
SUPPRESS OUTPUT OF HEAT OR WEIGHT FRACTION UNTIL DESIRED 
lf(IFLAG.EQ.676) WRITE c-6,991) HFLUX 
lFCIFLAG.EQ.616) WRITE (6,9Q2) WTFRAC 
991 FORMAT(' THE SUM OF THE HEAT FLUXES IS •,otz.s,• KJOUlES't 
992 FORMAT(' THE WEIGHT FRJCTION Of WATER IS •,012.5) 
100 FORMATC 1 0 TERMINAl ORY1NG PHASE TtME:•,FL0.4) 
lll FORMATI 1 •,• COLLOCATION POINT TEMPERATURE PRESSURE SORREl) 
~WATER MASS FLUX') 
101 FORMAT(' 1 13X,Fl0.7f6X,F12.5,2X[f12.5,3X,fl0.5,4XtFL2.7J 
104 FORMATI 1 0 1 , 1 NEW IN ERFACE: 1 ,o 2.5, 1 FLUX: •,Dlz.5,' TOOT= •, 
~ F10.5J _ 






********************************************************************** SSMTOP DATA: DATA SET FOR SSMTOP FORTRAN (TERMINAL DRYING PHASE) 
liNE 1 INPUTS OPERATIONAL POLICY IDENTIFIER, IDCASE 
LINE 2 INPUTS THE NUMBER OF INTERNAL COllOCATION POINTS 
TO BE USED, N, THE NUMBER OF DATA TO BE RUN, NCAS E, 
THE AVERAGE WATER WE I GHT FRACTION FOR THE fIRST CRITERION, 
FINWT t ANO THE FINAL MAXIMUM WATER WEIGHT FRACTION FOR 
L~~lT~R~~~UjS ~~~~1:l INTEGRATION STEPSI ZE, HO, OVERALL 
STEPSIZE, OT, THE CHAMBER PRESSURE, PC, THE WATER VAPOR 
PRESSUPE AT THE CCNDENSERf PWOf THE MELTING CONSTRAINT, 
TMELT, THE SCORCH CONSTRA NT, SCOR, THE INITIAL 
TEMPERATURE, TtNIT, ~NO THE SAMPLE SIZE, LEN 
LINES 4-14 INPUT lOCATION1 Z1 TEMPERATURE, Tl~ WATER 
~~tifr~~E~~r6f: ~~E ~~~Ese~~~R ~~~fi~1t 5 ~HA~~~F~§~~WR 
********************************************************************** 1 
9' 1 J. 0 • 05 ' 0 • 0 5 
5.0- ft0.03tl'3.332t. 5.2668,263.15,303.15,241.8, 6.0-3 
~'O.oOOOOuO 2 r2. 37132 5.26680 O. 04840 
0.0159199 271.87267 5.81120 0.05055 
0.0819844 269~78304 8~06835 0.05835 
0.1933143 26E.29892 11.86426 0.07331 
0.3378733 261.84279 16.71775 0.09809 
0.5000000 256.93102 22.26612 0.13128 
0.6621261 252.12719 27.73360 0.16873 
0.8066857 247.91353 32.59260 0.20097 
0.9180156 244.70q53 36.32782 0.22054 
0.9840801 242.82182 38.54300 0.22741 




SSMTDP OUTPUT: OUTPUT FROM SSMTOP FORTRAN USING SSMTOP fJATA 
....................................................................... 
SORPTION-SUBLIMATION MODEl Of FREEZE ORYER 
OPERATING CONDITIONS CASE A 
RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER AT X=O 
RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER AT X=L 
PLATES CONSTRAINED TO 30 C MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE 
TERMINAL DRYING PHASF 
THE NUMBER OF INTERNAL COLLOCATION POINTS IS 9 
CHAMBER PRESSURE= 13.332 NT/M/" 
MELTING TEMPERATURE= 263.150 
~
CORCH TEMPERATURE= 303.150 
NERTS PRESSURE 15 8.065200 NT/M/M 
ONOENSER TEMPERATURE = 225.0 KELVIN 
SAMPLE THICKNESS =0.0060 METERS 
************* INITIAL VALUES ************** TERMINAL DRYING PHASE TIME: 0.0 
COLLOCATION POINT TEMPERATURE PRESSURE SORBED WAT o.o 272.371 ~2 5. 26680 o. 04840 
0.0159199 21l.A1267 5.81120 0.05055 
0.0819844 269.78304 8.06835 0.05835 
0.1931143 266.29892 11.86426 0.07337 
0.3378733 261.84279 16.77775 O.C9809 
0.5000000 256.93102 22.26612 0.1~128 
0.6621267 252.12719 27.73360 0.16873 
0.8066857 247.91353 32.59260 0.20097 
0.9180156 244.10953 36.32782 0.22054 
0.9840801 242.82182 38.54300 0.22741 
1.0000000 243.27299 3g.7Q832 0.2282R 
NEW INTERfACE: 0.600000-o2 FLUX: 0.181600-17 T BC'T= 
LOWER PLATON: 303.150 UPPER PLATON: 0.303150+03 ••••••••**••• RESULTS FOR CRITERION 1 •••••••••••••• TERMINAL ORV I NG PHASE T I~E: 15.~_.4610 
COLLOCATION POINT TEMPERATURE PRE~SURE SORBEO WAT o.ooooooo 302.17100 5.26680 0.01855 
0.015q1o9 302.15047 5.2g516 0.019~':\ 
0.0819844 302.06q2R 5.36013 0.02216 
0.1933143 30l.q4509 5.48145 0.02760 
0.3378733 301.81332 5.62713 0.0365~ 



















- • ooooo:u~ 
.OOOOJ3., 
--
0.6621267 301.69464 5.88221 0.06196 
0.8066857 301.75148 5.95110 0.07349 
0.9180156 301.85397 5.98002 0.08045 
0.9840801 301.~4125 5.98627 0.08287 
1.0000000 301.96562 5.98652 0.08316 
NEW INTERFACE: 0.600000-02 FlUX: 0.114710-17 T80T= 
LOWER PLATON: 303.150 UPPER PlATON: 0.303150+03 
THE SUM OF THE HEAT FLUXES IS 0.369190+03 KJOULES 
lHE WEIGHT FRACTION Of WATER IS 0.500000-01 
•••*•******** RESULTS FOR CRITERION 2 ************** 
TERMINAl DRYING PHASE TIME: 232.8777 
COLLOCATION POINT TEMPERATURE PRESSURE SORBED WATER o.ooooooo 302.56906 5.26680 0.01163 
0.0159199 302.55685 5.27773 0.0120q 
0.0819844 302.50854 5.32237 0.01377 
0.1933143 302.43464 5.39460 0.01701 
0.3378733 302.35625 5.48132 0.02232 
0.5000000 302.29941 5.56603 0.02943 
0.6621267 302.28517 5.63314 0.03742 
0.8066857 302.31968 5.67413 0.04427 
0.9180156 302.38072 5.69133 0.04840 
0.9840801 302.43269 5.69505 0.04982 
1.0000000 302.44120 5.69520 0.05000 
NEW INTERfACE: 0.60000D-02 FLUX: 0.137550-17 TBOT= 
lOWER PLATON: 303.150 UPPER PLATON: 0.303150+03 
THE SUM OF THE HEAT FlUXES IS 0.419070+03 KJOUlES 






















E. Subroutines Used in the Application of the Orthogonal 
Collocation Method 
213 
Subroutines JCOBI and DISCRT are used to evaluate the 
discretization matrices, A and B, used by the orthogonal collocation 
method to approximate the partial first and second order derivatives 
in the model equations. Subroutine INTRP is used to calculate the 
sorbed water concentration at the surface using Langrangian 
interpolation. These routines were obtained from Villadsen and 
Michelsen, 2 and are fully documented as well as illustrated in that 
reference. 
c ·························********************************************* c ********************************************************************** 
f THESE SUBROUTINES ARE NEEDED FOR THE ORTHOGONAl COllOCATION 
C METHCD AND FOR THE LAGRANGIAN INTERPOLATION 
c 
c ·····························•**************************************** c ********************************************************************** 
c 
c c 
c c c c c 
c c c c 
SUBROUTINE JCOBtfNO,N,NOJNl,Al,BE,OIFl,OIF2,01F3,0IF4,0IF5,ROOTJ 
IMPliCIT REAl*8 tA-H,O-Z 
DIMENSION Olfl(NO),OIF2(NOJ,OIF3tNO),OtF4fNO),Oif5(NOJ,ROOT(N0) 
EVALUATION OF ROOTS AND DERIVATIVES OF JACOBI 
PCLYNOMIALS P(N) (AL,BE); MACHINE ACCURACY 16 O. 
FIRST EVALUATION OF COEFFICIENTS IN RECURSIVE 
FORMUlAS. RECURSIVE COEFFICIENTS ARE STORED 





Dlf2( 1 )=0. 
lf(N.LT.2JGO TO 15 
DO 10 1=2,N 
i!Al;~*Zl 
DIFlfii=CAB*AC/Z/(Z+2)+1)/2 
1F(I.NE.2JGO 10 11 
DIF2fl)=fAB+AP+Zlt/Z/Z/tZ+l) 
GO TO 10 
11 Z=Z*Z 
Y=Zl*IAB+Zl) 




ROOT DETERMINATION BY NEWTON METHOD WITH 
SUPRESSION OF PREVIOUSLY DETERMINED ROOTS 





DO 30 J=l,N 





30 XN l=XP 1 
ZC=l. 
Z=XN/XNl 
Jf(I.EQ.liGO 10 21 




IFIDA8SfZJ.GT.l.0-9JGO TO 25 
ROOl(J)=X 
X= X+. 0001 
20 CONTINUE c 
C ADO EVENTUAl INTERPOLATION POINTS AT X=O OR 
C X=l c 
NT=N+NO+Nl 
IFfNO.EQ.OtGO TO 35 
DO 31 t=l,N 
J=N+l-1 
31 ROOTtJ+l)=ROOT(J) 
35 ~~fNl! ~Q? 1 J ROCT (NtJJ=l. c 
C NOW EVALUATE DERIVATIVES OF POLYNOMIAL c 
DO 40 I=l,NT 
X= ROOT (I) 
OIF 1 I It= 1. 
DIF2(1)=0. 
DIF3fll=O. 
0 lf4f I 1=0. 
01 F5 ( I J=O. 




c c c c c 
c 
c c c c c 
c 
Y=X-ROOTIJJ 
DIF5fiJ = Y * OIF5(1) + 5. * OIF4(1) 
Dtf4(1 = Y * DIF4fl) + 4. * OIF3(1) 






SUBROUTINE INTRP ( ND,N T, XJROCT ,o IF 1 t XI NTPt 
IMPLICIT REAL t8 ( A-H, o-z 
DIMENSION ROOT{NOl,OIFl(NOI,XINTP(NO) 
EVALUATION OF lAGRANGIAN INTERPOLATION COEFFICIENTS 
POL:al. 




IFCPOL.EQ.O.DOI GO TO 10 






IMPLl~I REAL*8 (A-H~Q-ZJ 
DIMENSION DIFliNO),RuOTfNO),Oif2fNO),OIF3fNOJ,OIF4(NOt,OIF5fNO) 
DIMENSION A(Nt,NOJ,B(NO,NOJ,C(ND,NO),O(NO,NO) 
SUBROUTINE EVALUATES DISCRETIZATION MATRICES A~O 
GAUSSIAN QUADRATURE WEIGHTS NORMALIZED TO SUME OF O~E. 
IO=l DISCRETIZATION MATRIX FOR lltl)fXJ) IN A(J,I) 
10=2 DISCRETIZATION MATRIX FOR li(2)(XJJ IN ACJ,!) 
AND Ll(l)(XJl IN AfJ,I) 
10=3 OISCRETIZATION "ATRIX FOR li(3)(XJ) IN C(J,I) 
L I ( 2, ( XJ, IN B ( J' 1, I AND LI ( ll t XJ, IN At J' t ) • 
10=4 DISCRETIZATION MATR X FOR lii4)(XJ) IN O(J,rJ, 
ll(3t(XJ) IN C(J,IJ, l1(2)fXJ) tN B(J,IJ, AND 
l I ( 11 f XJ t I N A ( J , I ) • 
NT=N+NO+Nl 
DO 20 J=l ,NT 
00 20 t=l NT 
Y=ROOT(Jl'- RCOT(I) 
lf(I.EQ.J) AfJfi) = DIF2(1)/01Fl(l)/2. 
lf(I.EQ.Jl GO 0 20 
A(JfiJ = Otfl(Jt/Difl(II/Y 
20 CON I NUE 
IFfiD.EQ.l) RETURN 
DO 30 J=l,NT 
DO 30 1=1 ,NT 
Y=ROOTCJ) - ROOT(l) 
IFfi.EQ.J) BfJt.lt = OIF3(1J/OIFlfii/3. 
IFCt.EQ.J) GO tO 30 
B(Jfl) = 2.*(A(J,It*A(J,J)- A{J,I)/YJ 
30 CON INUE 
IFCIO.EQ.2J RETURN 
00 40 J=l ,NT 
DO 40 I=l,NT 
Y=ROOT ( J) - RCOT C I) 
Iffi.EQ.J\ C(J~I)= Olf4(1)/0ifl(l)/4. 
IF (I. EQ .J . GO TO 40 
C f J tl ) = 3. * (A ( J, I t *B ( J, J I - B ( J, I J /Y) 
40 CON I NUE 
IF(ID.EQ.3t RETURN 
DO 50 J=l,NT 
DO 50 t=l,NT 
Y=ROOT(J)- ROOT(I) 
lffi.EQ.J) DfJLI) = OIF5(1)/0iflfl)/5. 
IF(I.EQ.JJ GO TO 50 








EXTENDED RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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A. Free Water Removal Phase 
The results obtained using the sublimation model, presented in 
Paper I, can be compared with those obtained for the free water 
removal phase using the sorption-sublimation model of Paper II. The 
agreement of the results of the two models is very good, with the 
largest deviation being 7% for the operating conditions described 
as case A (Table 1, Paper II). For the more desirable case C, 
the agreement is within 1%. 
For all of the variations of operating policies and conditions 
examined, the sorption-sublimation model predicts longer drying 
times for the free water removal phase than the sublimation model 
does. An examination of the temperature profiles during the free 
water removal phase reveals that more heat is reaching the 
sublimation interface in the sublimation model than in the sorption-
sublimation model. In the sorption-sublimation model, heat is 
used to desorb bound water as well as to sublime the frozen water; 
hence for roughly equal heat input rates, less heat in the case of 
the sorption-sublimation model, will reach the interface in a 
given time and the sublimation rate will be lower. This lowering 
of the sublimation rate is less acute when operating policies such 
as those of cases B, C, and D, which have much higher heat fluxes 
than case A, are used. 
Figures C-1 and C-2 illustrate the temperature profiles 
predicted by the sorption-sublimation model at the end of the free 
water removal phase, for 3 mm and 15 mm sample thicknesses 
Figure C-1: Temperature Profiles at the End of the 
Free Water Removal Phase (chamber pressure 
of 0.1 mm Hg; condenser temperature of 
225 K; sample thickness of 3 mm; broken lines 
are for the sublimation model and solid lines 
are for the sorption-sublimation model) 
a: operating conditions of case A 
b: operating conditions of case·B 
c: operating conditions of case C 
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Figure C-2: Temperature Profiles at the End of the 
Free Water Removal Phase (chamber pressure 
of 0.1 tmn Hg; condenser temperature of 
225 K· , sample thickness of 15 mm; broken lines 
are for the sublimation model and solid lines 
are for the sorption-sublimation model) 
a~ operating conditions of case A 
b: operating conditions of case B 
c: operating conditions of case c 
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respectively. At the end of the free water removal phase, the ice 
interface has just reached the bottom surface of the material, X=L. 
For the 3 mm thick sample, it is seen that case A has the lowest 
material temperature over the entire length, L. In fact, the 
temperature profile of case A indicates that the 20% of the material 
nearest the bottom, is below the initial temperature of the material. 
This profile, along with the isotherm used to calculate C*, explains 
the phenomenon of the sorbed water profile corresponding to this 
sample size shown in Figure 4 of Paper II. The sorbed water profile 
for the 3 mm thickness shows a segment where the sorbed water content 
is higher than that at the beginning of drying. 
The isotherm used to calculate the equilibrium sorbed water 
content, C*, was empirically determined by Gentzler and Schmidt 4 and 
further studied by Aguilera and Flink. 5 The empirical functional form 
is dependent upon the material temperatures only. Proper theoretical 
isotherms should incorporate water vapor pressure as well as 
temperature in their functional form. 1' 6 In the studies by Gentzler 
and Schmidt
4 
and Aguilera and Flink, 5 the rate of heat addition was 
such that the ice region temperature remained constant throughout 
the drying period so that C* is given by: 
C* = exp(2.3(1.36-0.036 ~TB))/100. 
For this expression, 8TB is defined as the difference between the 
material temperature at a point in the dried region and the 
(C-1) 
temperature of the ice interface. To allow the use of this isotherm, 
the following assumptions were made: 
(1) Neither adsorption nor desorption can occur in the 
frozen region. 
(2) The temperature driving force for desorption, ~TB, is 
actually the difference between the material temperature 
and the material temperature at t=O. 
In the frozen region, the solid ice is considered homogeneous 
and would preclude the presence of vaporous water that could be 
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adsorbed or formed through the desorption mechanisms, so assumption 
(1) is justified. The bound water that is physically adsorbed to 
the material in the dried region has an equilibrium water vapor 
pressure associated with it that is temperature dependent. As 
the material temperature is increased, the equilibrium water vapor 
pressure increases and more of the sorbed water will desorb. 
Conversely, if the material temperature in the dried region drops 
below the initial temperature, water will be adsorbed onto the 
solid matrix. 
This adsorption of water is noted for several sample sizes 
being dried using the policies of case A, Figure 4 of Paper II. 
In case A, the heating plates are constrained to a maximum 
temperature of 30°c and transfer heat to the sample by radiation 
only. The heat flux into the material at the surfaces is very 
2 small, about 0.3 kW/m , and therefore cannot support a large 
sublimation rate. However, at the start of drying, the resistances 
to the mass flux are low and the driving force is fairly large. 
The driving force for the mass flux is the water vapor pressure 
gradient in the dried layer, and is a function of the interface 
and condenser temperatures. A low condenser temperature will 
maintain a low water vapor pressure in the chamber, which will 
reduce the resistance to the mass flux, while a high interface 
temperature increases the water vapor pressure at the interface 
increasing the pressure gradient. Since the heat input is limited, 
the sublimation rate is also limited. Initially, more sublimation 
occurs than can be driven by the heat being transferred from the 
plates, so that heat must be drawn from the surrounding material 
and the ice temperature falls. As the sublimation interface 
temperature falls, the heat transfer from the plates increases 
due to a larger temperature difference, and the rate of sublimation 
decreases due to a lower water vapor pressure at the interface. 
After some time, the rate of sublimation will, be low enough that 
some of the heat entering the material will be used to warm the 
material and to desorb bound water. 
In Figure C-1, a large portion of the material is at 
temperatures higher than the initial temperature, so that bound 
water is being desorbed, while adsorption of water occurs in the 
segment near x=L. For the large sample thickness, 15 mm, shown 
in Figure C-2, the material temperatures are higher than those 
of the 3 mm sample for the operating conditions of case A, 
Figure C-1, so that desorption of bound water is occurring at 
varying rates throughout the dried material. In Figure C-2, 
it is seen that the material temperatures for case A have risen 
over 40 K near the upper surface, while the material near the 
bottom is only 10 K above the initial temperature. As more of the 
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bound water has desorbed, the material temperature rises, since 
less heat is being consumed to· des·orb the water. 
This phenomenon of reduction of material temperature at the 
start of drying is present in all cases and conditions, but is 
much less noticeable in the cases where the heat input is larger 
such as cases B, C, and D. For these three cases, the initial 
temperature drop is only a degree or two, arid then is quickly 
overcome, while for case A, decreases of 20 K were encountered. 
As noted earlier, the reason for the temperature, reduction is 
that the rate of heat input cannot sustain the rate of sublimation 
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of the ice. This phenomenon has been encountered in the experimental 
work of Sandall. 7 In his experiments, Sandall varied the chamber 
atmosphere composition as well as the chamber pressure. He begins 
with atmospheres composed of only water vapor and then tests 
the effect of using Nz and He2 when combined with water vapor. 
For the system where the partial pressure of water vapor is 
7 . 
almost equal to the chamber pressure, Sandall notes that the ice 
temperature rises initially and then maintains an almost con~tant 
temperature through the drying period. The amount the temperature 
rises is a function of the total chamber pressure. Initial frozen 
material temperatures are from -10 to -250c which would have 
vapor pressures at the ice interface of from 0.5 to 2.15 rnm Hg. 
For the sublimation to begin, the vapor pressure at the interface 
must be larger than the water vapor pressure in the chamber. When 
Sandall noticed an increase in the ice temperature, it occured 
when the water vapor pressure in the chamber was above that at the 
interface. 
For the chamber atmospheres of water vapor mixed with N
2 
and 
He2, the water vapor pressure in the chamber is held at 0.3 rnm Hg. 
Under these conditions, the sublimation rate is very high and must 
be reduced by lowering the material temperature as previously 
discussed. This phenomenon is shown by Sandall's experimental 
results and is accurately predicted by the sorption-sublimation 
model. Numerous simulations have been made and it has been noted 
that the ice temperature drops to a value that has an equilibrium 
water vapor pressure only slightly higher (<0.01 rnrn Hg) than the 
water vapor pressure in the chamber. 
Due to this phenomenon, the amount of bound water adsorbed 
during the earlier stages of drying is larger when lower condenser 
temperatures are used. The effect of the condenser temperature 
on the drying rate is seen in Table C-1. Lower condenser 
temperatures will decrease the time required for the free water 
removal phase, but will cause more bound water to be present that 
must be removed during the terminal drying phase. An increase 
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in the overall chamber pressure will reduce the .rate of sublimation, 
but will increase the thermal conductivity which keeps the material 
temperatures higher and thereby reduces the amount of bound water 
which is present that would then have to be removed during the 







Table C- I 
Effect of Condenser Temperature on Drying Times 











Sample Condenser Removal 
Size Temperature Phase 0.05 
(mm) (K) 
3.0 167.0 213.86 457 .. 71 .. 60 
225.0 221.92 447.68 462 .. 59 
233.5 230. 12 437.75 463 .. 82 
6.0 167.0 481.18 646.60 714. 
225.0 494.48 649.94 727. 
233.5 508.37 648. 741. 14 
9.0 167.0 786.01 89 3. 13 1018.95 
225.0 802.57 901.62 1035.45 
233.5 822.96 911.13 1055. 76 
3.0 167.0 216.48 44 7. 32 452.9 
225.0 225.08 444.40 458.42 
233.5 230. 10 434.91 462 .. 88 
6.0 16 7 .o 482.91 635.82 715.72 
225.0 495.40 641.23 729.25 
233.5 505.40 640.99 738.10 
9.0 167 .o 785.53 878.94 1018.34 
225.0 800.32 888.47 1033.11 
233.5 815.37 895.75 1048. 10 
3.0 167.0 221.41 442.48 .48 
225 .. 0 226. 34 438.48 459 .. 68 
233.5 232.64 433.60 465.51 
6.0 167 .o 488.59 6 31. 83 721.38 
225.0 496.36 634. 16 729.21 
233.5 507.47 637. 70 .17 
9.0 167.0 790.88 874.15 1023.64 
225.0 800.99 880.33 1033. 77 
233.5 816.30 889.87 .oo 
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Table C-I (continued) 
Effect of Condenser Temperature on Drying Times 
Operating Conditions of case B 




Final Water Weight 
Average Fraction at 
Free Water Weight Any Point in 
Water Fraction the Material 
Chamber Sample Condenser Removal O. 05 (kg wat:r) Pressure Size Temperature Phase kg sol1d 0.05 
(mm Hg) (mm) (K) (min) (min) 
0.1 3.0 167.0 19.05 240.46 250.88 
225.0 19.37 240.53 251.20 
233.5 19.45. 240.64 251.38 
6.0 167 .o 57.23 258.95 289.06 
225.0 58. 13 259.56 289.96 
233.5 59.18 260.31 291.01 
9.0 167 .o 122. 80 295.05 354.63 
225.0 125.90 297.06 35 7. 73 
233.5 130.42 299.91 362.25 
1.0 3.0 167.0 17.39 239.64 249.22 
225.0 17.55 239.71 249.38 
233.5 18.12 240. 12 249.95 
6.0 167 .o 70.71 266.35 302.54 
225.0 72.40 26 7. 33 304.2 3 
233.5 74.85 268. 76 306.68 
9.0 167.0 161.6 7 317.60 393.49 
225.0 165.30 319.95 397. 12 
233.5 170.63 323. 31 402.45 
2.0 3.0 167.0 21.87 241.81 253.69 
225.0 22.36 242.07 254.18 
233.5 23.33 242.68 255. 15 
6.0 167.0 90.11 276.76 321.94 
225.0 92.03 277.88 323.85 
233.5 95.08 2 79.6 7 326.90 
9.0 167.0 205.27 344.72 437. 10 
225.0 209.59 34 7. 62 441.41 
233.5 216.46 352.26 448.29 
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Table C-t (continued) 
Effect of Condenser Temperature on Drying Times 
Operating Conditions of Case C 
Total Dryin8 Time 
Criterion 1 Criterion 2 
Final 
Maximum 
Final Water Weight 
Average Fraction at 
Free Water Weight Any Point in 
Water Fraction the Material 
Chamber Sample Condenser Removal o. 05 (kg wat:r) 0 • 05 (kg wat:r) Pressure Size Temperature Phase kg sol1d kg sol1d 
(mm Hg) (mm) (K) (min) (min) (min) 
0.1 3.0 167 .o 13.35 237.98 245.17 
225.0 13.47 238.01 245.29 
233.5 14.07 238.32 245.89 
6.0 16 7 .o 52.98 256.91 284.80 
225.0 54.07 25 7. 51 286.89 
233.5 55.79 258.32 287.61 
9.0 167.0 119.18 291.00 351.00 
225.0 121.62 292.25 353.44 
233.5 125.52 294.48 357.34 
1.0 3.0 167.0 16.64 239.12 248.46 
225.0 16.96 239.32 248.78 
233.5 17.48 239.50 249.30 
6.0 167.0 66.19 261.92 298.01 
225.0 67.43 262.39 299.25 
233.5 69.45 263.47 301.2 7 
9.0 16 7 .o 149.00 303.94 380.82 
225.0 151.84 305.39 383.66 
233.5 156.37 307.90 388.19 
2.0 3.0 16 7 .o 20.12 240.30 251.94 
225.0 20.50 240.47 252. 32 
233.5 21.09 240.71 252.91 
6.0 167.0 80. 17 26 7. 23 311.99 
225.0 81.62 26 7. 89 313.44 
233.5 83.95 268.96 315. 77 
9.0 167.0 180.5 7 318.13 412.39 
225.0 183.85 319.88 415.6 7 
233.5 189.12 322. 71 420.94 
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Table C- I (continued) 
Effect of Condenser Temperature on Drying Times 
Operating Conditions of case D 
Total Drying Time 
Criterion 1 Criterion 2 
Final 
Maximum 
Final Water Weight 
Average Fraction at 
Free Water Weight Any Point in 
Water Fraction the Material 
Chamber Sample Condenser Removal O. 05 (kg water) 0 05 (kg water) Pressure Size Temperature Phase kg solid • kg solid 
(mm Hg) (nun) (K) (min) (min) (min) 
0.1 3.0 167.0 14.78 240.93 246.60 
225.0 15. 16 241.17 246.98 
233.5 15.62 241.35 247.44 
6.0 167.0 58.66 268. 16 290.48 
225.0 60.15 269.33 291.97 
233.5 62.08 2 70. 19 293.90 
9.0 167 .o 131.96 317.13 363. 78 
225.0 134.96 319.73 366.78 
233.5 139.73 322.24 371.55 
1.0 3.0 167.0 19.58 243.28 251.40 
225.0 19.98 243.43 251.80 
233.5 20.63 243. 81 252.45 
6.0 167.0 77.26 2 77.54 309.08 
225.0 80.20 280.46 312.09 
233.5 81.49 280.07 313.31 
9.0 167 .o 173.71 340.80 405.53 
225.0 178.97 345. 19 410. 79 
233.5 183.28 34 7. 24 415.10 
2.0 3.0 167.0 24.66 245.69 256.48 
225.0 25.13 245.91 256.95 
233.5 25.95 246.36 25 7. 77 
6.0 167 .o 97.23 288.01 329.05 
225.0 99.12 289.11 330.94 
233.5 102. 17 290.90 333.99 
9.0 167.0 218.53 368.02 450. 35 
225.0 222.99 3 71. 12 454.81 
233.5 229.95 375.91 461.77 
time for the free water removal increases, so that the material 
temperatures recover from the initial drop, and rise such that 
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the overall moisture profiles are below the initial moisture 
profile, co, as illustrated in Figure 4 of Paper II. For small 
sample sizes, the. overall drying time to obtain the desired product, 
see Paper II, is shorter when higher chamber pressures and 
intermediate condenser temperatures are used. 
During the free water removal phase of drying, case B exhibits 
a unique behavior when small sample sizes are used. The material 
constraint to avoid melting the ice is always encountered first, 
but for small sample sizes, the dried material temperature rises 
very quickly until the material scorch point is reached and the 
heat input must be reduced. This phenomenon is discussed in 
Paper II, and is illustrated by Figures C-1 and C-2. In Figure 
C-1, the upper surface of the material is at the scorch point and 
the bottom surface is over 4 K below the melting constraint for 
the 3 mm sample. For the 15 mm sample, the temperature profile 
for case B illustrated in Figure C-2 has an upper surface value 
of 288 K which is 15 K below the scorch point, while the temperature 
at the lower surface is at the melting point. In Paper II, the 
desirability of holding the ice temperature at its melting 
constraint throughout the free water removal phase is discussed. 
Cases C and D hold the ice melting constraint throughout 
the free water removal phase for all sample sizes, and case C also 
holds the upper surface at the scorch point to maximize the heat 
input through both the dried and frozen regions. In Figures C-1 
and C-2, one can see that although the temperature profiles are 
similar, for case C there is more heat being used to desorb the 
water in the larger sample than in the smaller. The temperature 
profiles of case D illustrate this more clearly, since one can 
simply compare the temperatures at x=O. For the 3 mm sample, the 
temperature at x=O for case D is about 262 K; while for the 15 mm 
sample it is 260 K. The heat that is conducted through the dried 
region desorbs more bound water for larger samples than for the 
smaller samples at the end of the free water removal phase, see 
Figures 6 and 7 of Paper II. 
B. Terminal Drying Phase 
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After the free water has been removed, the only material 
constraint which affects the process is the scorch point temperature. 
Consequently, at the bottom surface, the material temperatures 
are increased until the scorch point is reached for cases B, C, and 
D. For case A, the constraint on the heating plates prevents 
the scorch point from being reached, but the material temperatures 
are raised substantially from their values at the end of the free 
water removal phase. 
Figures C-3 through C-6 show the material temperature profiles 
at the end of the terminal drying phase for the various cases and 
for the two criterion on the final water weight fraction. The 
first criterion requires that the final average moisture content 
Figure C-3: Temperature Profiles at the End of the 
Terminal Drying Phase Using Criterion 1 
'(chamber pressure of 0.1 nnn Hg; condenser 
temperature of 225 K; sample thickness of 
3 nnn) 
a: operating conditions of case A 
b: operating conditions of case B 
c: operating conditions of case c 
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Figure C-3 
Figure C-4: Temperature Profiles at the End of the 
Te:trilinal Drying Phase Using Criterion 1 
(chamber pressure of 0.1 mm Hg; condenser 
temperature of 225 K; sample thickness of 
15 mm) 
a: operating conditions of case A 
b: operating conditions of case B 
c: operating conditions of case C 
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Figure C-4 
Figure C-5: Temperature Profiles at the End of the 
Terminal Drying Phase Using Criterion 2 
(chamber pressure of 0.1 mm Hg; condenser 
temperature of 225 K; sample thickness of 
3 mm) 
a: operating conditions of case A 
b: operating conditions of case B 
c: operating conditions of case C 
d: operating conditions of case D 
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Figure C-6: Temperature Profiles at the End of the 
Terminal Drying Phase Using Criterion 2 
(chamber pressure of 0.1 mm Hg; condenser 
temperature of 225 K; sample thickness of 
15 mm) 
a: operating conditions of case A 
b: operating conditions of case B 
c: operating conditions of case C 
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Figure C-6 
in the material is 0.05 kg water/kg solid. The temperature 
profiles for the 3 rom sample are shown in Figure C-3, and 
Figure C-4 shows the profiles for a 15 rom sample. The amount 
of time that the terminal drying phase requires after the free 
water removal phase to satisfy the first criterion is larger for 
the smaller sample sizes than for the larger ones in all cases, 
Table 3 of Paper II. More sorbed water is present at the end of 
the free water removal phase in the smaller samples since less was 
removed. Due to the lengthy drying times for the larger SauiLU~.~~ 
more water is desorbed and the average content is therefore lower 
than those of the smaller samples, Figures 4-7 of Paper II. 
The second criterion requires that the final maximum water 
content at any point in the material is 0.05 kg water/kg solid. 
In Paper II, it was noted that many degradative reactions are 
strong functions of the sorbed water content as well as of the 
temperature at a point in the material, so that this is a better 
criterion for terminating the drying. Figures C-5 and C-6 
illustrate the final material temperature profiles for the 3 mm 
and 15 rom sample sizes. The material temperatures are noticeably 
higher for the 3 rom sample since there is less material present 
to act as a heat sink. 
It should be noted that for the small sample size, the time 
required for criterion 2 to be met is only slightly longer than 
that for criterion 1. For the larger size, the time for criterion 
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2 to be met is much longer than that for criterion 1. A 
comparison of Figures C-3 and C-5 shows that the temperature 
profiles for each case are quite similar. Case A exhibits the 
most noticeable variation, which is caused by the previously 
mentioned phenomenon of water adsorbing during the free water 
removal phase. This phenomenon causes the second criterion to 





Two models of the freeze drying process have been used to 
study various operational policies. The first model employed is 
limited to predicting only the removal of frozen water during 
drying, since it accounts for sublimation effects only. The 
sorption-sublimation model is capable of predicting the free water 
removal phase and the terminal drying phase. 
The two models predict similar results for the free water 
removal stage. It is noticed that the sorption-sublimation model 
always predicts longer drying times during the free water removal 
phase than the sublimation model. However, the largest variation 
noticed is only 7%. The effect of the desorption of bound water 
during the free water removal phase is shown to be responsible 
for the lower drying rates predicted by the sorption-sublimation 
model. During the free water -removal phase, over 80% of the heat 
transmitted to the interface to sublime the ice, is conducted 
through the frozen layer. 
The analysis performed using the sorption-sublimation model, 
has determined that the operational policy that produces the 
shortest free water removal phase will produce the shortest overall 
drying time. This policy utilizes low chamber pressure, heat is 
supplied by radiation to the upper surface and by conduction to 
the lower frozen surface of the material, and the heating 
are independently controlled such that both material 
are encountered and held during the free water removal phase. Both 
models predict this policy to produce the shortest free water 
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During the free water removal phase, a certain amount of the 
initial sorbed water is desorbed. The amount of desorbed water 
is larger for larger sample sizes, and is significantly smaller for 
small samples. Under certain operating conditions and for small 
sample sizes, the profiles of bound water at the end of the free 
water removal phase may have segments in which the concentration 
of sorbed water is higher than the concentration of bound water at 
the start of the free water removal phase. The operational policy 
leading to such ~rofiles of bound water is shown to produce much 
higher overall drying times than any of the other policies studied, 
and is considered undesirable. 
The type of criterion used in terminating the freeze drying 
process is of extreme importance for all operational policies 
studied, especially when large sample thicknesses are used, since 
it may lead to an undesirable final sorbed water profile which may 
deteriorate the quality of the dried product. 
This study, by developing bound water profiles, incorporates 
an important factor for operational policies for quality retention 
in freeze drying. The temperature and sorbed water data predicted 
by the sorption-sublimation model, can be combined with kinetic 
data on product deterioration 5 ' 6 to determine operational policies 
which may minimize not only the drying time, but also the 
deteriorative changes. 
The effect of the condenser temperature on the drying time 
was studies using the sublimation model, and to a limited extent 
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using the sorption-sublimation model. The lowest condenser 
temperature always produces the shortest free water removal phase. 
An economic study has been made and shows that .the policy 
that produces the shortest drying time will dry the material most 
economically. This policy produces the most product in a given 
time, and uses large sample thicknesses. The unit cost decreases 
and approaches a limiting value as the sample thickness increases, 
so that the most economical production corresponds to the largest 
capacity. 
A comparision of the economic results predicted by the two 
models illustrates the need for the use of a model that accurately 
predicts the sorption effects on the freeze drying process. The 
use of models that can only predict the removal of frozen water, 
will predict drying times much shorter than those times actually 
required to produce the quality product desired. In fact, 
improper criterion for terminating the drying may lead to 





Possibilites for further work arising out of the material 
of this thesis are discussed below: 
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(1) The sorption-sublimation model has the capability of 
predicting sorbed water profiles as well as temperature 
profiles in materials being freeze dried. Degradative 
reactions are strong functions of·the moisture content and 
temperature, so that the kinetics of these reactions should 
be incorporated into the model. From the results of this 
modified model, operational policies that produce higher 
quality dried material can be determined, which may not 
necessarily correspond to the time-optimal policy. 
(2) The isotherm used to predict the equilibrium sorbed 
water content, C*, is dependent upon the temperature 
only. The actual equilibrium sorbed water content is 
also a function of the water vapor pressure in the dried 
material. 6 Investigators should work to develop adsorption 
isotherms that are functions of temperature and water 
vapor pressure for various foodstuffs, biological 
products, and pharmaceuticals. 
(3) The present model considers heat and mass transfer 
mechanisms in one dimension and involves one moving 
boundary, the position of the sublimation interface. 
Therefore, it is suggested that research to develop and 
solve multi-dimensional models involving more than one 
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moving boundary, should be pursued. The predictions 
of these models should be compared to experimental results. 
It is important that these models account for the 
removal of both frozen and botmd water. 
(4) Experiments using the desirable policies predicted by 
the sorption-sublimation model to produce the best results, 
should be made. As stated in Paper II, results in the 
form of sorbed water profiles are scarce, but they may 
be of greater importance than the commonly reported 
temperature profiles. 
(5) It would be of interest to use the sorption-sublimation 
model, with proper modifications, to study the operation 
of continuous freeze dryers. 
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